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ABSTRACT 

Water use management is defined in the context of the 

New Zealand law and overall water resource management. A 

simple descriptive model is then introduced as a theoret

ical framework for examination of the management structures 

and procedures which are shown as links between the social 

and biophysical systems. 

A brief history of the - evolution of water use manage

ment in New Zealand is outlined, using the development 

of legal controls as an index. The provisions of the 

principal enabling law, the 1967 water and Soil Conservat

ion Act, and its subsequent amendments are detailed, and 

present the management regime discussed in terms of the 

general model. 

Problems and Issues with the present management frame

work are described. Th~ Water Rights system and Water 

Quality Management (in particular - Classification) are 

dealt with in detail as the two major procedures, and 

other technical, administrative and legal issues are 

identified. 

The appropriateness of the present Water Rights and 

controlling agencies (the Regional Water Boards) for water 

use management is discussed. The topical subjects of land 

use planning and regional reorganisation are included. 

An attempt is made to place the New Zealand management 

in perspective, particularly in terms of overseas experience, 

and the study is concluded with a view of the prospects 

for the future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Water was considered by both the early Chinese and 

Greek philosophers to be one of the four cardinal elements 

of existence, along with earth, fire and air. In the 

ancient civilisations of Mesopotamia, China, Egypt, and 

Middle America, water was recognised as the base of all 

living things, and the~e societies owed their development 

to an ability to manipulate water and water use. Teclaff 

and Teclaff {1973) present a good review of the historical 

aspects of water use and development, and comment that 

although water control had a major influence on the social 

structures of these fluvial civilisations, this was under 

the 'spur of aridity', and the approach in relatively 

water-rich Western Europe was considerably more leisurely. 

Attitudes changed rapidly however with the Industrial 

Revolution and experience with different water regimes 

in the colonies. The social i mplications and broader 

environmental effects of water use were overshadowed to 

a large extent by a preoccupation with the increasing 

technology of water development. 

More recently, in the face of vastly increased demands 

for water resulting from higher populations and higher 

standards of living, the environmental and social impacts 

of water use are being re-examined. This is often within 

the broader context of what has become known as resource 

or environmental management. These terms are considered 

in some quarters to be simply new labels for many existing 

activities, such as water management, but they do reflect 

a change in attitude to man's relationship with his physical 

or 'natural' environment. 

0'Riordan (1971 a) in discussing emerging views of 

environmental management comments that the natural or 

biophysical environment cannot conveniently be separated 

from the socio-cultural context in which it is viewed, 

and that "the emphasis is not so much upon man and environ

ment as upon the man-environment interface, that complex 

boundary where biophysical and socio-cultural systems 
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interact" (p 177). Both O'Riordan, and Powell (1972 a) 

observe that the geographical discipline has a traditional 

interest in the relationship 0£ man and environment, but 

that this concern is not unique to geographers (O'Riordan, 

1970, 1971 b) and that many disciplines must work together 

to achieve effective management. 

Manayement of water use, as a part of overall water 

resource management, clearly lies at this interface, and 

can be considered to be the framework of structures and 

processes that link the physical and social systems. 

This management involves the manipulation 0£ people in 

their contact with water, and should be based on knowledge 

of the resource. As such, specialist contributions from 

a wide variety of disciplines including hydrology, biology, 

chemistry, engineering, management and law, are essential 

for effective management. 

This thesis will examine the status of water use 

management in New Zealand, and appraise the performance 

of the pres e nt structure in linking the physical and 

social systems. The extent to which the resources are 

understood; the extent to which public attitudes are 

recognised by the management process, and reflected in the 

existing organisation; the suitability of this organisation, 

particularly at the regional level, for the management task; 

and the appropriateness of the legal framework, will be 

considered. It is worth noting here, that management 

structures and functions are almost invariably rooted in 

law, a fact that is often under-emphasised by many disci

plines including geography (O'Riordan, 1971 b). Recognition 

of this is increasing, both overseas (Sax, 1972) and in 

New Zealand (Powles, 1970) particularly with regard to water 

quality control (Bellamy, 1975 b). It will become evident 

that many of the strengths and weaknesses in control of water 

use in New Zealand can be directly related to legal provisions. 

The principal act in the family of law concerned with 

water use management came into force eight years ago. There 

have been a number of problems with application of the 

principles and implementation of the procedures expressed 

in it. This thesis examines these issues, and may be 



considered to be a hindsight review of the operation and 

implementation of the management role. 

Initially, water use management is defined in the 

context of the New Zealand law and overall water resource 
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management. A simple descriptive model is then introduced 

as a theoretical framework indicating the structures and 

processes linking the social system with the biophysical. 

This is follow e d by a brief history of the evolution of 

water use management, using the development of legal 

controls as an index . The present form of management is 

described, and the model further ex?anded. Detailed 

analysis of the problems of and argume nts arising from 

present managemen t appear s as Part II, and t he t~chnical, 

legal and administrative issues are identified and related 

to the model. The fit of the management units with the 

presen t formal water regions is discussed, and the t opical 

subjects of land use planning and r egional reorganisation 

included. Chapter 9 attempts to place New Zealand manage 

ment in perspective both in terms of overseas experience, 

and the attitudinal climate of the public, poli ticians 

and managers. Chapter 10 concludes with a personal view 

of the prospects for the future. 

Definitions 

Water resource management can be separate d into two 

main aspects. The first, water ~management can be 

regarded as management of man in his contact with water. 

That is, management of water users including individuals 

and social groupings such as companies, recreational 

groups and communities , rather than control of water per se. 

This is undertaken by intervention in the socio-economic 

(or socio-cultural system), and can be distinguished from 

water-as-entity-management which usually involves structural 

controls, with physical intervention in the biophysical 

system. In this second category can be placed functions 

such as flood control, erosion control, drainage and coastal 

protection. These could perhaps be characterised as 'non

uses' or 'negative water use' (Isaac, 1972). Social links, 

are indirect through control of land use. Control of water 
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as an entity occurs at another level, not within the 

'natural' physical environment, in the engineering aspects 

of water distribution systems both for supply and power 

generation, and treatment of water-borne wastes. This 

is often a subset of water use management, as both water 

supply and waste disposal are clearly uses. 

Kneese and Bower {1968) in discussing water quality 

management, see management as involving "the whole range 

of activities from data collection, research and analysis, 

through operating water quality monitoring networks and 

treatment plants, evaluating performance of system units, 

setting standards and charges, and so on" (p 6). They 

see management as the whole 'bundle' of activities detailed 

in Figure 1 including both structural and non-structural 

measures, and are more concerned with management agencies 

in a construction and operational role than as regulatory 

bodies. 

As will be shown later, the law which was intended to 

co-ordinate all water resource management in New Zealand, 

the 1967 Water & Soil Conservation Act, has left many of 

the structural measures outside its scope. Generally, 

implementation of these is controlled by other legislation. 

For example, the responsibility for community water supplies 

and waste disposal systems still lies with the territorial 

local bodies, under older legislation. In contrast, the 

national overview and financing of flood control, drainage 

and rural water supply schemes ~been included as 

functions of the national organisation set up by the 1967 

Act, even though the enabling legislation still lies outside 

the integrating law. The fact that this law, with all its 

amendments to date, is mainly concerned with water use manage

ment and non-structural controls, in part reflects the 

previous emphasis on structural control in other legislation, 

and the present extent and type of demand for water in New 

Zealand. There is now also an increasing tendency for the 

water use management agencies to be involved in development 

and design of water supply schemes, and in this way inte

grating both regulatory and structural management functions. 
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PLANN ING IMPLE MENTAT ION 

(design and construct facilities, 
including monitoring networks; 

(economic projections and en
gineering-economic analyses of 

alternatives leading to decisions 
on what structural and non

structural measures to put 

set standards; establish inspection 
procedures; devise procedures 

for levying charges) 
into use when and where) 

Research 

and 

OPERATION 

(pushing buttons, closing/opening gates, mak ing 
inspections, operating reservoirs and 

treatment plants, levying charges) 

Figure 1 
Activit ies in water quality management 

Source: Kneese and Bower, 1968 
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Craine (1969) discussed the progress i on of governmental 

involvement in wate r use, and Figure 2 depicts this pattern. 

The early stages a re de vote d largely to influe ncing private 

and public water us e rs and development agents by the creation 

of a n information (s tage 2) and a policy e nvironment (st age 

3) . Further i nvolvement (stage 4) r es ults in government, o r 

its agencies , performing much of the implement a tion rol e , 

fin a lly e nte ring into regional schemes ( s tage 5 ). In New 

Zealand at present stage 3 has bee n reached, with predom

inantly non-structural r egulatory control, a ltho ugh some 

prog~ession t owards stage s 4 a nd 5 is evide nt, in s ome 

regions. Gibson (1 971), in r e vi ewing Craine' s analysis, 

notes that all five aspec t s of management are essential to 

fully integrated water r esources management. 

Traditionally, distinction has been made between 

'consumptive' and ~on- consumptive ' uses of water and 

several different c l assifications of uses are available. 

The following li stin g i s adapted from Gr ava (1 969) , van 

Byl ckama (1 971 ), and Minis try of Works (1 965) 

1) Consumptive Uses. These include any u ses which 

a re ' consumptive' of either quantity or quality of the 

resource, and the r efo r e a ffect a ny other actual or potential 

uses. The first three of the following are sometimes t ermed 

'withdrawa l' uses. 

i) Human and a nima l consumption, directly by 

domes tic a nd s tock wat e r supplies, whether on a n 

individual or g roup bas is. Other maint e nance uses 

for man (washing launde ring , use in home garde ns and 

amenity areas) and stock (farm dairy s hed a nd piggery 

washdown) can be included. 

ii) Wate r incorporated in or used in production of 

goods for human ( a nd sometimes a nimal) consumption , 

agai n bo th in community and se lf- s upplie d situations . 

This includes uses in food process ing (vegetable 

washin g , hygi e ne , freezing works, abattoir , dairy 

factori e s etc); agricultur al uses , par ticu l ar ly 

irrigation; and industrial uses in process in g , cooling , 

washdown e tc. 

iii ) Fire fighting. 



STAGE 1 

Water 
resource 
intelligence 

LEGEND 

--+ 

STAGE 2 

Water 
resource 
intelligence 

l 
Identification 
and Planning 

• • + Increasing sophistication and 
complexity of information 

l 
Increasing governmental 
involvement in control both 
by non-structural (regulatory) 
and structural measures. 

--+I 

--+ 

STAGE 3 

Water 
resource 
intelligence 

l 
Identification 
and Planning 

l 
Regulation 
of water 
use 

Figure 2 

--+ 

--+ 

Stages of control of water use 
after Craine, 1969 

STAGE 4 STAGE 5 

Water Water 
resource --+ resource 
intelligence intelligence 

l l 
Identification 
and Planning 

Identification 
and Planning --+ 

l l 
Regulation Regulation 
of water of water 
use use 

'' 
Development Development 
of water of water 
resource resource 

~ 

Regional 
distribution 
and disposal 

.....:) 
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iv) Waste disposal. Use in dilution and dispersal 

of water-borne wastes includin g domestic and industrial 

sewage {and heat), and to a lesser extent disposal of 

solid wastes. 

2) Non-Consumptive Uses. Although these may depend - on 

particular quality and quantity being available, they them

selves do not usually reduce or affe ct either quality or 

quantity . 

i) Recreational Uses. The se can be dir ect (also 

considered as active or contact) uses such as swi mming, 

paddling, diving etc; semidirect (ayain active, but not 

necessarily contact) such as boatiny, sailing, water 

skiing , fishing; or indirect, usually visual or aesthetic 

considerations, often termed amenity uses. 

ii) As life medium for acquatic biota. This includes 

both marine and freshwater, flora and fauna, including 

fisheries. This doe s not necessarily represent a use in 

human terms, but is a n obviously essential requirement 

for other organisms, and is often close ly linked with 

aesthetic responses as above. 

iii) Power production. This is generally not 

consumptive, although substantial alterations in 

position of the resource can place it in confl i ct with 

other uses . In certain circumstances quality can be 

detrimentally affected by impoundment, although the 

reverse is ofte n also observed. 

iv) Transport a nd Navigation. Non-consumptive 

directly, this use can be indirectly competitive with 

othe r uses such as recreation, and both spillages and 

wastes associated with vessels and shore facilities can 

affec t quality. There is a clear link he re with boat

based r ecreation. 

Many of these water uses are interrelated. Some uses 

affect groundwater as wel l as surface water, some are 

restricted to inland freshwater situations, others are 

exclusive to the marine situation. Any such classification 

cannot indicate the complex interactions between the uses. 

O'Riordan and More (1 969 ) r epresent them, with the addition 
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of flood protection , as a system 0£ "interlinked multipurpose 

demands, some conflicting and other complementary" (p 549), 

but do not point out that uses which in one situation may 

be in conflict, may be compleme ntary elsewhere. For example, 

they show irrigation in conflict with power generation. I n 

New Zealand irrigation and powe r schemes can be compatible, 

as is intended in the Clutha Sche me . 

Transport and Navigation do not sit easily in this 

separation, and in fact they are either ignored or accorded 

only passing mention in the literature. This is possibly 

because they are not considered as r es ource management 

functions, and control even in the recreational contex t 

does not come within comprehensive water legis lation. 

Certainly, in New Zealand control exists in a substantial 

body of internationally-based l aw some of which has only 

recently been enacted. For this reason, and as New Zealand's 

inland waterways cannot be used by modern commercial tr anspor t, 

these uses will be considered only in their recreational 

implications. 

It is pr ec i se ly the complexity of the interactions 

between these uses, and the pressure on the overall r esource 

cau sed by the greater d emands of highe r popul a tions and 

s tandards of living, that has focussed attention on the 

management of the r esour ce . Particular aspects of water 

use management, especially water quality control, are 

rece iving a great deal of attention both by the pub l ic 

and in the liter ature, often in the more restricted form 

of wate r pollution control . In contrast with the continuing 

examination of various narrow aspec ts 0£ water quality 

manage ment, Kneese and Bower (1 968), Craine (1969) and 

Gibson (1971) have stressed that water quality management 

must be an integral part of water resources mana gement . 

In fact Gibson sees wate r quality management as the integrator 

of the technical, engineering and pol i cy measures involve d . 

This attitude is being echoed in New Zealand, with calls 

£or greater cohesion within the overall water resource 

management structure and extension of responsibilities into 

areas s uch as r egional planning, presently outside the 

structure (Norton, 1973; Bellamy 1975 a; NWASCO, 1975 a). 
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This growing r ecognition of the need to integrate all 

aspects of water resource management and to link water use 

management with land use management and planning, emphasise s 

that water resource management itself, is only one part of 

e nvironmental management. There has been a rapid increase 

in discussion of envi ronmenta l managemen t and planning, 

although it should be noted that the expressions 'management' 

and planning' appear to be inte rchangeable in much of this 

literature. Where they are used here, p lanning will be 

regarded as the long-range or future considerations of 

management. Also, sugges tions have been made by planners, 

that environmental management is not a new field at all 

but simply a section of comprehensive pl a nning, and reflec ts 

a change of emphasis but not of scope (P.H. Phillips pers. 

~-). 

A Simple Model 

In the burgeoning literature on environmental manage -

ment th e re is considerable emphas i s on s ystems analysis. 

This approach g r ew out of the intensive and hi ghly t echnica l 

field known as systens engineering, and as Catanese and Steiss 

(1970) point o ut, the term system ana lysis has become a catchall 

phrase for many aspects of applied science. Ibwever, the p ro

cedure in systems analysis and th e close ly related field of 

modelling , which involves examination of the interrelated 

parts of any sys t em and identific atio n of the processes 

linking those parts, has proved to be a valuabl e tool in 

explaining complex interactions in both bio-physical and 

social sys t ems. Jeffers (1973) provides a good r e view of 

the present standiny of systems modelling and analysis in 

r esource management. 

Syste ms analysis has often been use d in examination of 

water problems, and modelling is an accepted part of hydro

logical investigation. As Grava (1969) notes, this approach 

has been primarily concerned with e ithe r economic or physical 

models. Analyses of water as a physical system can be found 

in Barry (1967) who discusses meteorological models; in More 

(1967, 1969) who models basin hydrological cycles; and in 

van Dyne (1969). In this last collection, the papers by 
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Bormann and Likens, and Cooper both present a broader 

water-shed ecosystem approach. A more spe cific application 

of systems analysis, to water quality appears in the first 

part of Thomann (1972). Chorley and Kennedy (1971) discuss 

the application of the syst ems approach to all aspe cts of 

physical geogra~hy. 

Thomann also includes a section on economic analysis, 

and this application of the systems approach can be found 

in Maass et al (1962). These texts, and Cooper {1969), 

include both economic and physical approaches linked into 

an analytical framework that has been called hydro-economic 

{O'Riordan and More, 1969) or engineering-ecologic-economic 

(O'Riordan, 1971 b). 

Attention is paid to the administrative, political and 

legal problems by these authors, and Maass et al (1962), 

Kneese and Bower (1968), and White (1969) also refer to a 

number of earlier studies of administrative systems. The 

emphasis is on specific case studies of existing agencies 

however, rathe r than on an examination of the role of a&~in

istration as a vital part of the overall system. O'Riordan 

(1971 b) comments on the recent trend to graft a socio

political component on to the hydro-economic models, but 

much of the dis cussion of the socio-political aspects doe s 

not occur in a systems context. One area of study which 

is linked only tenuously with the systems approach is that 

of de termining the public's perceptions, attitudes and 

preferences (Haefele, 1972; White, 1966, 1969). Similarly, 

examinations of politics and administration (Caldwell, 1966, 

1971) and legal approaches {Sax, 1972) are not related to any 

systems concept. Odum's {1971) extension of the energetics 

model to socio-political levels again does not constitute 

a useful input to a systems approach to problem solving. 

Catanese and Steiss {1970) briefly discuss the 

political system as a cybernetic model, and both Chorley 

(1971) and Edmunds and Letey {1973) produce isolated 

diagrams of 'environmental decision models'. Grava (1969) 

and Gibson {1971) deal with administrative aspects in 

discussing water quality management systems, and Millar 

et al {1971) develop a 'clean' water model which includes 



social, economic and political inputs, but all these are 

developed at a river basin l evel. Sewell {1973) provides 

probably the most comprehensive analysis of the broad 
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social and institutional aspects which need to be incorporated 

in resource management decision making . Weiner's {1972) 

jargon-ridden treatise on comprehensive planning of water 

development does deal with organisational aspects, but does 

so in a synthetic way more applicable to developing countries 

without a n established managemen t s tructure. 

Thus although there are ample precedents on which to 

base detailed discus s ion of the biophysical and economic 

components of a management system, and also guide lines as 

to what should be included in the socio-political component, 

there is no general analytical framework f or appraisal of 

an existing sys tem, s uch as the water use management organ

isation in New Zealand. Figure 3 is a simple de scriptive 

mode l which identifies the principal components in a water 

use management framework at a national level. The bio

physical system , i. e. the water resource, and the socio

economic system are shown, with linkages and influences 

indicated by the arrows. The socio-economic system consists 

of two major blocs or components: the water users; and the 

water use management age ncies. Both of these groups are 

'bathed ' in a milieu of social attitudes and values, economics, 

legislation and technological development. These influences 

have in turn been moulded by the past and present status of 

the biophysical system. The water users and the management 

agencies both receive information directly from the bio

physical system , although the type of information may differ 

significantly. The water use management agencies are 

influenced by user demands, and in return influence the 

water users by policies and control measures. 

This model provides a theoretical framework within 

which to examine the technical, adminis trative and legal 

aspects of water use management in New Zealand. It will 

be expanded in later chapters to allow detailed comment 

on the structures and connections in the s ocio-economic 

system, and the linkages between the structures and the 
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bio-physical syst~m. On a theoretical basis it could be 

anticipated that the major problems and . issues of manage

ment would arise where the user/agency blocs interact, 
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and where information is derived from the biophysical 

system. It will be shown later that major issues do arise 

at these critical linkages, but that there are also problems 

of structure which arise from other broader socio-economic 

and administrative influences. 



PART I 

BACKGROUND TO THE PRESENT 

SITUATION 



CHAPTER 1 

THE EVOLUTION OF WATER USE CONTROLS 

Tracing the development of management structures and 

their legislative base is much simpler than following 

changes in public attitude, even assuming that this can 

be measured at any time. In a democratic system, laws do 
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theoretically develop from public opinion through the 

political and legislative processes. Collins (1968) 

maintains, in discussing the development of rivers control 

and drainage in New Zealand, that the law and the activities 

of government bodies are merely reflections of social needs. 

Although this perhaps underestimates the influence of pressure 

groups and specialist lobbying both outside and inside govern

ment, the legislation does provide a useful indicator of 

attitudes. The development of legal controls of water use 

will be used in this chapter to follow the evolution of 

management in New Zealand. 

In general, a progression can be seen through three 

phases of legal control : from simple mores, to simple 

law; from simple law to more complicated single purpose 

legislation; from this complex, fragmented law to compre-

hensive rationalising water law. Control exerted by the 

mores of a particular society was soon codi~ied as law, 

and controls in the early fluvial civilisations were 

strict. For example, the Talmud, the ancient Jewish law, 

laid down precisely the sequence of uses and users of a 

community spring : 

A spring owned by the people of the city : their 
lives and the lives of others - their lives take pre
cedence over those of others;-their beasts and the 
beasts of others - their beasts take precedence over 
the beasts of others; their laundering and the laund
ering of others - their laundering takes precedence 
over the laundering of others; the lives of others 
and their laundering - the lives of others take pre
cedence over their laundering. (Talmud Bavli, Nedarim 
80 b, quoted in Teclaff and Teclaff, 1973, p 30) 

The next phase, seen particularly in western law in the 

last two centuries, involves the development of an increas

ingly complex body of law drawing on many sources, with 
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control exerted by a large number 0£ ayencies with a variety 

of purposes. However, unprecedented demands £or water 

resulting from population growth and the accompanying 

pressures 0£ agricultural, urban and industrial expansion 

(United Nations, 1972), proved the fragmented, inherited 

systems 0£ control inadequate. 

The response to this (the third phase) has been world 

wide modernisation 0£ water law, often by substantial alter-

ation or co mplete replacement 0£ previous systems. There 

has been a marked trend towards state or public ownership 

of waters, and state control 0£ water use. Within the last 

decade, many weste rn countries have enacted large, compre

hensive water laws to rationalise confused single-purpose 

legislation, and reduce the number 0£ agencies involved 

in administration. 

New Zealand is no exception and a similar sequence was 

applied to this country by H.R.C. Wild, then Solicitor

General, in the recommendations 0£ a symposium on 'The Use 

and Control 0£ Water in New Zealand' in 1964 (New Zealand 

Institution 0£ Engineers {NZIE), 1964). This is an excellent 

summary 0£ the situation and attitudes at that time, and a 

substantial part 0£ his address is included: 

There have been t wo central themes that have been 
discernible throughout the whole of your discussions. 
One is the technical side relating to the need £or 
collection and accurate collation 0£ information and 
data. The other, which is 0£ wider interes.t than just 
the technical side, and which relates to the legal side, 
is the need £or comprehensive legislation relating to 
water. 

I thought it might be appropriate to mention the 
three broad stages 0£ the development of the law 
relating to water. 

First 0£ all, there is the common law, the keynote 
of which is - first come, first served - everybody being 
anxious to protect his own position, and nobody caring 
about the community position. The characteristic 0£ 
that original stage of the development of law was con
centration on the rights 0£ the individual; each man's 
right to take and use water and to protect his own 
rights in contra- distinction to any concern about the 
community as a whole. That was all right £or primitive 
agriculture but it is no good at all when industrial 
development sets in. That brings us to the second stage -
the stage 0£ statutory regulation and control, which 
came with the growth 0£ industry, mining, canals, elec
tricity and so on. The characteristic 0£ that stage, 



and this I think is the stage New Zealand is in now, 
is that such regulation as does occur is carried out 
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by separate Acts of Parliament, each one being based on 
the premise that there is enough water for everybody. 
Now that is a fallacy, as I understand it, from your 
technical point of view. The characteristic then of 
this second stage is that we have separate Acts to 
deal with urban water supply, electricity, mining, 
navigation, drainage, sanitation, and so on. Viewed 
from the comm unity's real interest as a whole this 
is a negative rather than a positive approach to the 
problem of water control because there is a complete 
absence of co-ordination in the national interest. 

From there you get to the third stage where over
all control becomes the dominant keynote, involving 
recognition that our water is a national asset, and 
as the lawyers would say a wasteable or a wasting 
asset. Water then is a precious asset to be appre
ciated and controlled to the national use, to be 
co-ordinated for the benefit of the whole community ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 

Where does New Zealand stand? The general theme 
of this symposium surely demonstrates that New Zealand 
is moving to this third stage. If our position is 
that the quantities of water we have in this country 
are not sufficient to allow indiscriminate use under 
separate Acts of Parliament, each aimed at a different 
purpose, and that there is likely to be conflict amongst 
different users of water, th e n the need at once arises 
for a national over-all system of control, national 
legislation. (New Zealand Engineering 1965, p 106 - 107). 

This third phase integrating legislation did follow, 

in the form of the Water and Soil Conservation Act, 1967 

which came into force on 1 April, 1968. 

It is worthwhile examining in further detail attitudes 

to water, and the development of the law in New Zealand . 

1.1 Attitudes to Water 

There appears to be a general belief that New Zealand 

has abundant water, a belief that is repeated in many pub

lications including reports from specialist groups, for 

example the 1970 Physical Environmental Conference (McMahon, 

no date). This attitude probably stems from the early 

settlement of the wetter parts of New . Zealand, and partic

ularly establishment of towns at the swampy mouths of rivers 

where the immediate impression would have been one of over-

abundance of water. Movement into the drier central regions, 

especially of the South Island during the gold-mining era, 

no doubt resulted in regional recognition of shortages, but 
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in many areas the belief that water is plentiful nationally 

has persisted. 

Recent hydrological information substantiates this 

attitude (Toebes, 1972), and it has been maintained that 

the country has "more water over a given are a and for 

each person than any other country in the world". (Soil 

and Water, September 1973, p 3). However, such observa

tions are qualified with the recognition that this supply 

is not well distributed in time or space, and that severe 

regional shortages do occur. During discussions prior to 

the 1967 Act it was commented that repetition of statements 

that there was water in plenty were unhelpful, and tended 

to reinforce a developing recklessness, particularly with 

regard to water quality. 

1 . 2 Development of Legal Control 

Figure 4 represents the development of legal control 

over water uses from the initial common law, through the 

various statute laws, to the present day. The water use 

categories shown (columns) are adaptions of those discussed 

in the introduction, altered to fit in with the pattern of 

development of the law. For example, water eonservation 

has been included, although this can be considered as 

simply an aspect of supply. Underground water has also 

been separated, to indicate the way in which control 

of use of water from this source has evolved. Obviously 

groundwater use control influences both rural and urban 

water supplies, but the 1953 Underground Water Act has 

been included in the groundwater column instead of the 

supply columns. Water supply (urban and industrial) 

includes all industrial uses whether self or municipally 

supplied, and water supply (rural) includes rural domestic 

uses as well as all agricultural uses. Waste disposal 

includes both water-borne wastes and solid wastes, and 

is often complementary to Pollution Control. The remaining 

column titles are self-explanatory. 

The statute laws included are the major Acts concerned 

with the control of the water uses, and this listing is 
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Legend, Figure 4 

1967 Water and Soil Conservation Act and 
Amendments 

1953 Underground Water Act 

1953 Waters Pollution Act, including 1963 Waters 
Pollution Regulations 

Remaining blank columns include all other law, both prior to and 
since the 1967 Act, including common law where applicable. 

NOTE: The width of columns and the shaded portions are 
a subjective assessment of the relative extent of 
control, particularly contrasting the 1967 Act and 
amendments with the residue of other laws. 
The numbers indicate significant changes in control, 
and are referred to in the text under the section 
'Development of legal control' Chapter 2. 



LAW 

WATER AND SOIL CONSERVATION 
ACT 1967 

Water and Soil Conservation 
Amendment Act 

litter Act 

Water and Soil Conservation 
Amendment Act 

Water and Soil Conservation 
Amendment Act 

Marine Reserves Act 

Water and Soil Conservation 
Amendment Act (No. 2) 

Water and Soil Conservation 
Amendment Act 

Water and Soil Conservation 
Amendment Act 

Marine Pollution Act 

SUMMARIES OF CONTROL EX
ERTED BY OTHER THAN THE 
1967 ACT AND AMENDMENTS 

1968 

1968 

1969 

1971 

1971 

1971 

1973 

1974 

1974 

1975 

WATER 
CONSERVATION GROUNDWATER 

English Laws Act 1858 (New Zealand) and some other early legislation. 

-------------- ----
- -----------------

-----------------

----------------
- ---------------

General provisions in previous laws still apply All control under Water and Soil Conservation 
Act 
• Underground Water Act repealed 

WATER SUPPLY 
Urban and Industrial 

Imple mentation and c onstruction of water 
supplies still the responsibility of the territorial 
autho rities 

WATER SUPPLY 
Rural 

- - ----------- ------

- - ----------------

Proposals for rural water supply and irrigation 
schemes may be prepared by any agency. e.g. 
county, water user !,f'Oup. Financing now 
under National Authority 

WASTE DISPOSAL 

Implementation and operation ~f . treatment 
plants still done by local authorities and 
industry - financial incentives (s1;1bsidies) also. 
outside Water and Soil Conservation Act. Sohd 
waste •Usposal also under Several pre 1967 Acts. 

Figure 4 

POLLUTION 

Several Acts still apply, particularly in the 
marine situation. 
e Waters Po llution Act repealed 

Development of legal control of water use in New Zealand. 

FISHERIES AND 
AQUATIC BIOTA 

Again several ac ts sti ll. apply •. especial.ly 
Fisheries Act. and again particularly m the 
marine situation. 

RECREATION 
AND AMENITY 

Water based recreation, both aesthetic and 
active. is generally poorly protected o r 
controlled by law, although a number of the 
early Acts still indirectly pro\lide for this. 

POWER 
PRODUCTION 

Structural controls continue under earlier 
laws, althoudl all are subject to ri~ts. 
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drawn from Cowie (1959), Ministry of Works {1965), Kember 

(1972) and Commission for the Environment (1975). It does 

not include the following: 

1) The Water and Soil Conservation Amendment Act 1972. 

which did not affect any of the uses directly, and simply 

added a representative of the Catchment Authorities Associa

tion to the membership of the National Autho~ity. 

2) Amendments of Acts prior to the comprehensive 

legislation in 1967 eg: Fisheries Amendment Act, 1931. 

The minor Waters Pollution Ame ndment Act 1970 is also 

excluded. 

3) Regulations, except for the Waters Pollution 

Regulations 1963 which are included because of their import

ance in the control sequence, involving a drastic change from 

advisory to truly regulatory control. 

4) Local Acts, such as the Tasman Pulp and Paper Company 

Empowering Act, 1954, which authorised taking from and discharg

ing to the Tarawera River; the Whakatane Board Mills Water 

Supply Act, 1961; and more recently, the Wellington Regional 

Water Board Act, 1972, which set up the Regional Water Board 

in Wellington. 

5) Acts relating to construction aspects, which are 

of limited significance and although their provisions still 

apply, are subject to later legislation. e.g.: The Construc

tion Act, 1959; the Government Railways Act 1949; and the 

consolidating Electricity Act 1968. 

6) Acts referring to specific places. For example; 

the Hauraki Plains Act, 1926; the Christchurch District 

Drainage Act, 1951; and the Lake Wanaka Preservation Act, 

1973. 

7) Acts with very general application. For example, 

the Police Offences Act 1923; and the Crimes Act 1908; both 

of which deal with wastes in streams. 

As noted in the legend, the width of the columns, and 

the relative widths of the shaded portions, are a subjective 

assessment of the relative extent of control, particularly 

contrasting the 1967 Act and amendments with the residue of 

other law. A brief summary of the present control by the 
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legislation other than the 1967 Act appears at the base of 

the columns . The numbers indicate significant changes in 

the management of t he uses, and are referred to later in the 

text. 

1.3 Early Legal Control in New Zealand 

The common law as to the taking and use of water, prior 

to the 1967 Act, was considered to follow the principle of 

riparianism. Salmond (1961} describes this: 

A riparian owner has right to the undiminished flow 
of the water in a natural stream, subject only to the 
reasonable use of the water by other riparian owners for 
the purposes of their riparian property. 

He also comments that this principle was established 

onl y after some hesitation . This doctrine derived from 

English Laws Act, 1858 (New Zealand), which applied the laws 

of England existing on 14 January 1840 including common law, 

to New Zealand . However, it has been suggested that as this 

riparian principle was only established by a court ruling in 

Britain in 1833, it applied to New Zealand virtually by 

accident, and as such has no sanctity as the ancient law of 

England . Water user dissatisfaction with riparianism was 

common as soon as demand caught up with supply, and it was 

found to be impractical in the mining districts of New 

Zealand as early as the Goldfields Act of 1866, when rights 

were determined by mining legislation. 

An alternative doctrine of 'prior appropriation' deve

loped in the arid western states of America, about this 

time, and in brief held that title to all water vests in 

the State or the Public; that individuals can appropriate 

water for beneficial use; that as between appropriators, 

first in time is the first in right {University of Michigan 

Law School, 1958) . Although this principle did not strictly 

apply to the New Zealand law competitive situations were 

very often settled by appropriation (New Zealand Parliamentary 

Debates, 1967 a) until the passage of the 1967 Act, except in 

mining districts where priorities were determined by the 

mining licences. 

As well as the residue of this common law (1, Figure 4}. 

a large number of statutes applied to the various water uses. 
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The most important are shown in the diagram. During the 

introduction of the Water and Soil Conservation Bill in 1966, 

Hon. P.B. Allen, Minister of Works commented: 

In force in this country at present is the residue 
of the common law r e lating to water together with more 
than 50 principal Acts of Parliament dealing with 
different aspects of water. The administration of these 
Acts is divided between 11 Gove rnment departments. In 
some instances more depar tmen ts than one share in the 
administration of a s ingle Act. There is refer e nce to 
water in more than 30 other Acts, making a rather 
ridiculous total of over 80 Acts. Such fragmentation 
leads to confusion in interpretation and makes admin
istration almost i mposs ible (ibid, p 2591). 

1.4 Water Pollution Legislation 

One of these Acts deserves more attention than the 

others, in that it represented in itself an attempt at 

consolidation of some of this fragme ntary control, although 

it was later to be incorporated in the comprehensive l egis 

l ation. This was the 1953 Waters Pollution Act, which 

attempted to gi ve some cohesion to pollution control which 

Cowie (1959) note d as being exerte d by eleven Acts, admin

instered by six departments before this date. An inter

departmental committee, whose recommendations formed the 

basis of this Act (cited Cowi e , 1959; and Scot~ 1972), 

reported that there had been little application of these 

earlier powe rs, with a few prosecutions only under the 

Fisheries Act 1908, and the original Health Act, 1920. 

The 1953 Act included some useful definitions, a 

sec tion on Trade Waste By-laws to e nable communities to 

control tributary wastes t o their sys t ems, and formed a 

national body, The Pollution Advisory Council (hereafter 

PAC). The Council's func tion was to "inquire into and 

make reports and r ecommendations to the Minister of 

Marine on such ways of preventing or reducing the pollution 

of waters and of co-ordinating the functions of persons or 

bodies charged with the duty of preventing or reducing the 

pollution of waters". Regulatory control existed only 

under other enabling law, such as the Tasman Pulp a nd Pape r 

Company Empowering Act mentioned, or by regulations issued 
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under the Act. The work undertaken by the Council was largely 

in co-ordination and education, with some technical publication 

(PAC 1956, 1959; McDowall and Thomas, 1961) and promotion of 

water quality surveying (Ministry of Works, 1962). 

The Council's stated policy of persuasion and education 

has been recognised as ineffective (McLeod, 1970 a) and it 

seems that this Act was ahead of public opinion at that time. 

In 1962, a minor amendment added an appeal provision, indicat

ing that the Council was assuming regulatory functions, and 

this trend was confirmed by the far reaching 1963 Waters 

Pollution Regulations (2, Figure 4). These added further 

definitions, but also gave the Council investigatory and 

control functions and powers. 

These were contained in a set of procedures known as 

Classification of waters. These remain virtually unchanged 

in the present law, and as will be shown later are a major 

source of controversy in the present management regime. In 

this control system, the Council could classify waters 

according to use, and to defined use categories certain 

standards were attached (Appendix A). Procedures for 

registration and issuing of permits for outfalls by the 

Council were established to ensure that these essentially 

receiving water standards were not contravened . There were 

provisions for objections and aopeals to the Council on 

classifications and against conditions imposed on the permits. 

Temporary permits could be issued for existing polluting 

discharges. The Marine Department continued to service the 

PAC, al though the Heal th Department was involved in surveying 

of uses before classification and local policing of the 

permits. Further details of this system can be found in a 

survey of pollution leyislation prepared by World Health 

Organisation (1967). 

The PAC was later included in the national organisation 

set up by the 1967 Water and Soil Conservation Act, and in 

classified areas a dual system of permits and rights for 

discharges was created. There was increasing dissatisfaction 

at this time with the permit system. Kirk (1970) comments 

on the ineffectiveness of control, and it became apparent 

that the system, even without full coverage of the county by 
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classification, was overstretched. A number of prosecutions 

were attempted, but failed, and virtually automatic renewal 

of temporary permits developed. For example, records held 

by the Manawatu Regional Water Board show that a major dis

charger in the Manawatu held no fewer than eighteen tempo

rary permits over a period of eight years (1964 ~ 1972). 

McLeod (1970) and Cowie (1971) both indicated that policy 

and structural change s were imminent. 

The Waters Pollution Control Amendment Act 1970 subse

quently altered the name of the PAC to the Water Pollution 

Control Council (hereafter WPCC) and shifted the servicing 

ofthe Council to the Ministry of Works. Shortly after this, 

the Water and Soil Conservation Amendmen t Act (no. 2) 1971 

transferred the system ove r to the relatively recently 

established regional agencies by deeming permits to be rights. 

Classification was retained as a function of the national 

body, which was reforme d as the Water Resources Council 

(he r eafter WRC or the Council). The Waters Pollution Act 

and Regulations were repealed. For the extent of class-

ification, and progress in is s uing permits at this time, 

see Appe ndix B. 

There were criticisms of the motives for this rapid 

move (NZ Environment, 1972) as well as developing dissat

isfaction with both the philosophy and technical provisions 

of classification (Knox, 1970; Scott, 1972). 

1 . 5 Background to the 1967 Water and Soi l Conservation Act 

This water pollution legislation is thus not a direct 

antecedent of the 1967 Act, but a parallel development, as 

the first moves towards compr e h ensive water legislation began 

in the early 1960's. There is no evidence of an upsurge in 

general public interest in water use management at this time, 

and it is considered that the initiative for the consolidation 

lay in the personal interest of the then Minister of Works, 

the Hon. P.B. Allen (N.W. Collins pers . . ~.). This was 

thought to have been reinforced by direct representation to 

the Minister by the farmers of South Canterbury, who wanted 

rationalisation of water control in that area, which suffered 

from severe water shortages. This led to the formation of an 
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interdepartmental committee on water, which was set up in 

1963 with the following order of reference (McLeod, 1970 b, 

p 21.1}: 

(1) To ascertain and report what are the present 
and likely future uses of water in New Zealand and how 
these can best be provided for. 

(2) To consider what problems, including deficiencies 
and superfluities, relating to the control, conservation, 
quality, quantity, diversion, availability, abstraction, 
use, return, disposal, and dispersal of water exist in 
New Zealand now or are likely to arise here; and to make 
recommendations. 

(3) To consider what difficulties arise in respect 
of ownership of river beds, riparian rights, use of 
water as highway, and accretion and erosion of land 
both inland and adjoining the sea. 

(4) To consider what laws apply to the foregoing 
matters and what difficulties, if any, arise out of 
the law. 

(5) To consider what difficulties exist in the 
efficient administration of any of the foregoin~; 
and to make recommendations. 

(6) To consider whether a cofllprehensive Water Act is 
necessary or desirable and if so what should be embraced 
within it. 

(7) To recommend what (if any) changes of law or 
administration are necessary or desirable in respect of 
any of the foregoing matters. 

This committee reported in March 19651 (Ministry of 

Works, 1965), and its recommendations formed the basis of 

the Water and Soil Conservation Bill. However, there were 

a number of other influences at that time. O'Riordan (1971 

1. This committee was chaired by the retired Ministry 
of Works Solicitor Mr G. Wakelin, and although entitled 
'New Zealand Law and Administration in respect of water' 
is often referred to as 'the Wakelin Report'. The commi
ttee's recommendations were produced as a confidential 
report to cabinet, and although its confidentiality has 
been maintained even after ten years, permission to read 
the report was given by the Director of Water and Soil 
Division, Ministry of Works. As a confidential report no 
direct quoting from or reference to it can be made, but 
a number of points of fact rather than opinion (such as 
the legislation list in Figure 4} have been drawn from 
the report. I would like to thank the Director for making 
the report available to me. 
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c) considers that the Government was affected by the passaye 

of the comprehensive Briti sh Water Resources Act, 1963. It 

seems likely that a more important factor was the symposium 

held by the New Zealand Institution of Engineers {NZIE, 1964). 

The NZIE certainly considered that the policy had been 

"unquesti o nably influenced" by this forum and their discuss

ions had helped "to lay the basis for unified administration 

in all f ields relating to wa t e r use, soil e rosion, river 

control, drainage , polluti on and water a llocation" (NZIE, 

1970, p 59). Also a report on the organisation and 

administration of soil conservation and rive rs control 

(Williams, J964) note d the lack of attention to consumptive 

uses, and sugyested that control of uses should lie with the 

catchment authorities . 

Wild's comments (op. cit.) r eflect the legal position 

at the time, and there was general a greement on many issue s. 

Among these were recognition of the fragmentation of the 

law and administration of water matters , with both 

duplication and incompl eteness in areal coveraye as well 

as management aspects . For example, water pollution control 

was restricted to classified areas, and this was only 

control of pollution, not control of all wat e r quality. 

Seve ral Acts were considered in need of revision, because of 

obsolescence and complexity caused by amendments. It was 

generally felt that pollution control under the Health Act 

and Waters Pollution Act was simply not effective. A 

reorganisation of records of mining riyhts was also consid

ered uryent. In all these matters, the lack of trained 

personnel, background knowledge , and adequate 'water 

technology' was stressed . 

The Water and Soil Conservation Bill, as the consolidating 

Bill was named, was first presented on 9 September 1966. 

Although the Minister intended that it should be passed 

immediately, it was referred to the Lands and Ayriculture 

Committee . This committee received submissions from 46 

organisations, and after an extension of time, finally 

reported on the 6th September 1967. There were a large number 

of amendments (approximately 120) in the committee stages. 

Perhaps the most significant of these were the alteration 



of the word licence to 'right' and incorporating appeals 

procedures to the Town and Country Planning Appeal Board 

(hereafter TCPAB or Appeal Board) rather than the national 

organisation created by the Act. 
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It is clear from the debates (New Zealand Parliamentary 

Debates, 1967 b) that this initial Bill was intended mainly 

to set up a national authority to prepare further major 

legislation, but this original purpose seemed to be lost 

during the committee stages. The Minister apologises (ibid, 

p 2857) for not consulting widely, in the face of criticism 

that "The Bill, as only the first step, ... is going too far". 

1.6 The Water and Soil Conservation Act, 1967 

The Bill was passed, and the Act came into force, on 

1 April 1968. The following summarises the principal 

provisions, and also outlines the contents of the subsequent 

amendments. Further details may be found in the next chapter, 

and in the reprinted Act which is enclosed as Appendix J. The 

numbe rs refer to the points shown on Figure 4. 

This principal Act certainly set up an administrative 

structure. A National Water and Soil Conservation Authority 

(he reafter the Authority) was constitute d with wide juris

diction over water matters. A subsidiary Council, the Water 

Allocation Council (WAC} was also established. The existing 

Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council (SCRCC} which 

dealt with the flood control and soil conservation matters 

under the 1941 Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 

(he reafter the 1941 Act); and the Pollution Advisory Council 

(the latter with some slight change in membership also became 

subsidiary councils. The Authority and its Councils together 

were called the National Water and Soil Conservation Organi

sation (after this point ide ntifie d by NWASCO or the Organi

sation). 

Provision was made for setting up of a maximum of 25 

water regions which were to be existing catchment districts 

and areas. The existing Catchment Boards and Commissions 

and the Waikato Valley Authority, all primarily involved in 

the 'structural' water management under the 1941 Act, were 

to be Regional Water Boards (the abbreviation RWBs or the 
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Boards will be used after this). These Boards were to 

exercise all functions, rights, powers and duties delegated 

to them by the Authority or any Council and 'promote the 

protection of water supplies of local authorities and the 

conservation and most beneficial uses of natural water within 

the region'. Other functions, mostly under the direction of 

the Authority were included (Section 20) and the Boards were 

required to have 'due regard to recreational needs and the 

safeguarding of scenic and natural features, fisheries, and 

wildlife habitats 1 ( 3, 4, Figure 4). This latter requiremeot 

was further reinforced in the long title, which stated the 

Act was: 

An Act to promote a national policy in respect of 
natural water, and to make better provision for the 
conservation, allocation, use, and quality of natural 
water, and for promoting soil conservation and prevent
ing damage by flood and erosion, and for promoting and 
controlling multiple uses of natural water and the 
drainage of land, and for ensuring that adequate account 
is taken of the needs of primary and secondary industry, 
water supplies of local authorities, fisheries, wildlife 
habitats, and all recreational uses of natural water. 

This covers virtually all aspects of water use management 

as earlier defined, and also includes many other aspects of 

water resource management. It is notable that conservation is 

given emphasis as the first of the functions (5). The Act, 

as well as establishing the administration and setting out 

broad national policy, included a detailed and substantial 

change in control of water use. This vested 'the sole right 

to dam any river or stream, or to divert or tak e natural water 

or discharge natural water or waste into any natural water, 

or to use na tur a.l water' in the Crown. This almost entirely 

replaces the common law with statutory control (1), and the 

legal import of this has been discussed by Davis (1968) and 

Brookfield (1968). 

A 'modified riparian' situation (United Nations, 1972) 

continues, in that the taking and use of water that is 

reasonably required for domestic purposes, and for the needs 

of animals, and firefighting is authorised without any action 

being required on the part of the user. Uses which lawfully 
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existed on 9 September 1966 (the day the Bill was first 

introduced) and had been used for three years prior to this, 

could be authorised provided notice of the use was given to 

the local Regional Water Board before 1 April 1969. For the 

new uses a procedure for application and granting of water 

rights by the Regional Water Boards was instituted. Thus 

all of the uses detailed above were subject to authorisation 

for a right. Provision was made for general authorities to be 

given in some situations, but a detailed procedure for processing 

water rights was included. 

Procedures for advertisement of applicants, receipt of 

objections, hearing of applications and objections by Tribunals, 

and appeal procedures to the Town and Country Planning Appeal 

Board {as constituted under the Town and Country Planning Act 

1953) were detailed. Boards were required to keep records of 

uses for public inspection, and conversely all users were 

required to supply information concerning their activities 

in relation to use of water. An offences section, with 

provision for relatively small fines was included; and import

antly this Act was binding on the Crown. 

A number of definitions were included, of which that 

for natural water is important: "Natural water means all 

forms of water, including fresh water, groundwater, artesian 

water, sea water, geothermal steam, water vapour, ice, and 

snow that are within the outer limits of the territorial 

sea of New Zealand .•....••• " (Section 2). 

This inclusion of ground and artesian water also 

subjects uses from these sources to right requirements (7), 

although the definition goes on to exclude water used for 

water supply purpose of a public authority. 

In 1968 Regulations were established to detail the 

requirements for notifications and applications. In the 

same year the first amendment to the Act allowed rights 

granted under other Acts, between 9 September 1966 and 

1 December 1968 to be authorised, and mining privileges 

to continue as water rights. This had most impact on 

rural water uses in mining areas (8). 

The 1969 Amendment extended the period for notifi

cation of existing uses until 1 April 1970, but also 



included a section allowing transfer of water rights (9). 

Papers by McLeod {1970 b} and Howie (1971} review the 

situation at this time. 

The first amendment in 1971 introduced a number of 

important aspects, and represents the first of the 

amendments to continue consolidating the law. As well as 

including a section on control of water in shortages (10} 

there was a general tightening of administration of the 

ri ght process. This included altering the procedures for 

constituting Tribunals; allowing minor variation of 

ri ghts to be dealt with by the Boards without advertising; 

introduced subsections on surrender, restriction and 

cessation of rights (11} and easements; and set up a pro

vision to allow promulgation of by-laws on dams. Perhaps 

more importantly, particularly in the rural situation for 

some areas of the country, a whole section on mining 
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rights in relation to water was included (12). This repealed 

sections of the Mining Act, and Public Works Act, although 

some provisions did not actually come into force until 1973. 

A second amendment in the same year, continued this 

consolidating trend, and introduced all aspects of water 

quality control into the principal Act. Most of the pro

visions of the 1953 Waters Pollution Act, and the 1963 

Regulations were incorporated, and these laws then repealed. 

The functions of the Water Allocation Council and the now 

renamed Water Pollution Control Council were combined under 

a new Water Resources Council (WRC). The system of class

ification of natural waters was retained, and the power to 

classify and reclassify was made a function of the WRC. 

The basis of classification was no longer 'public water use', 

but"a declaration of the minimum standards of quality at which 

natural water so classified shall be maintained in order to 

promote in the public interest, the conservation and best use 

of that water". The standards thus effectively became the 

classes, with temperature and bacterial criteria slightly 

amended. A new class, SE, was introduced, to be applied in 

special circumstances to allow ocean outfalls of raw, but 

broken down sewage. The issuing of permits ceased on 31 

March 1972, all permits were deemed to be rights, and in 
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future the Boards were to exercise control by the issue of 

rights to discharge wastes. However, the Boards were 

required to seek the consent of the WRC before discharges 

could be granted in classified areas. Further definitions, 

particularly with regard to water quality matters, were 

also added. 

A minor amendment was made in 1972, which although 

important in that it gave the Catchment Authorities Assoc

iation representation on the Nationa l Authority, did not 

affect any uses directly and is not shown in Figure 4. 

A number of matters were discussed as policy changes 

at this time, including the question of geothermal and 

underground water, rural water supply and irrigation. It 

was apparently decided to leave control of thermal waters 

under the Geothe rmal Energy Act, bu t a substantial review 

of irrigation policy was undertaken. (NWASC), 1971 a). 

This was discussed widely (Frengley, 1972) and although 

delayed by the change of government, was implemented in the 

1973 amendment. 

Groundwater control was a l so included in this amendment 

(14), and the 1953 Underground Waters Act repealed . The 

irrigation and also rural water supply questions were 

rationalised by placing the overview and financing (subsidy) 

provisions under the Authority, with the Ministry of Works 

and Development confirmed as major field agent (15). 

This amendment also altered some sections with regard 

to classification, including: the actions that could be 

taken by the Boards in inhe riting permits to discharge; 

provision for the WRC to cancel preliminary classifications; 

and transferred some standards from the schedules of classes 

to the body of the law (16). A major section of validating 

rights for the Tongar iro power scheme was also added (17). 

At this stage, amendments to the local Auckland 

Regional Authority Act, the passage of the Wellington 

Regional Water Board Act (1972) and the alteration of some 

catchment districts had completed coverage of New Zealand 

with Regional Water Boards. 

The most recent amendment 1974 rectified an ear lier 

omission, by extending water regions to the territorial 
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waters in the 'natural water' definition, the catchment 

districts previously had not extended beyond the shore (18). 

1 . 7 Other Recent Enactments 

A number 0£ other laws have recently been enacted which 

have provisions relating to water use and these are also 

included in Figure 4. 

The 1968 Litter Act includes provision £or prosecution 

when solid wastes are placed in water (19), and the 1971 

Marine Rese rve s Act makes discharge to such a r e s e rve an 

offence (20). A substantial law, the 1974 Marine Pollution 

Act, has extensive controls over water quality and discharge 

in the marine situation, and r emains outside 0£ the 1967 Act 

because 0£ its international nature {21). 

One othe r influence has arisen not from law, but from 

Government policy. This is the establishment of a Commission 

for the Environme nt, and Envir onmenta l Impact Re porting 

Procedures, which took e ffe ct on 1 March 1974 . Reporting 

of gove rnme nt actions a nd projects having a n impact on the 

environme nt i s r equired , and many 0£ the water uses subject 

to ri ghts also come within its scope . Al though the co

ordination and timing 0£ appl icat ion s for rights, a nd i mpact 

reporting has not been e stablis he d at this stage, this procedure 

wi ll provide additional control over major wat e r use proje cts . 

The deve lop~ent of control has thus been v e ry rapid since 

the 1967 Act, and although the flood control aspects a r e 

include d in the National Authority functions, and controls 

are exerte d o ver s tructural operations such a s damming and 

diversions, the major thrus t of this law ha s been t owards 

wate r use control. The very speed of this development has 

caused problems , as will be shown late r, and r epr esents 

something of a legislative recor~ of amendment. It does mean 

however, that substantial prog ress has been made in a short 

time, in establishing comprehe nsive manageme nt of water uses 

in Ne w Zealand. As well as the addition of major mana gement 

functions {for example, water quality and g roundwater control) 

these amendments have clearly been 'mopping up' l egi s l a tion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRESENT MANAGEMENT 

The present system of water use management thus involves 

all the aspects introduced by the 1967 Act and the amendments, 

the residue of other law, and influences from agencies such as 

the Commiss ion for the Environment. The control exerted by 

the Water and Soil Conservation legislation is the major 

control over most of the uses discussed (Figure 4). Consid

e ration wil l now be made of the management structures and 

functions created by this l egislation. 

The simple general model discussed earlier (Figure 3) 

can be expanded to show in more detail the agencies and 

linka9es in the New Zealand situation. Figure 5 illustrates 

the hierarchy of the management agencies, and includes links 

to the judicial aspects of management. The water users and 

the management agencies are enclosed in broken lines to 

indicate that they are influenced by, and in turn affect the 

socio-economic variables. The judicial bloc is shown within 

a continuous line, indicating an isolation from the general 

socio-economic influences, although these are reflected in 

litigation and appeals and through the l egislative process. 

Direct influence of the water users on both the regional 

and national agencies is shown, as is the feedback from the 

regional to the national a gencies. The water user link to · 

the government is both by the electoral process, and by 

direct political l everage; the latter is also available 

to the regional agencies, particularly the Regional Water 

Boards as local authorities. 

2.1 Structures and Functions 

The membership of the national agencies and a brief 

summary of their functions is indicated in Figure 6. The 

agencies which provide specialist services to the Or ganis

ation, the Commission for the Environment, and the two 

advisory councils, the Environmental Council and the 

Nature Conservation Council are also shown. The last three 

report direct to the Government; the Commission through its 
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NATIONAL WATER AND SOIL 
CONSERVATION AUTHORITY ------------

MEMBERS 

Minister of Works 
Governor-General's Appointee 
Municipal Association Representative 
Counties Association Representative 
Catchment Auth. Assn. Representative 
S.C.R.C.C. Chairman 
Water Resources Council Chairman 

I 

FUNCTIONS 

•Formulates a broad national policy for 
water management and soil conservation. 

• Authorises each counci l to deal with 
those particular matters that concern it. 

l 

NATURE CONSERVATION COUNCIL 
ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL 

• Provide policy advice to government 
COMMISSION FOR THE ENVIRONMEN:r 

•Over-riding functions through Minister 

for the Environment for co-ordination 

where there are significant 
environmental effects 

The Authority and Councils together form the 
SOIL CONSERVATION 

AND RIVERS 
CONTROL COUNCIL 

(S.C.R.C.C.) 

WATER RESOURCES 
COUNCIL 

t- - - -1 NATIONAL WATER AND SOIL CONSERVATION 
1-- ____ I ORGANISATION 

MEMBERS 

Governor-General's Appointee 
Represent atives of: 
Municipal Assn 
Counties Assn 
Catchment Authorities Assn 
Federated Farmers 
Manufacturers Federation 
Dairy Board 
Meat Industry Res. Insti tute 
Recreational interests 
Ministry of Works 
DSIR 
Ministry of Ag. and Fish. 
Dept of Health 
Ministry of T ransport 

FUNCTIONS 

• Formulates pol icy in its fie ld 
Maintenance of water quality 
A llocation of natural water 
Irrigation and rural water 
supply projects 
Research and data collection 

• Guides local administrations, 
and authorises major projects. 

• All ocates government share of 
costs. 

Figure 6 

SERVICED BY 

MINISTRY OF WORKS 

• Provides, through its divisions and district offices, 
principal administrative services on behalf of the National 
Water and Soil Conservation Authority and Councils 

• Pr.ovides technical, research, advisory services 

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES 
DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH 

DEPA RTMENT OF ~C I ENTI FIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND SURVEY 

NEW ZEALAND FOREST SERVICE 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS 

• Provide consultation in various fields and research 
and technical services 

National water use management agencies - structures and functions 
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Minister, and the two Councils with general policy advice 

to Cabinet. 
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The Water Resources Council and the Authority have 

established a number of committees to deal with particular 

issues, and these are not shown in Figure 6. The committees 

have variable membership, depending on current problems: and 

consist of Council me mbers and co-opted experts. Although 

the majority are serviced by the Ministry of Works and 

Development (hereafter MOWD), the Dairy Wastes Committee 

is s e rviced by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries 

(hereafter MAF). As an indication of the areas covered 

a list of present committees and their activities in the 

year ending 31 March 1975 is included as Appendix C. The 

information is drawn from the National Authority Annual 

Report to Parliament (NWASC Authority, 1975). 

A committee of the Authority or perhaps more correctly, 

of the Organisation, has also been established to review 

the legislation. Its activities for the last year also 

briefly outlined in this Appendix and its function is 

discussed in Chapter 10. 

Figure 7 similarly outlines the membership and functions 

of the Regional Water Boards, the prime management agencies at 

the regional level, and also indicates the role of the MOWD 

and the territorial authorities. 

These RWBs have far reaching control over many aspects 

of water use. The system of water rights provides considerable 

control over most operations involving water use, and allows 

substantial public input to the decision making process, 

including the right of appeal to an independent, semi-judicial 

authority. Control of water use in shortages, allocation of 

supply, control of quality, and control of structural aspects 

can be established under this system, and protection of 

recreational and wildlife interests is included. Control 

of mining privilege with respect to water; use of underground 

water and construction of wells and bores; and implementation 

of irrigation and rural water supply schemes is available to 

be exercised. The need for data collection, and the powers 

required for this, are recognised, as is the need for legal 

coercion by prosecution. Classification provides the national 



CATCHMENT BOARDS 
Constituted under Soil 
Conservation and Rivers 
Control Amendment Act 
1941. 

MEMBERS 

10 locally elected members 
5 - 6 appointed members, 
usually experienced officers 
of government departments 
(MOWD, Forestry, Lands 
Agriculture and DSI R) 
Maximum 16 

I 

REGIONAL WATER BOARDS 

CATCHMENT COMMISSIONS 
Constituted under Soil 
Conservation and Rivers 
Control Amendment Act 
1959 

MEMBERS 

Appointed representatives of 
territorial local authorities 
Appointed members 
Numbers vary 

l 

WAIKATO VALLEY 
AUTHORITY 
Constituted under 
Waikato Valley 
Authority Act 
1956. 

MEMBERS 

11 elected representatives 
of local authorities 2 
appointed members 
(MOWD, Electricity Dept). 

I 
I 

FUNCTIONS 

WELLINGTON REG
IONAL WATER BOARD 
Constituted under 
Wellington Reg-
ional Water Board 
Act, 1972. 

MEMBERS 

13 appointed representat
ives from local territorial 
authorities 

I 

AUCKLAND REGIONAL 
WATER BOARD 
Constituted under 
Auckland Regional 
Authority Amendment 
Acts, 1969, 1973. 

MEMBERS 

Committee of ARA. 
Representatives of govern
ment departments 
(MOWD, Agric. and Fish
eries, Land, Forestry) 
Representative from 
Auckland Harbour Board 

I 

• Implementing the policies of t he National Water and 
Soil Conservation Authority and both councils 

MINISTRY OF WORKS 
• Provides design and construction services 

for rural water supply and irrigation 
schemes. 

at regional and local level 
• Local administration, serving community and 

individual needs 

Figure 7 

MUNICIPALITIES, COUNTIES 
• Provide community services for supply 

of water and treatment and disposal of 
waste water 

Regional water use management agencies - structures and functions 
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structure for water quality management which operates through 

the rights system. Full details of these provisions can be 

obtained from the reprinted Water and Soil Conservation Act 

which is included as Appendix J. 

There have been very many rapid and substantial changes 

in these fields in a very short time. Every effort has 

been made to keep pace with these, and the following comments 

relate to the situation at the end of August, 1975. 

The present status of the various management roles will 

inevitably be discussed in the following chapters on the 

problems of the system. However, some further explanation 

of the existing situation within sone of these fields of 

management is required. 

In particular, the water quality control system has 

been under considerable pressure, and a significant change 

has occurred quite recently. Following transfer of the 

classification system to ~he comprehensive law , the new 

Water Resources Council expressed its intention to classify 

the whole of the Country by 1975. A number of classifica

tions had been completed (Appendix B) and others originally 

prepared under the 1963 Regulations were being processed. 

However, two of these (Porirua-Paraparaumu preliminary; 

Tauranga reclassification, preliminary) were appealed against 

and only one (Upper Manawatu, and remainder of the Manawatu 

region) appears to have been completed. Although the Council 

reported (NWASC Authority, 1973) that 39 areas had been 

classified, and only 12 remained to be done, all classifi

cations under the new system - that is; not based predom

inantly on existing uses - were also appealed. In late 1974 

the Council decided not to notify any more final classifi

cations awaiting the outcome of these appeals, particularly 

those against the Southland classification. The Appeal 

Board decision was critical of both the philosophy and 

technical provisions of the classification, as well as 

questioning the status of some of the appellants. The 

decision allowed parts of the appeal and altered some 



1 of the c l asses proposed A subsequent appeal by the 

Water Resources Counc il and some of the appellants resul ted 

in Supreme Court decisions continuing much of the Appeal 
. . 2 , 3, 4 . Board decision . 
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As a result, the Southland and Bay of Islands c l assifi 

cations are to be reconsidered by the Appeal Board . The 

Water Resources Council has cancelled the majority (if not 

a ll) of the preliminary and final classifications promul

gated under the 1971 Water and Soil Conservation Amendment 

Act (No. 2) (Appendix D). At this stage, the Water Resources 

Council has no t made public any decision on future classifi

cations. 

Rural water supply schemes are being subsidised by 

NWASCO, a nd it was reported that in the year ended 31 Mar ch, 

1974 , nine schemes with t otal subsidy of $155,000 were approved. 

Irrigati on schemes are now considered by an Officials' Committee 

in each MOWD district, and although the Ministry is the princi

~al field ayent, a numher of government departments and other 

authorities are involved in the Officials ' Commit t ees. The 

allocation of fina nce has bee n delegated to the Water Resources 

Council who can now approv e up to $500,000 in subsidy per 

scheme . (NWASC Authori ty, 1974) . The question of financing 

of the Regional Water Boards, fir s t rais ed in 1970 (NWASC 

Authority, 1971) has been discussed extensi vely and submissions 

we r e made to Gove rnment on thi s by the Authority. I ncreased 

finance has been made availab l e to the Boards through a system 

of g r ants for Wa t er Allocation Plans. 

As a result of a report on water and soil conservation 

r esearch (Dunford, 1973 ) changes have been made to the 

internal hierar chy of the principal serviciny agency the 

Water and Soil Divisio n of MOWD to the structur e shown in 

1. All decisions on appeals both by the TCPAB and the 
Sup r eme Court, a nd other cases, wil l be indica t e d through
out by a superscript. Full citations of these appeal s 
and cases are included in numerical order in the section 
of the Bibliography entit l e d Legal Dec i s ions . For the 
several appeals to the TCPAB in the Southland case , only 
the one s uperscript (above ) will be used, as the Appeal 
Board decisions appeared as a sin g l e two-part decision . 
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Figure 8. Following the appointment of a Director of 

the Research and Survey section, a substantially new policy 

on data collection has emeryed, involving programming of 

'operational surveys ' through district committees made up 

of Water and Soi l Division and RWE staff . The RWBs, their 

regions, and bases are shown in Figure 9. 

A guide to agencies other than those operating under 

the 1967 Act involved i n water use control has been prepared 

by the New Zealand Committee for Water Pollution Research 

whose listing is included as Appendix E. This Committee 

is intended to provide a coordinating group for particular 

research aspects related to water use. Fragmentation of 

responsibility is perhaps most evident in this field, and 

the range of bodies involved in research just on pollution 

aspects is indicated by the listing in DSIR (1973, p 551). 

Whilst i t might appear from the lar ge number of 

statutes still involved in water use control that there 

continues to be a considerable degree of fragmentation, 

this is. more apparent than real. It can be seen for example, 

from an analysis of the laws involved in pollution control 

(Appendix F - after Commission for the Environment, 1975), 

that man y of the laws contain oply passing menti on of 

pollution, and do not contain detailed management structures 

in competition with or duplication of the 1967 Act. 

2.2 Expansion of the Model 

Although the major influences on the structural compon

ents of the system, and the linkages between the~ have been 

shown in Figure 5, amplification of these connections is 

possible, Figures 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 focus on each com

ponent separately and detail the inputs to and outputs from 

each. 

The interaction of each of these blocs, except the 

juciciary, with the overall socio-economic milieu is assumed. 

The size of the arrows, both for inputs and outputs, are 

subjective assessments of the degree of importance of the 

influences. 

These influences can affect diffe rent parts of the 
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Operations Group 

x 1. Erosion co ntrol and 
catchment schemes 

x 2. Flood control, drainage 
and coastal erosion 

3. Irrigation and rural 
wate r supplies 

4. Water resources 
management 

DIRECTOR OF WATER AND SOIL CONSERVATION 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF WATER AND SOIL CONSERVATION 

I 
Planning and Technical 

Services Group 

1. Planning 

2. Special studies 

3. Computer services 

4. Technical pu blications 
and information se rv ices 

Support Services 
Group 

1. Administration services 

2. Secretarial services 

3. Finance programming 

4. Personnel services 

x Not water use management 

Figure 8. 

Organisation of Water and Soil Division, 
Ministry of Works and Development 
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Group 
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Information on 
system status 
re: availability of 
water; extent of 
pollution. 

Feedback from users 
to other users. eg: 
recrecreational groups 
to municipalities re 
sewage treatment 

USER ACTIONS 
directly affect 
resource e.g.: 
abstractions, 
discharges 

Needs for RWB and NWASCO LAW COURT decisions on TCPAB decisions 
recreation publicity further appeals, or on appeals 

' ~~fit, ' "''•·fo· I _ _ / "'----~ ---\---1--1--1----~ 
I I 
I WATER USERS I 
I I 
I Agricultural Industrial I 

damming abstraction 

C dairy and piggeries discharges I 
. ~toe~ Recreational I 

I irrigation individuals 

RWB and 
NWASCO 
pol icies and 
decisions 

Influence on other Municipal groups ........._ I 
I town s~pply Govt Departments I 
I sewage discharge power generation I 

~-1-lopmen;version~l---\ks-~_, 
.. agencies e.g.: complaints 

t o local territorial 
authorities; interest in 
rural supply schemes 

COURTS - appeals 
on points of law; 
litigation 

GOVERNMENT 
electoral and 
political processes 

TCP AB 
appeals 

Figure 10 

NWASCO - indirectly 
through members; 
directly by objection 
to classifications. 

Inputs and outputs - water users 

RWB - by regional 
elect oral and 
political processes 

RWB - directly by 
appl ications, objections 
complaints 

Abbreviations 

RWB Regional Water Board 
NWASCO National Water and Soil 
Conservation Organisation 
TCPAB Town and Counfry Planning 
Appeal Board 
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User attitudes 
- pressure groups 
(electoral and 
political processes) 

Information on 
system status 
- monitoring 
- intuitive 

Direct effect on 
resource - usually 
agencies other than 
RWBs, although 
some have water supply 
functions 

DECISIONS on 

Technology and 
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policies - water right applications 
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Inputs and outputs - regional water use management agencies 
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Water Users' opinions 
(especially in objections 
to classifications) 

Information on system 
status - national 
monitoring 

RWB operations 
- finance 
- policies 
- guidelines 
- consent procedures 

Water Users directly 

GOVERNMENT 
policies 

Other Government 
Departmental 

LAW International TCPAB decisions 
Consi de rati ans on appeals 
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I 
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points of law 

Figure 12 

Inputs and outputs - national water use management agencies 
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services. 
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- advisory role 
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Minister chairs National 
Authority 

Abbreviations ~ 

TCP AB Town and Country Planning Q\ 
Appeal Board 

RWB Regional Water Board 
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GOVERNMENT 

I 
Legislative 
process 

' LAW 
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Figure 14 
Judicial role in water use management 



decision-making process within each structural component. 

It is not within the scope of this thesis to examine the 

effects of information and actions on the perception, 

evaluation and the search for alternatives, undertaken by 

the different groups. It is worth noting however that 

certain of these influences are directed mainly at one 
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of these elements of the decision-making process. For example, 

publicity from the national a gencies is aimed at increasing 

public and other a~ency perception of both nature of water use 

problems and the management system intended to cope with them. 

An even more detailed approach to decision-filaking 

within the management agencies could be undertaken. O'Riordan 

µ971 b) proposes a simple model for this, involving an inform

ation base, a stage of canvassing of alternative strategies, 

followed by decision-making and finally comparison of the 

expected and actual outcomes. This evaluation of 'hindsight 

review' (Sewell, 1973) is closely linked to later search 

for alternative strategies, and subsequent decisions. The 

form in which information is presented to the manager is 

also discussed and it is suggested that this information 

can be modified by social guides, such as laws, policies, 

directives, standards and other pressures These pressures 

are often confused and contradictory statements by other 

agencies, professionals, citizens groups and individuals. 

The questions of values and attitudes, personalities, and 

role identification of the decision makers as well as the 

lack of feedback or evaluation are also raised by both 

O'Riordan and Sewell. Detailed examination of decision 

making at regional and national level in this way, will not 

be undertaken. However, where the influences or inputs 

to an agency have a major effect on one of these aspects 

of decision making, or a particular attribute of a decision 

maker substantially modifies any link, attention will be 

drawn to it . . 

The next part will discuss the problems of the present 

management framework, and will focus attention both on the 

internal structure of the components, the linkages between 

them, and the information flows across the interface. 



PART II 

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES OF 

PRESENT MANAGEMENT 
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The present water use management regime is the source 

of increasing controversy, and as has been intimated, the 

classification procedure is one of the most vigorously 

debated -environmental management topics in New Zealand ·today. 

Many of the problems and issues which are discussed here 

relate to the performance of the management agencies in the 

water use management role. Evaluation of the 'effectiveness' 

of control can only be made using defined economic or tech

nical criteria, and because of the extreme difficulty of 

establishing such criteria for water use management, an 

appraisal of this type has not been undertaken. The attempt 

by Lello (1974) to produce a 'performance audit' for environ

mental planning, including water pollution control, is an 

example of the difficulties of evaluation by a discursive 

approach. 

Minor indices of finance, staffing, and numbers of 

rights granted will be included, but it will be seen that 

none of these give a clear indication of the extent of 

control. The problems t hemselves, and the arguments about 

the various structures and procedures, will be used to 

indicate whether implementation is successful, in the 

opinion of the managers and their critics. Whether these 

opinions of success or failure are based on real changes 

in either the quality or quantity of the resource is another 

question. In fact it will be shown that information on the 

status of the biophysical system, in relation to the impact 

of water ~' is generally insufficient to support either 

view. 

As a general observation there is widespread acceptance 

that the New Zealand structure is as comprehensive in spirit 

or intention as any overseas example. There has, however, 

been an increasing expression of dissatisfaction with the 

implementation of that intention. This can be found at a 

variety of levels. Among water user~ the recreational 

and environmental groups are vocal, voicing their attitudes 

by public statements and by objection and appeal in the 

water right and classification processes. The legal frat

ernity are concerned, and one group, the Environmental 
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Defence Society (hereafter EDS), has combined legal and 

environmental expertise in criticism of the system. Technical 

experts in universities and research institutions are making 

themselves heard, and more recently the Regional Water Boards 

have expressed concern with their role and status in the 

structure. The opinions expresses arise from many different 

viewpoints and are often directed at only restricted aspects 

of the overall water use management field, particularly the 

water quality control sector. 

Three main areas of opinion can be identified. These 

correspond with the structural components of Figure 5, viz. 

the water users; the regional management agencies; and the 

national management agencies. A fourth can be described 

as specialist opinion, either legal or technical. Often, 

these opinions are channelled as 'expert' knowledge through 

water user interests, or are expressed through other agencies 

(Figure 6) such as Government Departments or the two advisory 

councils. In general these peripheral national agencies are 

the main providers of this specialist input. Also, this expert 

lobby is expressed in a general way without defined channels 

and in this is a reflection of the technology input from the 

socio-economic environment (Figures 3 and 5). 

Where the municipalities are involved (Figure 7) as 

regional agencies~ it is usually in the structural aspects 

of their role as water users either in abstraction for supply 

or discharge of wastes. Thus within the regional and national 

agency components the opinions of the major agencies, NWASCO 

and the RWBs will be stressed. The RWB role is particularly 

important. The Boards are sandwiched between the national 

agencies and the users. They are responsible for the regional 

management functions, with the administrative and technical 

load this entails, and must deal with the bulk of public 

participation in the system. This places them in a position 

in which they are theoretically best able to evaluate the 

problems and effectiveness of the overall structure. Also, 

at least until now, the Boards have in general been less 

vigorous than the other groups in expounding their views 

publicly. This is perhaps partly due to loyalty to the 

structure, but also due to preoccupation with the work 
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involved, the lack of a vehicle for effective coordinated 

comment, and in many cases only a recent realisation of the 

magnitude of the task ahead. Considerable emphasis has been 

placed on the facts and opinions of Board operation, and 

especially the opinions of the Boards themselves. 

This Part will attempt to link these various viewpoints 

into an examination 6f the whole of the management framework, 

as the interface between the physical system (water) and the 

socio-economic system. The structures and the influences 

and processes linkiny the structures as shown in Figure 5, 

will be referred to and comments will be related to the 

further expanded input/output diagrams (Figures 10 to 14). 

Sources of Information 

The material used, both fact and opinion, has been 

drawn from a wide variety of sources, which can best be 

indicated within the three opinion areas already identified. 

Information from the Water User/Specialist group has 

been drawn mainly from published material, including articles 

in journals, magazines, conference proceedings, etc. This 

provides 'expert' opinion, and attitudes of the more highly 

organised water users, although other attitudes can be gauged 

from cases presented to the Board. No attempt was made to 

canvass the agricultural sector, although some personal contact 

with farmers, especially in the Manawatu, will be alluded to. 

One interview was conducted with the Secretary of an influ

ential Acclimatisation Society, and the annual reports of 

several other of these societies were consulted. Where 

general or overseas literature discusses similar or related 

situations, either in specific or general terms, some 

reference will be made to this also. 

The National Authority and the Water Resources Council 

have a membership of the major water user groups, and theo

retically at least, the policies of these bodies should 

reflect a consensus of water user opinion. A distinction 

must be made between the Organisation policy, and the 

opinions of the servicing agency, the Water and Soil 

Division of MOWD. The Organisation policy information has 

been drawn from the Annual Reports to Parliament, public 



statements, circulars to the Regional Water Boards, and 

minutes of the Authority and Council meetings. Articles 
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by members of the Organisation, and by technical advisers, 

are also referred to. It has proved difficult to separate 

policy from opinion in many instances, and the Organisation 

'house journal', Soil and Water, contains many articles, 

both sourced and anonymous, which contain elements of both. 

The magazine is careful to note that the views expressed 

are not necessarily those of the Organisation or the Ministry. 

An interview was conducted with the Director (hereafter just 

Director) and Deputy-Director of Water and Soil Division, and 

some matters were discussed with another staff member. 

As noted, it was considered that the Regional Water 

Boards could provide valuable information on the effectiveness 

of management, at least in their own reyions. Circulation of 

a written questionnaire was considered, but rejected for a 

number of reasons. Dissatisfaction with a previous question

naire (as circulated by Lello, 1974) and resistance to a 

further similar approach was expressed by staff of several 

Boards during initial enquiries. With only 20 Boards, 

sampling was considered to be untenable, as overall coverage 

was desired. As a considerable portion of the information 

required was matters of opinion rather than just fact, a 

uniform level of such opinion was desirable, as well as a 

more personal approach. Neither of these could be obtained 

by a written format. 

As a result, all Regional Water Boards were visited between 

January and early August 1975, and discussions held with exec

utive officers in all but one case. Again a separation of Board 

and staff opinion must be made clear. The opinions expressed 

were normally those of the officer interviewed, and although 

the officers were almost all chief engineers and executives 

of the Boards and thus closely associated with policy decisions, 

the opinions were not necessarily reflections of Board policy. 

It was also stressed early in the interviews that matters of 

opinion, particularly with questions on 'political' issues, 

would not be directly sourced either to the Board or the 

officer, and it is considered that the frankness with which 

these questions were answered justified this approach. In the 
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following Chapters, the expressions Board Officers, Board Staff 

and the Boards' are used interchangeably. Where the sources 

of opinions expressed are not otherwise ref erred to the inform

ation was derived from the interviews. 

The information was obtained on the basis of an open

f ormat, verbal questionnaire the framework of which is 

included as Appendix G. The interviews were conducted as 

open discussions, generally lasting 2 - 3 hours, although 

further time was often spent with other Board staff in 

obtaining factual information. It should be noted that 

there were on some occasions differences of both fact 

and opinion between staff members . A content analysis was 

performed on the i nformation collected in this way, and where 

possible generally held opinions have been identified. However, 

many problems and attitudes have arisen through particular 

management problems in different re gions, and these will also 

be discussed. 

Further factual information has been obtained from the 

Boards' Annual Reports and Accounts, some indirectly through 

the National Authority Reports. Other policy reports and 

statements indicating management strategies were often made 

available by the Boards. 

Nature and Organisation of Information 

Water use management functions can be considered to 

divide loyical ly into three broad categories of expertise 

and techniques, these being technical, administrative and 

legal. 

1) Technical. These inputs are required to establish 

'water resources intelligence' (Figure 2) or knowledge of 

both quantity and quality of the resource and the effects of 

uses on that resource. They include such skills as monitoring 

strateby and instrumentation, use of analytical tools both 

in the interpretative and chemical senses, and also knowled ge 

of supply and treatment technoloyy. 

Technical information is the most sophisticated transfer 

across the interface between the biophysical and socio-economic 

systems (Figure 5) . Other techniques, such as economic and 
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social analyses, could perhaps be included in this, but do not 

provide information on the biophysical system. In fact, these 

techniques are poorly developed in much of water use manage

ment in New Zealand, and socio-economic considenations appear 

mainly as assumptions in the second category. 

2) Administration. This includes all organisational 

inputs, national and regional, including public involvement 

in the decision-making process, financing provisions, and 

the entire set of interrelationships between the components 

of the management structure. 

3) Legal. This third aspect is closely linked to 

administration, but has a separate and distinct role of 

arbitration in the procedures. As mentioned in the intro

duction, the legislation is the direct determinant of most 

of the technical and legal arrangements. 

The last two categories are the links between components 

within the socio-economic system, and all three aspects 

together make up the complex of structures and linkages as 

shown in the model (figure 5). Although certain parts of 

this complex can be identified as purely administrative or 

technical or legal, the management £unctions are an admixture 

of all three. 

There is a tendency for issues in these categories to be 

considered in isolation, and criticisms of particular points 

are often in turn criticised for lack of appreciation of the 

broader context. As a corollary to the importance 0£ the law, 

it appears to be forgotten in discussion of technical details 

that technical solutions can only obtain if an appropriate 

legal and administrative framework exists. 

In the framework for information collection (Appendix 

G), the major clearly defined management functions or 

procedures were considered as a whole. The following Chapters 

examine these procedures separately, and then discuss the 

remaining issues under technical, administrative and legal 

headings. 
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The water rights system, and the problems with it, are 

reviewed in this Chapter. Firstly, the changeover from 

common law to statutory rights will be discussed. Following 

this, the water right application process will be examined, 

generally in the order followed by the procedures in the law 

(Appendix J. ) . 

3.1 Notifications of Existing Uses 

It was considered at the time the comprehensive law 

was in preparation that the change from common law to 

statutory rights should be the final step in setting up 

the management framework, after the organisation had deve

loped and more was known of the resource. In fact, the 

very first operation required of the Regional Water Boards 

was the receipt of notifications of existing use. One Board 

executive reports a bad start to this process, with a farmer 

appearing at the Board offices with a nationally-circulated 

notification form before the Board knew anything of its 

responsibilities under the new 1967 Act. 

The variation with which this procedure was handled 

by the Boards is evidenced in Table I. After i -ni'tial 

circulation of a nationally prepared notification form many 

Boards developed their own forms, often expanding on the 

requirements of the 1968 Regulations, and began publicity 

campaigns throughout their regions. Assistance was often 

obtained from water user groups, particularly Federated 

Farmers and the dairy industry, but as the table indicates 

there was a great deal of variation in the numbers of noti

fications received, even after the 1969 Amendment extended 

the notification period. The absolute numbers do not however 

represent a true indication of the efforts of the Boards as 

the third column, Table I, indicates. These figures are 

estimates, made by Board staff durin~ the interviews, of the 

percentage of all uses lawfully existing at that time, which 

were notified to the Board. It can be seen that although 

a large number of notifications were made, for example, to 
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Notices of £xhting Uses Received 

Total No's Percentage of Authority Report received-
existing Immediate Action Le<,1ality Subsequent 

31st March estiaates us es 
1970 from taken In vestiga ted Ac t ion 

ques tionn a i re notif ied 

799 • Len than 500 No estimate Unknown Unknown None 

1,800 Approx 3. 000 
Greater than Filed No None 90 

1,144 1,200 50 l'iled No None 
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500 Approx 300 10 Filf>d No in Onf> 

ar e a 
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298 Approx 400 95 r eappl ication in Yes All n('W ..iran t Pd 
vir tuall y all ri Qhts 

cnses 

Some checked 
65 Several hundred 40 Filed No wit h new 

applicat ions 

A few Wa s t e 
1,638 • Approx 800 50 acknowled9ed No dischar 9es 

not a ccepted 

so- new 
721 Several hundred No estiaate Filed No rights not 

reviewed 

444 Approx 500 No" estimate Filed No None 

Some checking 
134 200 95 Filed No with new 

a pplication 
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the Northland Board, they represented only 20 percent of the 

total number which should have been notified. This contrasts 

markedly with the numbers shown for, say, Waitaki, whose 134 

notifications represented 95 percent of those that should 

have been received. 

There appears to be a pattern of low returns (50 percent 

or less) in relatively water abundant regions (Manawatu, 

Northland, Ranyitikei, Southland, Taranaki, Westland); with 

high returns in regions with water shortages, (Nelson, North 

Canterbury, South Canterbury, Waitaki). However, figures for 

Hawkes Bay, Bay of Plenty and Poverty Bay do not seem to con

form to this, and for several key regions no estimates were 

made by the Boards. It does seem logical that in water short 

regions, user interest in water management would be high and 

greater compliance with control measures could be expected. 

The figures for the water right applications received 

in the next three years (Tables II, III and IV) tend to 

confirm this, with many applications (or at least large 

numbers in relation to the number of notifications) in the 

areas suggested as water short. Also in other known drought

prone areas for which estimates are not available (Otago, 

Marlborough) the same applies. The early high rate of return 

was not sustained in the Bay of Plenty, which perhaps reflects 

a greater efficiency in distribution of notification forms, 

probably aided by the local authorities in the Commission 

structure. Hawkes Bay's low estimate of return is confirmed 

by the numbers of applications subsequently received, and is 

due to a great deal of attention being focussed on the water

short Heretaunga Plains. In Northland, the relatively large 

number of applications received by 31 March 1970, and 31 March 

1972 (Tables II and IV) may result again from the Commission 

structure, but also from early activity in reviewing notifi

cations particularly in the KeriKeri basin. Poverty Bay's 

continued high level of application receipts (Tables II, 

III and IV) may reflect early inspectorial activity, and also 

lack of available water for intensifying horticultural use 

in the Waipaoa Valley. 

Thus although the trend is disguised by differing efforts 

of Boards in soliciting notifications, reflected in the total 



Table II 

Notices of Existing Water Uses and Applications 
for Water Rights Received, etc ., as at 31 March 1970 

Applica tion s for Wat er Rights 
l\~ ot ices of 

District Exist ing Uses 

I I 
Received Rccci\'ed Gran ted 

x Au ckland .. .. 799 23 16 
Bay of Plen ty .. 
H au raki .. 
H awkc's Bay .. 
1'1anawatu .. 
M arlborough .. 
Nelson . . .. 
North Canterbury 
Northland .. 
Ota go .. .. 
Poverty Bay .. 
R angitikei .. 
Sou th Can terbury 
Sou thland .. 

x T aranaki .. .. 
v\'a ikato .. .. 
\'\'airarnpa . . 
W aitaki .. . . 

x \\'cll ington .. 
\A/cstland .. 

------ --

.. 1,800 27 21 

.. 1, 144 18 6 

. . 500 456 346 

. . 2,500 60 52 

.. 181 120 120 

.. 700 357 267 

.. 953 553 410 

.. I , 719 273 124 

.. 2,208 415 152 

.. 319 174 92 

.. 2, 130 50 21 

. . 298 530 490 

. . 65 83 46 

.. J ,638 20 9 

.. 721 22 22 

.. 444 50 18 

.. 134 60 24 

. . 170 32 12 

.. 551 28 6 

Table Ill 

Applications for Water Rights Received, etc., 

During 12 Months Ended 31 March 1971 

Under 

Declined 

.. 

.. 

. . 

. . 
3 

. . 

.. 

. . 

. . 

. . 
2 
I 

.. 

.. 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

.. 
4 

Not Ac tion R eceived Granted Declined Proceeded District as at 

x Auckla nd . . .. 
Bay of Plenty . . 

x H ami lton .. 
H auraki .. 
H awke's Bay .. 
M anawa tu .. 
M arlborough . . 
Nelson .. .. 
North Canterbury .. 
Northland 
Ota go .. 
Poverty Bay 
R angitikei 
South Can terbury 
Sou thland 
Taranaki .. 

x 
x 

Waikato .. 
W a i ram pa 
W a itaki . . 
W anganui 
W ellington 
W estland .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

31 M arch 
1970 

7 29 28 . . 
6 35 23 . . 
.. 9 9 . . 
12 23 23 2 

110 366 362 9 
5 61 41 I 
.. 142 141 .. 
90 82 142 .. 

143 313 299 20 
19 34 40 . . 

263 124 178 .. 
80 129 59 3 
19 23 25 . . 
40 146 176 5 
37 26 25 . . 
II 41 35 . . 
.. 41 39 . . 
32 51 39 . . 
36 24 40 . . 
.. 20 17 2 
20 18 34 1 
18 28 36 .. 

948 1, 765 1,811 43 

x Returns from MOWD districts in areas 
without RWBs. Rights issued by the 
Water Allocation Council. 

with 

2 
6 
. . 
5 

JOO 
.. 
.. 
I 
3 
2 
2 
5 
4 
.. 
23 
.. 
. . 
.. 
5 

.. 

.. 
1 

159 

I 

I 

59 

Under 
Action 

7 
6 

12 
110 

5 
.. 
90 

143 
149 
263 
80 
28 
40 
37 
II 
. . 
32 
36 
20 
18 

Under 
Ac tion 

6 
12 
. . 
5 
5 

24 
I 

29 
134 

11 
207 
142 

13 
5 

15 
17 
2 

44 
15 

I 
3 
9 

700 



Table IV 

Applications for Water Rights Received, etc., 
During 12 Months Ended 31 March 1972 

Under Not Action Received Granted Declined P roceeded District as at 

x Auckland 
Bay of Plenty 

x Hamilton 
H auraki .. 
H awke's Bay 
Manawa tu 
Marlborough 
Nelson . . 
North Canterbury 
Northland 
Otago . . r 

Poverty Bay 
R angitikei 
South Canterbury 
Southland 
Taranaki .. 
Waikato .. 
Wairarapa 
Waitaki . . 

x 
x 
Wanganui 
Wellington 
W estland .. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 

.. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

. . 

.. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

. . 

31 March \\; th 

1971 

6 60 60 I . . 
12 35 31 . . JO 
. . 10 10 . . . . 
5 13 12 . . I 
5 244 227 II . . 

24 32 46 .. 3 
I 26 22 .. 2 

29 48 60 . . . . 
134 206 164 . . 4 

11 187 76 8 6 
207 167 46 10 25 
142 92 96 I 3 
13 45 45 .. . . 
5 113 105 3 . . 

15 12 17 . . . . 
17 36 38 I I 
2 45 45 . . . . 

44 35 30 I 3 
15 35 32 2 5 

I 3 4 . . . . 
3 36 I 38 

I 
. . . . 

9 123 II .. I 

700 I I ,603 1 1,215 38 64 

Includes Crown water ri ghts. + 

x Re turns from MOWD districts in areas without RWBs. 
Rights issued by the Wa ter Allocation Council. 
(Total to 31 Morch 1972 , 303) 

+ Total to this dote , 141. 
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numbers received, the proportion of uses represented by these 

notifications appears to correlate well with the abundance of 

water in the regions. It is significant that in the South 

Canterbury region, whose farmers had originally approached 

the Minister of Works requesting tighter water use controls, 

the Eroportion of uses notified was very high (95 percent), 

even though the number was quite low. 

Many Boards expressed dissatisfaction with the sudden 

deluge of work this process created, and considered they had 

very little time to prepare themselves even clerically for 

this. The noiification forms, both those produced by the 

Organisation and by the Boards themselves are now considered 

to have been very poorly prepared, and even more poorly 

completed by the water users. 

The procedures followed by the Boards once the notifi

cation period expired also varied a great deal. Most Boards 

acknowledge or receipted the notifications, although in many 

areas it is conceded that these receipts were not regarded as 

valuable by the users and promptly discarded. The question 

of who was to de cide the lawfulness of any particular use 

was debated vigorously within the whole organisation at the 

time, and Boards generally followed their own solicitors' 

varied opinions despite a WAC circular (NWASCO, 1969 a). 

So me Boards made decisions on the legality of the use, and 

requested right applications (Table I}. South Canterbury 

in particular, rejected virtually all the notifications 

and requested applications for rights. Other Boards con

sidered that they did not have discretionary powers and 

simply recorded the notifications as received. It has 

recently been judged in the Supreme Court, however, that the 

Boards did have limited judicial powers in this regard5 . 

Several Boards who spent considerable time encouraging 

notification, now feel that this was a wasted effort. The 

Manawatu Board reports that in reviewing their 3,700 

notifications, over half were not required. These were for 

stock and domestic uses and dams not obstructing streams, 

and were received because these uses were not excluded on the 

notification forms prepared in accordance with the Regulations. 

Of the remainder, over half of these have proved unacceptable 
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Filf'd No None 90 
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Reviewed 
500 Approx 300 10 Fil Pd No in one 

area 
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cornput.Pr applications 
and inspect ions 
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A few Waste 
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because of incorrect completion, regardless of the legality 

of use. The subsequent action taken by the Boards is also 

summarised in Table I. In many cases the notified rights 

have not been reviewed, or even checked ayainst new right 

applications. 

The notifications do not have a fixed term and in fact 

provide neither an index of pres e nt use, nor a clear record 

of legal (authorised) notified uses. 

3 . 2 Application for Ri ghts 

Within the requirements of the law the Regional Water 

Boards have developed a variety of approaches to processing 

water right applications. These are often at variance with 

national guidelines from the Organisation. Some of this 

variation is only in detail of procedur~ but in other cases 

amounts to an automomous regional policy. 

Most Boards consider applications for damming, diversion, 

discharge, or taking; at least one Board has a 'use' option 

as well. Approaches to the 'diversion' use vary - some Boards 

also require take and discharge applications, others feel 

'divert' covers both of these although consider it implies 

no reduction in flow. Five Boards do not r equire rights for 

tak ing for farm dairy uses , despite an early national decision 

that these were required, and other Boards have issued general 

authorities for these and other far n abstractions. While none 

of the Boards require rights for 'reasonable' stock and domestic 

uses, rural water supply schemes and withdrawals for high inten

sity stock-fattening systems are in some areas subject to rights, 

as are town supply abstractions. Some Boards have detailed 

policies on damming, including by-laws often linked with engin

eering and soil conservation requirements. A significant 

ommission, pointed out by several officers, was the lack of 

definition of a river or stream, despite the clearly stated 

r~quirement :for rights to "dam any river or stream". An early 

WAC circular discussed the legal definitions {NWASCO, 1970 a) 

but they remain outside the law, perhaps in a conscious attempt 

to allow :flexibility. 

A recent WRC circular on water right requirements for 
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herbicide discharges (NWASC0,1975 b) has been ignored by 

the majority of Boards, and is regarded as administratively 

and politically unworkable. A similar national policy 

circular (NWASC0,1974 a) on subdivisional water rights has 

been accepted in some areas and rejected in others. 

Strategies for inducing or demanding users to apply for 

existing illegal or new uses also vary widely. Only one 

Board considers all use; in the region are covered by ri9hts, 

and that new uses are automatically applied for; most Boards 

are either simply accepting applications as they come, or 

requiring application in restricted priority areas where 

competition exists, often for only one use cateyory. Only 

a very few Boards have adopted a full inspection program to 

obtain a comprehensive coverage of uses by ri9hts. 

A few Boards have encountered some problem with the 

question of who should apply for the right. This problem 

has been discussed in the United Nations review of water 

legislation (1972), as an important detail, although most 

of the Boards apparently have not considered the matter, 

or found it any problem, and have simply acc epted the 

applicant regardless of status. One Board, with high inten-

sity farming uses over n ost of its catchme nt district reports 

difficulty in deciding whether owners or first or second 

order occupi e rs (l~ssees, or sharemilke rs) should hold the 

right. It was pointed out that although ~ny persorl may 

apply for a right and it is desirable that the holder should 

be the user, rapid turnover of the actual users creates an 

administrative problem in transfers. Furthermore, these changes 

often result in changed conditions of use. This will be 

discussed in more detail when dealiny with the transfer 

provisions. 

It appears that within the general national policy, as 

expressed by the law, varied regional policies have developed. 

While some regional variation is needed and is to be expected 

(Gillies, 1969) the problems of contradictory regional policies 

have also been noted (Burton, 1970). Certainly, a water user 

may face quite different policies in different regions. 
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Processing Apnlications 

Processing of ,~ater right applications is however 

relatively standardised. Although dislike of the a mount 

of paper work involved was expressed by all Boards, similar 

systems of form letters etc. have evolve d. Applications 

are advertised reyularly, frequencies varying fro m once a 

week to once a month, depending on numbers rece ived. A 

r e c e nt WRC circular (NWASCO~l974 b) stre ssed the n e ed for 

full and explicit advertisements, and drew attention to the 

requirements of the 1968 Re gulations. Under these regulations 

the Boards can require applicants to notify other parties likely 

to be affected. This power was not k nown to many of the Boards, 

and it was commented that if the Board did know of others 

affected it should take this into account in decision-making 

whether formal objection was made or not. Several Boards 

have a system of notifying other agencies {Acclimatisation 

Societies, Drainaye Boards, Government Departments and other 

local authorities) when applications relevant to their 

functions wer e rece ive d. 

Statutory declarations accompanying apn lications have 

been dispe ns e d with by many Boards, although some still require 

them, believing that for ~ality in the process is desirab le. 

Fees 

Fee s for applications vary from $4 to $75 , althoug h the 

majority are about $20. Th e Reyulations allow a fee of $4, 

but as the reasonable costs of th e a ? plication can be placed 

as the Board may direct and the Board may require a deposit 

against expenses or costs (Section 24 (2)), most Boards 

increased the amount. The legality of this action was 

confirmed by a Supreme Court decision6 in 1973, and fees 

have risen steadily since then. Some Boards maintained the 

low fee in the hope of encouraging applications, but in the 

absence of alternative financing are now attempting to cover 

costs of processing with this fees. Some resistance to high 

fees was reported, particularly from farming applicants. 

Inspections 

Only a few Boards appeared to have a policy of inspecting 
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all applications before decisions are made, and althou~h 

contentious apolications are inspected in some regions, 

often the ri ghts are reported on by staff without field 

checks. This 'blind' g ranting of ri ~h ts was 'justified' by 

some of the Boards by drawing att e ntion to thP effort and 

cost involved in full inspections . Othe r Boards felt that 

inspection is an essential part of t he process, and by 

fuller explanation and a personal apDroach reduces user 

resistance to control and accusations that the process is 

'just red tape'. 

Presentation to the Board 

The form in which the right applications are presented 

to the Boards also varies. In many cases full reports by 

staff accompany each application. In others virtual lists 

of applications are approved by the Boards. Several Boards 

separate contentious and non-contentious ap~lications. 

Ge nerally, the ap?lications are considered by committees of 

the Boards whose recommendations are usually confirmed without 

question by the full Board. These committees vary in number 

from 6 members to the full Board, and sometimes have additional 

non-voting members co-opted on to them. One Board operates 

a small standing Tribunal, wh ich considers all rights, whether 

objections are received or not. Generally, the co~~ittees are 

serviced by the executive officers, and in some cases no other 

staff are allowed contact with the elected members. In others, 

technical staff are involved in reportin~ directly to the 

Board on the applications. 

Objections and Tribunals 

Where objections are received, many of the Boards arrange 

informal discussions between the parties, and attempt to avoid 

tribunals which are considered time-consuming. Increasingly, 

however, Tribunals are being constituted, sometimes consisting 

simply of Board Members,but often with outside 'expert' member

ship. Most Boards hold only 2 or 3 Tribunal hearings a year, 

and only a very small proportion of these are taken to appeal. 

Servicing of these Tribunals is normally by administrative 

staff of the Boards, and technical staff are often called on 
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to make statements or give evidence to the Tribunal. Where 

the Tribunals consist solely of Board members, there is a 

tendency £or the recommendations of Board staff to be 

followed rather slavishly. 

Several comments were made regarding the standard 0£ 

objections. Environmental interest ~roups in particular 

were criticised £or well-meaning but poorly prepared cases. 

It was felt that too many objections were based on the 

advertisements alone, without reference to the more detailed 

information in the application available at the Board offices. 

Some of the Acclimatisation Societies especially, have devel

oped a habit 0£ objecting to virtually every application, a 

technique which Board staff considered frivolous. 

Terms and Conditions 

Most 0£ the Boards follow national guidelines (NWASCO., 

1969 b) as to the terms £or different uses. There is only 

now a recognition by the Boards of the need £or all uses from 

one source to expire concurrently, despite early awareness 

of this by the WAC (NWASCO, 1970 b) This will be discussed 

later under allocation planning, but several Boards are in 

di££icul ties with uncoordinated expiry times where compet

ition £or supply is hi9h. The need £or some system 0£ 

'renewals' was felt by many Boards, because of the work load 

involved in processing non-contentious ri~hts, but it was 

agreed that where conflicts exist, reapplication and read

vertisement is necessary. All expressed concern that the 

authorised notified uses had no fixed term, and that unless 

the users agreed to voluntarily surrender these, allocation 

programs would be difficult. 

One Board has ignored the policies on terms and continues 

issuing rights for a term 'at the pleasure 0£ the Board'. This 

policy was begun some time ago after advice from the Board's 

solicitor, and although many criticisms have been made of this 

system, no legal challenge has been made. The Board believes 

that this enables simple, non-contentious rights to continue 

unchanged, while irr problem areas appropriate action can be 

taken, particularly if allocation problems arise. It was 
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pointed out that any cancellation is appealab l e , and t hat 

the r e was no inte ntion to impose it as wilfully as the 

phrase may suggest. 

Va riations 

In gene ral, v ar iations o f rights are being proces s ed 

although in mos t cases r eadver ti sement i s r~quired. One 

observation was made that the section a llowing the Board 

to dispense with the need f o r public no tification of any 

such a pplicatio n did no t s eem consistent with othe r pro

visions, as the Boa rd could n o t know if the use would n o t 

'injurious ly' affect ot he rs . 

De cision 

Many Boards short circuit the actual granting 0£ ri gh ts , 

as this cannot strictly be done until af t e r a ll objections 

and appeals have been determined, i. e . after the appea l 

period has expired (Section 26 (4 )). Particular l y with ri yhts 

against whi ch no objections are lodged , even if conditions 

are i mposed , ri gh t documents are give n to the applicants soon 

after the Board decis i on. In many cases this is done conscious!) 

in an e ffort t o shorten a l engthy statutory process, as the 

Boards are part i cularl y conscious of the users' attitude to 

any furthe r delay. Several officers commented that it appears 

that the Or ganisa t ion s taff do not appreciate the l e n g th of 

time involved . 

The r equ iremen t for the decision t o be public l y notified 

has also been criticise d as an unnecessary oper ation, and has 

been the subjec t of a remit at a rece nt Ca tchment Authorities 

Conference . 

Filing 

An aspect of the water rights p rocess which i nvolves both 

the notified us e s and the granted rights is that of filing 

of the rights. Quite apart f rom the lega l requi rement that 

"Each Board shall keep conveniently a vailahle for public 

inspection and information d e tailed and properly indexed 

r ecords of all ri gh ~s g r anted on applicat i on or otherwise 

l awfull y a uth orised under this Act " , it would seem that a 
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simple system of recording and filin~ of rights would be 

essential. This point was stressed during the initial 

establishment of the consolidating water law. 

However, it is clear from observations made when 

visiting the Boards that 'shoebox' systems of filing 

prevail. A computer system of water right filing has been 

in operation since 1970, and much was made of this at its 

introduction {NWASC Authority, 1971). Only a few Boards use 

the system fully for both recording and retrieval, the 

remainder regarding it as a nuisance. Only one Board thought 

that filing on computer was an obligation to establish national 

records; some use the system half-heartedly as a remote record. 

Many comments were made regarding the time and effort and 

expertise required to use the system, and several Boards have 

lost staff who had originally been trained to operate the 

program. Boards who had attempted retrieval found the 

process slow and error-prone. The format of the information 

accepted was criticised by many officers. For example, they 

found operating in cubic metres per second for flow rates 

troublesome and an inappropriate unit for the majority of 

uses {many uses appearing at 10-3 cubic metres per second). 

The lack of differentiation between physical address 

(location) and postal address was also commented on. 

Alternative systems to fit in with existing filing 

systems have been developed in many Boards. In very many 

cases these are operated by staff seconded to this work 

at an early stage. There is a good deal of clumsy cross-

referencing involved, and retrieval of information is often 

difficult, to the extent that in one case a new clerk had 

been unable to unravel the system he inherited. The com-

puter numbering system has often been adopted, but several 

other numbers {for example, sequence of application) may 

be applied to the one right. Several officers considered that 

prime retrieval should be on name (i.e. alphabetically) as 

this was the prime need in any inspection or servicing system. 

Catchment or area based retrieval is regarded as the next 

most important basis of indexing. 

It was generally agreed that the principle of a computer 

based system was excellent, enabling retrieval of information 
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in many different ways, but that the present system needed 

considerable revision. It was commented that the system 

was obviously set up before the Boards' filing needs were 

known, and very little notice was taken of Boards' opinions 

then or since. One Board which had used the system extensively 

for notified uses regretted having done so, as the resulting 

cross-referencing and filing system had proved unworkable. 

Generally, although clear provision is made in the 

legislation for inspection of the ri ght records by the 

public - a situation very different from that in Britain 

until recently (Tinker, 1972) - this information is not 

'conveniently available', nor in many cases, 'properly 

indexed'. However, all the Boards are willing to allow 

inspection of the records, although several report 

refusing written requests for copies of the rights. 

In this situation, any use of the right details on the 

computer to provide national information must be suspect. 

However, at least one attempt has be e n made using these 

data, to derive figures for national demand for irri gation 

{Hamilton, 1972). 

Transfers 

Few Boards have yet come to grips with problems of 

transfer of water riyhts. Although one water-short Board 

considers that all transfers are notified, the majority 

concede that notices of changes in ownership or occupation 

are only rarely received. There appears to be a direct 

correlation again with the value placed on the water use -

where uses are essential to maintain particularly agricul

tural production, transfers are received. 

The question of who holds the right, and the relation

ship between water user and land owner appears to need 

examination. There is a strong case for a system to link 

transfer of water rights to transfer of land titles, and 

appears to be little difficulty in attaching this to the 

present land transfer procedures. Again, this was considered 

by the Interdepartmental committee on water {Ministry of 

Works, 1965) with a suggestion that the rights should be 
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associated with land titles, but does not appear to have been 

discussed in detail since, either by the Boards or the Organ

isation. The fact that many Boards' right documents are 

simply typed and duplicated forms does not add to their 

impression of worth. Some Boards have had more impressive 

documents prepared, in the hope that this will increase 

their value. 

Control 

Restrictions on the exercise of rights in the public 

interest or during water shortages have been used only 

rarely, by a few Boards. Several Boards in water-short 

areas have, however, been involved in developing allocation 

plans. This concept has now been embraced by the Organisation, 

and money has been granted to the Boards for this purpose. In 

South Canterbury and North Ca nterbury regions particularly, 

this approach has been followed, and formal plans are being 

drawn up. The Authority's Annual Report {NWASC Authority, 

1975) comfYle nts that plans are k no wn to be advanced stage in 

the Taieri, Opihi, Rakaia, Waiau , Waime a Plains and the 

Takepau Plains. A guide to allocation planning has been 

produced by the Water Resources Council {NWASCO, 1975). 

Several Boards commented that it is one of the most useful 

yuidelines ever produced by the Council. This appears to 

contain procedures similar to those adopted in the Canterbury 

regions, although apparently the guide was developed inde

pendently (G.B. McBride, ~.comm.). 

3.3 General Authorities 

A considerable number of general authorisations of 

different uses have been issued by the Boards throughout 

the country. Again there is great variation in aspects 

covered. Some of these have been issued after national 

consultations, the first of these being for stormwater 

discharges in municipalities. General authorisation was 

given in 1970 after a confused period in which 'dispensation 

from notification' was allowed. The general authorities , 

issued by most Boards , covered existing unpolluted discharges 

from stormwater systems, with subsequent new discharges to be 
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applied £or in the normal way. In practice, this formal 

arrangement is not followed in detail. Increasing attention 

is being focussed on discharges £rom new subdivisions where 

silt contamination is common, and some Boards operate informal 

continuing 'notification' systems with municipalities. A more 

recent nationally supported general authority was for water 

taken for aerial spraying purposes. Boards have issued many 

other such general authorisations; £or £arm uses (including 

£arm dairy uses); £or discharges from unpolluted title 

drainage systems; in areas not classified, short term author

ities for discharge of farm wastes; and for taking of water for 

road construction and other maintenance works etc. Some 

Boards believe that these actions are unnecessary, and 

commit the Board to a particular approach on matters of 

detail, before enough is known of problems that may ~ise. 

3.4 Crown Rights 

One apparent inconsistency in the law, which has been 

pointed out by at least one commentator (NZ Environment, 

1972), is the section dealing with the procedure for appli

cations for rights by the Crown. For Crown uses, the 

relevant Minister must apply to the Minister of Works, who 

refers the application to the Authority. This application 

is then reported on by the appropriate Regional Water Board. 

This alternative procedure, with no advertisement or calling 

for objections, has been considered odd in an Act which 

binds the Crown. It is presumably based on the belief that 

Crown uses are 'more beneficial' than private uses, and 

therefore should need to be subject to the same scrutiny 

Public notification of the authority decision is however 

required and appeals can be lodged. Faced with the poss

ibility of an increasing number of appeals, and perhaps 

recognising the contradiction here, the Authority has 

recently directed the Boards (NWASCO, 1975 d) to publicly 

notify Crown rights, call for submissions, and incorporate 

these in their reports to the Authority. At a recent 

Authority meeting (5 August) a proposal that applicant 

departments pay costs to the Boards was discussed. 
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3.5 Granted Rights 

It was hoped that information could be collected 

during the visits to the Board which would enable a detailed 

analysis of the number of rights processed in e ach year 

since the establishment of the system. It rapidly became 

obvious however, that this data was not readily available 

in this form at the Boards, and in mos t cases could only 

be obtained after considerable effort by Board staff. It 

was considered that this could not be jus tified , and in 

view of the varied policies of the Boards, it is unlike ly 

that figures would have been a reliable index o f the extent 

of control exerted . Some information on total number of 

rights receive d, yranted, and declined was obtained. For 

1969, 1970, 1971 (years ending 31st Narch in the followin g 

year) these data were obtained from the Authority's annual 

r e port to Parliament (Table II, III and IV), and have been 

discussed, in part, earlier. For the following years the 

data were obtained during the Board inte rviews , or annual 

reports when the y were r eadily availab l e , a nd t he es tima tes 

of the total number of ri gh ts granted to March 1975 were 

also made during discussions at the Boards (Tabl e V). 

The fi g ur es are too sparse to draw a n y conclusions, 

and only by c omparison wi th the numhers of notifications 

r eceived a nd the es timat e d propor tions of uses these 

represent, can any i mpression of the coverage of uses 

by rights be gained. Few Boards would h a zard a guess as to 

the numbe r of us e s still outstanding, although some consid

ered that the majority of major uses we r e subj ec t to rights . 

Only one Board was confiden t of total c overage . It must 

be stressed that these figures are genera ll y. estimates and 

include all categories of use, but not necessarily every 

type of use within that category. Again, the numbers do 

not represent any index of actual control as continuing 

control or follow up of rights is the exception rather than 

the rule. 

It does appear, based on the attitudes of the staff 

interviewed rather than any hard data, that the only real 

control and continuing management of water users and uses, 

is being achieved in regio.ns which do have periods of 
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extreme shortage of water. This seems to apply to control 

of all water use categories. 

The water right procedures are the major links between 

the water users and the regional agencies (Figure 5, 10 and 

11). It seems that there is by no means full interchange 

between these two components, in all regions. Even where 

the administration is coping with the system, it does not 

necessarily mean that the regional agencies are controlling 

the users. In some areas it would seem that lack of follow 

up and checking, results in user actions being little 

modified by the conditions on the right, or even unaffected 

by the lack of a legal basis of use. 

The Board's management of rights was raised in the 

interview with the Director and Deputy Director. It was 

commented that whereas management was 'very effective' 

in some areas, in others it had not even been attempted. 

In some cases it was recognised that there is difficulty 

with specific needs (e.g. in mining areas). The Director 

considered there was a tendency for the law to be criticised 

to mask the Board's own deficiencies. He commented that on 

the question of the lawfulness of notified uses, the Boards 

"did not do their homework", and failed to provide existing 

users with assurances of the continued legality of their 

uses. A general belief was expressed, that the law is not 

being fully used, and that it is "better than the practice" 

at present. 



CHAPTER 4 

WATER QUALITY 
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Of all the water use management issues, the control 

of water quality has proved to be the major link between 

the water users and the management ayencies. The contact 

between users and the regional agencies (RWBs) is through 

right applications for discharges, but there is also a 

direct input to .the national agency through the process 

of classification. This aspect has been the major source 

of involvement of the judicial bodies, through appeals to 

the TCPAB on classification and discharge right conditions, 

and subsequent further appeals on points of law. 

Discussion of water quality has focussed attention on 

the technical inputs, particularly the extent and validity 

of information on the status of the biophysical system. 

(That is, the connections between the physical and socio

economic systems across the interface - Figure 5). 

Scrutiny of the water quality procedures has stimulated 

criticism of many more general aspects of organisation, but 

the debate specifically on water quality and its control 

continues. The following can only be a summary of the 

situation and criticisms to date. As the previous outlines 

of the development of the system and the present situation 

have shown, this is a very controversial issue. 

Following the decision by the Appeal Board on the 

Southland cases, the Water Resources Council decided to 

appeal to the Supreme Court and not to consider any further 

final classifications, although five preliminary classifi

cations (Auckland, Bay of Plenty, Hauraki, North Canterbury, 

and Otago) were considered in 1974. (NWASC Authority, 1975). 

These generated further conflict, particularly in North 

Canterbury and Auckland where over 2,000 objections were 

lodged (according to Bellamy, 1975 b). 

In the £ace of this mounting opposition a flurry of 

supporting articles appeared in the NWASCO house magazine, 

Soil and Water (no fewer than seven articles in the one 

issue, December 1974). One of these (Howie, 1974) has 
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been described by Bellamy (1975 b) as a last minute attempt 

at public relations. This last article provides a summary 

of the situation prior to the Supreme Court decision on the 

appeals. 2 ' 3 , 
4 

This decision basically supported the 

Appeal Board findings, particularly the observation that the 

Water Resources Council's policy on classification was 

inconsistent with the Act. This has led to the present 

uncertain situation. The National Authority minutes (5 

August) note that the WRC is reviewing policy, but the 

Director is reported as "doubt [ ing] that urgent amending 

legislation is required", and that the Organisation is 

"awaiting findings of the legislation review committee". 

Bellamy (1975 b) comments: "It is evident already 

that a sizeable cross-section of informed persons do not 

regard the management of New Zealand's water resources by 

the Water Resources Council as constituting 'a bold and 

imaginative approach' (Cowie, 1974), but rather to be a 

process in urgent need of revision" (p 5). 

The following outlines many of the criticisms of the 

classification philosophy, classes and standards. 

4.1 Classification Philosophy 

It has been stated that the Pollution Advisory Council 

and its technical advisers were well aware of overseas 

quality control systems and their problems, and they con

sulted widely before adopting the philosophy expressed in 

the 1963 Regulations (N·.w. Co llins pers. comm.). The 

'multiple use' approach adopted did seem to be accepted 

in the engineering community, although criticism of the 

attitude that dispersion and dilution of effluents is a 

'beneficial' use of receiving waters soon began to be 

voiced by developing environmental interests. Knox (1970) 

considered the Councils approach outdated, and suggested 

a credo which among other things states ~users of water do 

not have an inherent right to pa1lute". A corollary to the 

philosophy of waste transport as one of the major valid uses 

of water, was the Council's policy of persuasion rather than 

prosecution. This was described by Scott (1972) as a 

" wildly optimistic vision" showing a "remarkable ignorance of 
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overseas experiencett. 

The Water and Soil Conservation Amendment Act (No. 2), 

1971, altered the strict use basis of classification as 

already discussed, and some raising of classes followed in 

a few classifications (for example, the Tararua Range Upper 

catchments were upgraded from D to C class in th~ Manawatu 

region classification 1973). Commentators maintained that 

too much emphasis was still given to present and future 

waste discharge, and submissions to the legislation review 

committee expressed these feelings. The Environmental 

Defence Society's submissions (EDS, 1974) point out that 

the change of emphasis (to public interest and best use) 

does not yet appear in official thinking on the subject. 

Knox, in an appendix to this submission comments that 

"elsewhere there is a clear trend away from the policy 

of controlled degradation" and from the premise that 

dispersion and dilution of effluents is a 'beneficial' use 

of receiving waters. The opposing concept that the class of 

water should reflect existing water quality is held by many 

groups and led to the appeals against the Southland classifi-

cation. 

Boards. 

This has also found favour with the Regional Water 

The North Canterbury Board, for example, in sub-

missions on preliminary classification pressed for class A 

(no discharges) for the high quality waters of the Southern 

Alps. The Auckland Regional Authority in its case against 

the Auckland preliminary classification produced very 

fundamental objections, which are included as Apoendix G. 

The WRC attitude was reaffirmed as late as December, 1974 

(Cowie, 1974) after this atmosphere of divergent opinion 
1 had led to the Southland Appeals The crux of the Appeal 

Board decision on the legal basis of classification is found 

in the following passage (Pages A 1364 - A1365. Emphasis added). 

11. Sec. 26H says expressly that a classification is 
a declaration of the minimum standards of guality at which 
the waters being classified shall be maintained in order 
to achieve the object mentioned .•. [peneficial use]. 

Therefore in our opinion it is not sufficient to say 
simply that: "Classification is aimed at pollution control". 
If pollution be defined as "the use of natural water by 
mankind to carry away and dispose of waste'', then one of 
the results of the classification of particular waters will 
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be a better control of the pollution of those waters and 
possible the reduction or termination of pollution thereof. 
The use of natural water to carry away and dispose of waste 
is recognised by the Act, but it is only one of the uses 
so recognised. 

12. Clearly, in the context of the Act as a who1e, 
the classification of water is: 

(a) an aid to the preservation of those waters in 
good condition so that the waters may be used 
to the best advantage; and 

(b} a guide to the suitability of waters for part
icular purposes and functions (including, but 
extending beyond, their use and capacity for 
carrying away and disposing of waste). 

A classification is essentially a declaration of a 
minimum desired water quality. That desired quality 
may be the actual present quality of the water being 
classified, or it may be a higher or lower quality. 
If it is a higher quality, it must be a quality which 
is achievable by the control or abatement of pollution 
and/ or by the regulation of the activites carried on 
upon the land in the catchments contributing to the 
volume of the water being classified. (For it seems 
that in fixing on a minimum desired water quality, some 
regard must be had to such existing and prospective 
activities). 

13. A classification will be of particular interest 
to those responsi hle for preparing and implementing 
water pollution control programs, because one of the 
principal functions of such a program is the control 
and abatement of water discharges, present and future, 
in order that aesthetic, environmental and public health 
requirements shall be maintained and in order that 
waters are protected for multiple use . But a classifi
cation will be of interest to many other sections of 
the community as well. 

14. In our opinion the process of classification 
called for by the Act requires first an inquiry into 
the existing quality of the water being classified. 

If the existin g quality of the water is found to 
be high, then the classification should reflect that 
existing quality, unless it is demonstrated that in 
the public interest there should be the freedom· to 
lower the quality in the future in order that the 
water may be put to the best advantage, while still 
maintaining it in good condition . If the existing 
quality of the water is found to be low, then an 
enquiry should be had into the cause of the low 
quality. If the cause is found to be "pollution" 
and the public interest requires that the quality 
of the water should be raised in order that the 
best use may be made of it, then the classification 
should ideally reflect such higher desirable quality 
as is achievable through the abatement or reduction 
of "pollution", but realistically it may have to 
reflect such quality as may be expedient in the 
foreseeable future through such pollution control 



measures as are practicable. 

Having outlined what it considered to be the proper 

basis for classification, the Board decided that the 

principal inadequacy in the criteria adopted by the 

Water Resources Council was that they per mitted the 

classification as Class D or Class SC or SD large bodies 

of water where general uses of the water predominated. 

Such an approach, said the Board, implied that it was 

permissible in the future to reduce the actual quality of 

those waters to the minimum standards specified by the 

classification, even though the present actual quality 

of those waters might qualify them for a higher classifi-

cation. The Board found that the criteria adopted 
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permitted a classification to be given without any prior 

examination of whether there was likely to be any necessity 

to lower the actual quality of those waters in the future. 

The Board concluded that the criteria adopted by 

the Water Resources Council were rooted in the Waters 

Pollution Act 1953 and the Waters Pollution Regulations 

1963 and that the Water Resources Council had not fully 

appreciated the changes in the law affected by the 1971 

(No. 2) Amendment. 

Page A1370) . 

The Board also noted: (paragraph 29, 

At the same time we must record our concern that 
in respect of one important facet of water quality, 
viz., the level of dissolved oxygen, the classifi
cation will indicate less than the minimum which we 
have found should be maintained in certain import
ant and extensive stretches of water. Fortunately 
the Regional Water Board will be able to i~pose 
conditions upon the grant of rights to discharge 
waste into those waters which should have the effect 
of maintaining the desirable higher minimum in those 
waters. But (to use a moderate adjective) it is 
unsatisfactory to have a public document indicate 
one standard and to expect a public body to apply 
another. 

On the basis of this, the appeal of the Southland 

Skindivers Club was allowed, and the SD areas were 

raised to SB. 

The subsequent appeal to the Supreme Court on the 

basis of classification is summarised in the decision2 

as follows: 



The Water Resources Council describes the Board's 
classifications as being based on existing water 
quality and contends that this approach is wrong. 
Incidentally, the Council says, existing water 
quality fluctuates and is difficult to determine. 
The approach favoured by the Council is expressed 
as being a classification based on best multiple 
use based on the best use of the waters concerned. 
In the view of the Council, a classification based 
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on existing water quality is both wrong in principle 
and contrary to the intent of the Act. It is argued 
that the need for new and increasing waste discharges 
would tend to bring about reclassification by way 
of downgrading. An unfavourable analogy is drawn 
with specified departures under the Town Planning 
Act; in contrast the Council claims that under its 
own approach any reclassification would tend to 
be upwards . As seen by the Council, classification 
attempts to resolve the conflicts of waste disposal 
and public use by setting out areas where waste can 
be discharged with economical treatment and areas 
where public uses demand that good water quality 
be maintained. The basic principles are not seen 
as having changed when the Regulations were replaced 
by the 1971 statutory provisions. 

As both approaches involve considering existing 
and likely future uses, it might be thought that 
the same result could be achieved by either. But 
the practical difference was well brought out by 
counsel for the Water Resources Council in his reply. 
He said that there are basically only three uses of 
water - for water supply, for contact recreation, 
for waste discharge. While that is no doubt some-
thing of an over-simplification, I accept that it 
is certainly not a distortion. In substance Mr 
Davison said that waters where public uses of the 
first two kinds require to be catered for and pro-
tected should be placed in one of the higher calsses, 
such as B or SB, which might limit the range of 
practicable uses; and that classes D and SD should 
be treated as residual general classes, appropriate 
for waters in which a wide range of uses may prove 
to be permissible, so that Regional Water Boards 
may keep their options open as to what uses will be 
permitted there. An applicant for a right to dis-
charge waste might then naturally consider applying 
in D and SD areas. But 3 it was submitted, as the 
classifications prescribe only minimum standards , 
the Regional Boards would be able to impose higher 
standards on individual applicants; and in consid-
ering what requirements to insist on, the Boards 
should take into account such matters as the 
practicability and cost of methods of effluent 
treatment available from time to time. The point 
was also stressed that the minimum standards for 
classes D and SD do not represent poor quality water 
it is or should be of good general quality and unsat
isfactory only for certain specialised uses. (p 29 - 30). 



The judgement concluded that neither the approach 

taken by the Council nor by the Appeal Board was expressly 

authorised by the Act. On a broad view of the Act it was 

concluded: 

The Act contemplates that existing water quality 
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will he one of the matters considered in making a 
classification, and if enough information is not 
already to hand investigation will be needed to find 
it out. But the Act also contemplates investigations 
and consideration of present and likely future waste 
discharges and present and likely future uses of water. 
All these matters are relevant in making a classifi
cation. How detailed any investigation should be is 
very much a matter for discretion. 

The Court also supported the Appeal Board view that 
a classification should not be lower than existing water 

quality "save for good reason"; and that a classification 

should set higher standards than those existing if they 

are reasonably needed and reasonably attainable. 

Regarding the use of D classes as a general or 

residual classification, the Court recognised the 

"administrative attraction" of this approach but held 

it did !2.£!_ comply with the Act for four reasons: 

1) Nothing in the Act justifies the case of 

a residual or "omnibus" classes and/or "special" classes. 

Similar considerations (including existing water quality) 

should apply to all classes. This approach was author

ised by the old regulations not by the new Act. 

2) When existing water quality is likely to be 

lowered the onus is on the applicant or water board to 

justify - in the public interest - such a reduction in 

quality. Thus a D classification which keeps a water 

board's options open really places an onus on those 

who seek to maintain existing quality or some higher 

standard (as regards water right conditions). This 

was not the intention of the Act. 

3) The Act aims to promote a "national policy" -

to consign large sections of the waters in the various 

regions to classes which may be lower than the existing 

quality, leaving the regional water boards to decide in 

individual cases to what extent, if at all, standards 
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above the minima will be aimed at, "Would be the antithesis 

of a national policy". 

4) The criteria adopted by the W.R.C. would 

apparently permit a classification to be given without 

prior examination of whether there is likely to be any 

necessity to permit the lowering of the actual water 

quality. 

Questions of status to appeal were raised in these appeals, 

and will be discussed later, but it is clear that the present 

basis of classification is legally incorrect. It is interesting 

to note that the law appears to reflect the attitudes and 

philosophies of the critics, far more closely than those of the 

implementing agency (the WRC). This is somewhat ironic as 

many of the Council members and advisers were responsible 

for these provisions in the law. 

A wide range of opinion was expressed by the Boards in 

questionin g them on classification philosophy. However, 

all Boards considered that the existin g water quality 

should be more fully considered in defining the classes. 

Many felt that testing was required to establish existing 

quality before classification and all regretted the lack 

of background information. All consider that discharge 

to water is to some extent a valid use, although dis

chargers should be encouraged to not discharge is possible. 

It was commented that insisting on zero discharge was 

'unrealistic' when the effects of diffuse sources, such as 

agricultural runoff, were unknown. It is clear fro m these 

discussions, and much of the literature, that those closely 

concerned with control find it very difficult to separate 

the philosophy behind classification, from the classes 

themselves, and the standards attached to these classes. 

Obviously they ~closely interlinked, but part of this 

confusion probably results from the change from the clear 

'use' classes of the Regulations to the generalised basis 

of the 1971 (2) Amendment, where the classes are in fact 

the standards. 

Several Board officers considered that the system was a 

'good start', but deplored the lack of continuing effort 

in reviewing it. Two of the Boards expressed the view that 
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they agreed with much of the criticism of classification, but 

in this criticism too little attention had been focussed on 

how the system was to be applied. One very important observ

ation made by two of the Chief Engineers, was that the major 

problem with the present system was that it was difficult 

to understand. They both considered that in a procedure 

inviting public attention and objection, the first and foremost 

requirement, is that the system should be clearly understood 

by all parties. Obviously, this is not the case with classifi

cation as presently formulated. 

The question of problems with the classification process, 

and in particular the import of the 'Cooke decision', was 

raised with the Director. He described this as "piddly" and 

of limited effect, and commented that classification is only 

a small part of the overall management operation. The contro

versey was described as a "storm in a teacup" dealing with 

fine points, and indicated that the Water Resources Council 

had at worst followed a wrong legal interpretation. He was 

critical of those who had "activated the judiciary" and 

considered the actions of pressure groups to be an over-use 

of the law. 

4.2 Classification Classes 

Discussion of the classes and standards is closely 

linked with the more philosophical debate, as the previous 

section will have indicated. Dissatisfaction with both the 

number and the scope of the classes is widespread. In 

support of the classes Cowie (1974) maintains that "the 

classes are few in number but precise in purpose, and each 

class has flexible quality requirements". He adds "the 

greater the number of classes in a classification, the less 

flexibility there is in water quality and the more rigid 

the application of standards" (p 9). What exactly the 

"precise purposes" of the classes are, is not discussed, 

and this attitude conflicts with the Appeal Board observation 

in the Southland decision that "the classes available under the 

Act are rigid and offer few alternatives. At least for the 

circumstances presented they are inadequate". (p A1370). 
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The Nature Conservation Council (Figure 6) is critical 

of the classes {NCC,1975 a) and supports the use of the present 

Class A in high country watersheds. (NCC 1975 b). It is 

reported the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries will 

continue to express its d1ssatisfaction with the current 

classification (Soil and Water, June 1974 a). All the Boards 

were critical of the classes for some reason, either in the 

freshwater or marine situation. Although flexibility is felt 

to be desirable the present system is seen to have aspects 

which are too flexible, and others which are far too rigid. 

Two discussion papers on .classification were submitted 

at the 1975 Catchment Authorities Association Conference 

(Soil and Water, June 1975 a) which discussed both purpose 

and policies of classification, and the need for a code 

of water quality standards. It was emphasised that class

ification is only the first step, and that little thought 

had been given to the subsequent program of systematic 

checking and testing. 

One of the Board Engineers has proposed an alternative 

classification process involving a large number of multiple 

use classes (15 in all) to which standards are attached 

(Revington, 1975). Although sprinkled with expressions such 

as 'realistic' and 'reasonable' and leaving the enforcement 

pro~edures by way of water rights very much in the Boards' 

hands, these suggestions provide one example of an alternative 

strategy and are more constructive than other published criti

cisms. Reflecting the earlier comments on the need for simple, 

clearly understood classes EDS (1974 p 12) points out: 

It would be advantageous and less confusing if 
the water quality classes were recorded so that 
classes A, B and C referred to classes of water 
whose quality could be assessed in alphabetical 
sequence 
viz. A or SA high quality 

B or SB lower quality 
C or SC lowest quality. 

4.3 Classification - Standards 

There has been adverse specialist comment on the limited 

number of parameters applied as standards in the classes, the 



meaningfulness of those parameters, (especially the 

bacteriological) and the actual values of the parameters 

that are used. Much of this remains unpublished but exists 

as a general air of dissatisfaction in scientific circles 

particularly. 

Temperature 

Examining the major parameters briefly, temperature 

has received relatively little attention, although the 

Huntly Power Station Hearing7 did highlight problems of 

measurement and mixing of waste heat discharges. Scott 

(1974) comments that the possible rise to 27°C permitted 

under the Act would provide no safety margin for a temp

erature sensitive salmonid fishery. 

Acidity and Alkalinity 

Acidity and alkalinity have also not been widely 

discussed, although some Boards report levels much above 

the allowed ranges in heavily weeded rivers, and wonder 

when pH changes caused by weed infestation ceased to be 

'due to natural causes'. 

Toxic Substances 
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The loose requirements for toxic substances have been 

commented on by Knox {EDS, 1974) who adds "surely enough is 

known of the toxic properties of many compounds such that 

their maximum permissable concentrations can be defined". 

The need for a schedule of allowable concentrations of 

toxic materials and guidelines as to possible sources of 

these in industry, was expressed by one Board. The specifi

cation that "there shall be no destruction of natural 

acquatic life by reason of a concentration of toxic substances" 

has also been criticised by Scott, who notes the exclusion 

of inert particulate solids. He comments that the "provision 

is unrealistic but if it is to be included it should not 

ascribe damage to any one class of pollutants". 

Biological 

(p 3). 

Many Boards expressed interest in biological parameters, 

particularly as baseline indicators in relatively 'clean' 

areas, and felt that they are more useful than chemical 

indicators at present. Six Boards have employed biologists, 

and several have had consultant assistance. In one case this 
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has taken the form of contract 'ecological monitoring ' (Bay of 

Plenty Catchment Commission 1974 a, 1974 b, 1975); in others 

advisory services from Universiti e s have been obtained (for 

example, Fowles, 1972). Although the Boards are generally 

aware of the expertise required in this owrk, it is k nown 

that in one instance a biotic index has been p repared by 

engineering staff. Biologists employed by the Boards 

have stressed the need for keys to enable identifica tion, 

and comme nted on the a ~ount of e ffort required t o establish 

just wha t ' natural acquatic life ' is in any particular river 

or l~ce system. It is significant that virtually all the 

work on biological par a meters (apart from microbiological) 

has occurre d in an academic context (Hir sch, 1958; Ca ;neron, 

1970 ; Winterbourn e t al., 1971 ; Gibbs and Penny, 1973 : Scott, 

1973; Marshall, 1974). SoMe early work by Ho\::lan and Wilk ins on 

(1959) and Williams (1959) on th e Avon and Heathcote Rivers 

in Canterbury was man agement orien ted. 

Colour and Clarity 

The require ments for colour and clarity, whi l st accepted as 

i mportant for 'visual' a nd r ecreat i onal uses (Scott, 1974), 

has been criticised by the Re gional Water Boards as unmeas

urab l e. The question of conspicuous exte nt is regarded by 

EDS (1974) as one of the phrases "so imprecise as to be 

virtually unenforceable in a Court pros e cution". 

Dis s olve d Oxygen 

The disso lve s oxygen criterion has also heen discussed 

by Scott (1974) wh o comments that this provision h as given 

serious concern to a dministrators of fre s hwater fisheries. 

It is known tha t many Acclimat isation Soc i e t ies feel t ha t 

t he l evels allow~d wil l be detrimental to fish populations . 

Cowie (1974) however dismisses these remark s with "such 

statements are not only incorrect, but are mischevious 

atte mpts to mislead publ ic understanding" (p 9). 

Bacteria 

Of all the paramete rs the bacteriological has excited 

the most criticism. As early as 1960, before the 1963 

Regulations were promulgated, in discussion of Cowie (1959) 

Rowntree ( 1960) observed: " some of the ['Hoposed] standards 

are so idealistic as to be quite incapable of being supported 
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if they were seriously questioned. It is to be hoped that 

the Council (PAC} will reconsider, in particular, its 

bacterial requirements'' (p 175). Subsequent papers (Vidal 

and Collins, 1970; Berquist and Bellamy, 1973; and Loutit, 

1974) have expressed doubts over: the meaningfulness of 

using coliform organisms as indicators of faecal (human) 

contamination; the absolute values which should be used if 

~his parameter is to remain; and the variation due to 

different analytical techniques. EDS (1974 p 12) comments: 

Another example of poor drafting of the schedules 
is provided by the many references to coliform bacteria. 
Reference to standard literature on bacteriology will 
indicate that this term does not describe what the 
schedule is intended to define. Furthermore, the 
levels are based on not fewer than 5 samples taken 
over not more than a 30 day period. In view of the 
known diurnal and seasonal variation in faecal coliform 
counts there will be wide differences in the median 
levels obtained depending on ~nen the sampling is 
obtained. 

Carrie (1973) explains how the present standards were 

arrived at, and comments in Soil and Water (December 1973) 

on the attitudes of microbiologists. He identifies three 

levels of criticism. Firstly, the re should be no bacterio

logical standards at all, because neither Boards nor Board 

staffs understand bacteriology. Secondly, that the present 

standards are not restrictive enough; and thirdly, the 

ma jority view, that the present standards are completely 

meaningless. 

In an unpublished paper circulated to the Boards, Gunn 

(1973) discusses the basis of coliform standards and concludes: 

The relevance of coliform standards is based on 
the possibility of contracting disease in spite of 
the demonstrated low risks. The international 
variation in standards for bathiny waters is indicative, 
not of variation in risk to health, but of policies 
adopted for making aesthetic evaluations of these waters. 

New Zealand coliform requirements for environmental 
waters are recent, and have yet to be widely tested against 
local, regional and national data on background levels 
in polluted and unpolluted waters. Until convincing 
evidence is obtained to suggest either higher or lower 
limits, or alternative criteria such as salmonella (sic), 
these limits must stand. (p ii). 



Because of this debate , the majority of Boards are 

wary of the coliform standards, and many have accepted the 
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critical view. At the same time several Boards are conducting 

limited sampling programs for coli£orms, and several report 

background levels in unpolluted rivers well above the present 

limits. One Board has made firm public statements regarding 

the suitability of beaches in its reyion for contact recreation. 

This debate remains unresolved and although submissions have 

been made to the law review committee, and attention is focussed 

on these criteria, early change seems unlikely. 

Nutrients 

The nutrient 'class' imposed by the 1971 (2) Amendment, 

Class X, required that 

Discharges into the waters shall have not less than 
80 percent of the total phosphate content as phosphorous, 
or such lesser percentage as the Water Resources Council 
may specify in respect of any particular discharge, 
removed by such method of treatment as the Water Resources 
Council approves. 

'Total phosphate content as phosphorus' was regarded as 

completely meanin gless in ter ms of phosphate chemistry (J.K. 
Syers, pers: ~-),and it was i mmediately pointed out that 

the use of a percent reduction was not technically feasible 

and inappropriate with varying concentrations in effluents. 

This was apparently intended to e x press present technoloyical 

limits for nutrient removal in domestic sewage, but has since 

been removed. It is novJ included in the body of the law as 

"by addin'::J the symb ol X to the classification the Council 

may indicate that the area of water in respect of which the 

symbol is added is sensitive to enrichment" (Section 26 

(C) 5). Exactly what control is then exerted is not mentioned. 

There is a belief in some quarters that nutrient levels are 

more significant in the New Zealand situation than the usual 

organic or physical criteria, and that the lack of nutrient 

oriented receiving water standards is a serious ommission 

and will lead to a great deal o1 unimportant information 

being collected. 

Suspended Solids, Grease and Oil 

The requirement £or suspended solids, grease and oil is 

that any discharge is to be "substantially free" from these. 



This again has been criticised as too subjective and 

imprecise. While this is clearly flexible, the Boards 

pointed out the variation in expert opinion on this topic, 

and one Board reported an impasse over consent procedures 

on this issue. The relationship (or lack of it) between 

suspended solids and the colour and clarity criterion was 

also mentioned. 
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This criterion was highlighted by a Tribunal on shingle 

plant discharges to the Hutt River (Wellington Regional Water 

Board, 1973) . Some Boards felt that again guidelines should 

be made available by the Organisation, and that they should 

not have to refer to particular cases such as this. 

Mixing Zones 

The application of all these standards is required after 

'reasonable mixing' and again there has been pressure for 

the definition of this concept, and of mixing zones. Knox 

and EDS (EDS, 1974) ask if it is a distance, or degree of 

dilution, or based on some other criterion. This has been 

highlighted in the appeal on the Huntly Power Station water 

rights for waste heat discharges 7 The Appeal Board commented 

as follows: 

The appellants argued that if we uphold the 
grant of the rights we should direct that the 
rights should define a specific "mixing zone" 
within which the temperature differential 
between the heated discharge and the river 
water must be reduced to no more than 3°C. 
Having considered the evidence and submissions 
on this question we find that it is impossible 
to predict the mixing phenomena with any degree 
of accuracy. Both mathematical analysis and 
physical modelling have their limitations, and 
the actual situation contains a number of 
highly variable factors. 

The Act intends that the quality of the 
receiving waters is to be maintained within 
the classified standard "after allowing for 
reasonable mixing of the discharge with the 
receiving waters". We apprehend that the Act 
therefore allows that a certain area or volume of 
the receiving waters will never be maintained at 
the classified standard, That area or volume 
can be conveniently called the "mixing zone". 
It is clear to us from the evidence that the 
area or volume of the mixing zone will fluctuate 
according to fluctuations in the respective 



volumes of the discharge and of the receiving 
waters and will be affected by hydraulic and 
other conditions. 

Also we hold that it is the intention of the 
Act that mixing shall occur as quickly as possible, 
in order that the intention of maintaining the 
classified standard is not frustrated. But what 
is a reasonable mixing zone will be a question of 
fact and degree in each particular case. 

The argument that there should be a specific 
maximum mixing zone has its attractions. But 
having considered the evidence and submissions 
we hold that it would be unwise to specify such 
in advance, at l east in this case. 
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Similarly, the question of mixing zones in the marine 

s ituation has been raised, particularly in relation to class 

boundaries. This point has arisen in the Southland classifi

cation where the area around an SE discharge has been upgraded 

to SB . Knox (1974) expresses this in the estuarine situation: 

In one a rea known to me we have an estuary 
divided down the middle with an S.C. classification 
on one side and an S.E . on the other. Class Drivers 
open into each half of the estuary and the estuar y 
itse lf opens on to a stretch of coastal sea c lass
ified as S.A. How s uch a hot c h- potch could conform 
to the classification i mposed I do not know . (p 1). 

The relationship between standards and sampling has been 

raised by the Boards. When, for example, are the oxygen 

standards to be considered? The normal diurnal pattern of 

dissolved oxygen in streams results in a l ow in the early 

hours of the morning. Presumably the standards are to be 

maintained at all times, apart from in the mixing zone. 

The Boards and to a l esser extent EDS (1974) have shown 

concern with low flow conditions . Particularly in establi -

shing conditions on ri yh ts, it is important to know at what 

flow these standards are to be maintained in the river. Are 

extreme low flows to be considered? The sugges tion by the 

Organisation's technical advisers is that a 4 percent low 

flow is used (vi z . 96 percent of the time that flow is 

equalled or exceeded) . This means if based on average 

daily flows that on approximately 15 days per year the 

standards can be contravened - a situation for which the 

Boards find no statutory justification at all. 

In all this discussion there appears to be t wo basic 
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attitudes. The first supports greater precision or rigidity 

of requirements, the second desires continued and even 

expanded flexibility. These two approaches are often suggested 

by the commentator, for different parameters. Of those wishing 

for greater flexibility, and the Boards on the whole are among 

these, there is a belief that nationally defined guidelines 

and procedures must accompany flexible standards. A point 

raised repeatedly by the Boards was that, above all, any 

parameter used as a standard must be able to be measured, 

preferably by simple techniques available to the Boards. 

4.4 Receiving Water Standards v. Effluent Standards 

The standards as outlined are predominantly standards 

applicable to the receiving water , and the question of 

effluent standards has been raised. There appears to be a 

basic acceptance of the principle of control through r e ceiv

ing water standards, rather than direct regulatory control 

of effluents. The Boards in particular see receiving water 

standards as appropriate for the New Zealand situation. An 

early contrast between these approaches was made by Cowie 

(1959) and there has been increasing discussion of the, 

particularly from the Department of Civil Enyineering, 

University of Auckland. A number of papers from this de

partment cover similar ground (Gunn and O'Grady, 1972; 

Auckland Harbour Board 1972; Wither, 1974) and the present 

author discussed these systems in New Zealand (Wal k er, 1975). 

Gunn and 0 1 Grady (1972) perhaps summarise the basis for 

this acceptance: 

The usage of effluent or receiving water 
standards as the primary emphasis in approaching 
water quality control varies from country to 
country. In the U.K. and Europe where perhaps 
pollution control (i.e. reduction in existing 
pollution) is the major effort in water quality 
management, effluent standards have been the 
primary tool in achieving the required objectives. 
In the United States and New Zealand where pollution 
prevention (i.e. the maintaining of existing accept
able standards of water quality) is the main aim in 
water management, receiving water standards are 
regulated with effluent control being complementary. 
(p 8). 
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The need for complementary effluent standards has been 

expressed by the Boards, and as Gunn and O'Grady observe: 

Receiving water standards and effluent standards 
are not alternatives - they are complementary to each 
other and maintenance of receiving water quality can 
only be achieved by regulating quality discharges. 
Any system of water classification will therefore be 
complemented by regulatory control of effluents. (p 7). 

Bellamy (1974) similarly states: 

The advantages and disadvantages of these two 
approaches have been debated endlessly, but in recent 
years it has become increasingly accepted that both 
these approaches need to be employed if water quality 
is to be controlled adequately .•. However, under the 
.•• Act, heavy reliance has been placed on the control 
of the quality of receiving waters to certain minimum 
standards. Direct effluent control as a means of 
controlling pollution has been accorded only minor 
mention in the statute. 

The minor 'mentions' are presumably the suspended 

solids grease and oil parameters (Standard h in 1971 No. 

2 Amendment Schedules) and the disintegrated waste 

requirement for Class SE. Their rather odd position in the 

schedules of receiving water standards was apparently 

recognised and the 1973 Amendment removed them to the body 

of the Act (Section 21 (3A) c, d). The standards of Class 

A are also a curious mixture of the two: "The waters shall 

in all respects be maintained in their natural state, and 

no waste shall be permitted to enter them". 

The basically receiving water standard system in New 

Zealand, does not provide a complementary set of effluent 

standards in the statute. The imposition of control is 

up to the Regional Water Boards by setting conditions on 

discharge rights. Many of the Boards feel that their work 

would be considerably easier if such statutory support was 

available. As Wither (1974) points out, the standards imply 

that full secondary treatment is required in the fresh water 

classes, but he comments that the Boards have the problem of 

exerting this implication with little legal support. 

4.5 The Regional Water Board Role - in Theory 

At present then, quality control is to be exerted using 
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receiving water standards. It would seem logical to expect 

that the law would contain provisions explaining how the 

standards are to be applied, and it does detail the Board's 

function to some extent in Section 21 (3A). 

In granting any right under this section to 
discharge natural water or waste into any natural 
water that has been classified, the Board shall ••• 
impose such terms and conditions as may be necessary 
to ensure that -
(a) After allowing for r easonable mixing of the 

discharge with the receiving water, the quality 
of the receiving water does not as a result of 
the discharge fall below the standards specified 
in the classification of that water: 

(b) The combined effect of the discharge being 
authorised and of all existing discharges and 
authorised discharges into the receiving water 
will not result in any failure to maintain the 
standards of quality specified in the classifi
cation of the receiving water . 

There is also reference to the Boards' operations in 

Section 26 (Investigations of Water Quality). However, 

it is worth noting that Section 20 of the 1967 Act, Functions, 

Powers, etc. of Re gional Water Boards, even after amendment 

does not detail direct responsibility for water quality 

measurement and control to the Boards but (subsection 4 (g)) 

requires that the Board shal l from time to time obtain and 

apply the directions of the Water Resources Council in respect 

of natural water within the region , and in respect of classifi

cation and quality control of all natural water within the 

region_ The direct responsibility appears to lie with the 

Authority (and its Councils) which under Section 14.4 (n), 

are required to carry out surveys and investi ga tions for the 

purpose of ascertaining the causes, nature and extent of the 

deterioration of the quality of natural water. 

Even if Section 2J (3A) is considered to establish the 

principles on which the Boards are to operate, it relates only 

to the areas already classified. This lack of provis ion for 

unclassified areas was based on the Water Resources Council's 

expressed intention to complete classification of all waters 

by 1975. 

The Appeal Board has clarified the situation with the 

following finding8 
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We apprehend that the Act requires that •.• 
positive conditions shall be imposed upon the right 
appealed against, to ensure the objects of the pro
visions of S.21 (3A) as it now stands; and that it 
is not a sufficient compliance with the Act to 
impose a condition ••• that 

"The Regional Water Board may review the condi
tions of this right if at any time the exercising 
of this right causes the quality of the receiving 
water to fall below the classified standards". 

It is also clear from circulars and correspondence from 

(and training courses run by) the National Authority, that 

the intention remains that the conditions on rights are to 

be defined in terms of effluent standards, or waste loads 

Furthermore, these are to be directly related to the rivers' 

natural purification or assimilative capacity, within the 

limits of the defined receiving water standards. This has 

been reiterated in a very recent circular to the Regional 

Water Boards (NWASCO 1975 e) which states: 

It has become apparent that some Reyional Water 
Boards have been grant ing ri ghts to discharge was te 
subject to conditions which simply require the dis
charger to maintain certain receiving water standards 
taken directly from the schedules to the Water and 
Soil Conservation Act. 

This practice does not provide adequate definition 
of the right or the conditions under which it may be 
exercised. It delegates the responsibility of the 
Regional Water Board for the maintenance of the 
receiving water quality, to the discharger who has 
neither the power nor the information necessary for 
this task. It does not effectively provide for the 
maintenance of the receiving water quality particul
arly when other activities, such as other waste dis
charges, or land wash~ or river conditions complicate 
the situation. 

8 The decision of the Appeal Board as a bove is quoted, 

the circular continues: 

It is necessary to explicitly specify, in a right 
to discharge waste, the quality and quantity of the 
effluent. These values will depend on the source of 
the waste, its proposed treatment, the proximity of 
other discharges, the quality of the receiving water, 
and the other provisions of S.21 (3A). 

An analysis of these various factors, the assim
ilating capacity of the receiving water and the 
reasonable mixing conditions must be made by the 
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Board in order to arrive at the necessary e£luent 
standards £or each discharge. These effluent standards 
are then imposed as conditions to the right. Use of 
the classification schedules in the legislation as 
conditions on a right is not sufficient and long-term 
problems are likely £or the Board in carrying out its 
statutory £unction £or the maintenance of receiving 
water quality standards and ensuring adequate compliance 
with the water right by dischargers .•..........••..••.• 
In general, therefore, explicit effluent standards must 
be set on all rights to discharge waste. This ensures 
the responsibility of the discharger £or controlling 
his discharge is clear. It also ensures the responsibility 
of the regional water Board £or the maintenance of receiv
ing water standards is not abrogated. 

Thus, at both legal, and national policy level, at least 

£or classified areas, statements as to what the Boards should 

do in applying the standards, have been made. It is a good 

deal less clear, especially from a technical point of view, 

just how the Boards are to put this into practice and to 

undertake the"analysis of various £actors ... in order to 

arrive at the necessary effluent standards £or each discharge~ 

Several Boards expressed concern at the lack of assistance 

from the National Authority with this implementation role. 

One Board Engineer considers that the Organisation members and 

sta££ have no understanding 0£ the Board's role at all, and pay 

little attention to the e££ort required after classification. 

He took strong exception to statements such as "now that the 

system of water classification has been amended and consolidated, 

the high quality of water in New Zealand will be secure" (Soil 

and Water, March 1973) and, following announcement of two 

classifications, "Dischargers will know to what degree they 

must purify their e££luents, developers will be guided in their 

selection of industrial sites " (Soil and Water, June 1974 

b' p 45) . The engineer's reply to the editor on the first 

cow~ent was never published. 

4.6 The Regional Water Board Role - in Practice 

Ten 0£ the Boards considered water quality and pollution 

control to be the major water use managenent problem in their 

region. In some of these regions a number of quality problems 

are recognised; in others the Boards are preoccupied with one 

major control issue. Nationally, a very wide spectrum of quality 
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related management problems is covered. 

The Boards' interests can be summarised as follows. 

Northland is concerned with coastal subdivisions and resort 

sewage problems, as well as off-farm wastes; Hauraki's 

interest is natural quality variations in lower tidal river 

reaches, in relation to abstractions. Bay of Plenty has 

eutrophication problems in the inland lakes, and quality 

interests in the densely populated coastal margins. Waikato, 

Manawatu and Southland are involved with major point-source 

discharges, and high intensity dairy farming, although Waikato 

also has lakes and hydro-electric impoundments to cope with. 

Taranaki, Rangitikei-Wanganui, Poverty Bay and Westland are 

generally concerned with farm wastes , although all these areas 

also have a few major discrete discharges. 

Major discharges 

Only the Boards with major inl~nd industrial and municipal 

discharges saw their role in quality ~ontrol as surveying to 

establish allowable waste loads. The remaining Boards, both 

those mentioned and the rest who did not recognise quality 

control as first priority, saw monitoring as the necessary 

approach. Several accepted that repetition of receiving 

water standards was not morally or legally correct, but 

with present capabilities and problems, considered they 

could do little else. In a number of cases the concept of 

nonitoring sampling programs to establish quality conditions 

and characterising the effect of wastes, was apparently not 

understood. 

Thus, although some Boards are attempting to apply the 

principles outlined in the circular quoted (NWASC0,1975 c) 

many are producing conditions in other ways. It has been 

contended that Section 21.3A does not specify any mechanism 

or system by which terms and conditions are to be established, 

and it is argued that the definition of conditions can be done 

in any way which ensures the discharge does not reduce the 

quality of the receiving water below the standards specified 

in the classification. Discharge rights are being granted, 

particularly in unclassified areas, with conditions established 

by either -
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1) repetition of the receiviny water standards as a 

condition or discharge; or 

2) the use of what may be called administrative 

conditions i.e. non-technical conditions such as 'wash 

wa ter only to be discharged'; or 

3) the use of some relatively arbitrary effluent 

standard such as the 20 ppm BOD (Biochemcial oxygen demand -

a parameter of organic was t e concentration) 30 ppm SS (sus

pended solids) recommended by the Royal Commission on Sewage 

Disposal in Britain. 

In some cases Boards are requiring monitoring of the 

effluent or even of the r eceiving water, by the discharger. 

Others undertake monitoring programs themselves, although 

this is not widespread. In other a r eas, it appears that the 

Boards are simply not attempting to put pressure on the 

dischargers by allowing exi s tin g rights or per mits without 

conditions to continue unaltered, and as a consequence, the 

discharges continue unimproved . 

Within the terms of the circular some Boards are 

apparently " abrogating the ir responsibilities", although 

a number of Boards considered that lack of facilities, staff , 

finance and national assistance had limited their effectiveness . 

One Board reported that in submittiny programs for grant money 

under the Water Allocation Plan Scheme, quality investigation 

programs were excluded from the grant received in favour of 

quantity projects . 

Two Boards were however satisfied with the technical 

assistance they h ad obtained from the national bodies, and 

in particular mentioned assistance with rights for offshore 

discharges. Several Boards were dissatisfied with the 

requirements for conditions to be applied to 'oxidation ' 

ponds, especially when imposed by consent procedures. One 

officer considered the following paragraphs from NWASCO 

circular (NWASC0,1975 e) to be completely contradictory with 

the rest and also to be admission of the worthlessness of 

bacteriological standards. 
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Some variation to this approach of using explicit 
effluent standards is sometimes necessary, particul
arly where oxidation ponds are used for treatment or 
where bacteriological quality is important. However, 
more repetition of the receiving water standards even 
in these cases is not adequate. In the case of oxi
dation ponds the principle controls over the quality 
of the effluent are in the influent load to the ponds 
and the loading rate within the ponds, plus the layout 
of the ponds. Accurate specification, in a meaningful 
way, of the effluent from oxidation ponds is not yet 
available although examination of this aspect is under
way. 

Ensuring satisfactory bacteriological quality in 
an effluent should also rely on the specification of 
the treatment of the'.waste rather than on an effluent 
standard. This is because of the many problems assoc
iated with the testing for and interpretation of 
results of bacteriological examination. They are 
useful for evaluation but are of doubtful enforcement 
value. (p 2). 

One Board has made strong representations to the WRC 

in seekiny consent for an oxidation pond discharge, con

sidering that the imposed requirements for stating influent 

load and design parameters were opposed to both the philosophy 

and letter of the Law. This is in part supported by the TCPAB 

in the hearing of an application by Rangiora Borough Council 9 

which observed that there is nothing in the Act to empower a 

Regional Water Board to require that before waste is dis

charged it should be treated by a particular method, or even 

that it should be treated at all. 

Two Boards were extremely critical of the delay in 

obtaining consent from the WRC for discharge rights in 

classified areas, and at least one Board simply ignores the 

requirement. One Board reported a five month delay in 

receiving a reply after submission of an apnlication, and 

that reply was only a suggestion by Council staff before 

submission of the right to Council. 

It has been stated that local authorities and industries 

are mak ing a considerable effort to iMprove the quality of 

effluent discharges, and steady progress is beiny made towards 

the ideal situation where dischargers do not lower the quality 

of the receiving water (Spooner quoted in Soil and Water, June 

1975 b). There appears to be little evidence available to 

support this contention. Many of the Boards do report improve-
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ments in local authority di s charges particul arly, since 1970, 

but many also admit that this may not be directly due to their 

efforts . In some cases Boards do consider that their efforts 

and the pressures of wate r rights (or lack of them) has had 

an effect . In contrast, one Board recognises that its own 

inability to produce valid effluent standards has tended to 

de lay impl emen tation of proposals. This Board a l so considers 

that us e of shor t term rights is simply a continuation o f the 

proven ineffec tive temporary per mit s y s t em. It has only 

r e luctantly granted rights when insufficie nt information is 

availab le to p r epare conditions which are based on knowledge 

of t he r eceiving waters. 

An earlier article in Soil and Wate r (December 1974) 

suggested improvements in water quality in the Lower 

Waimakariri, an inte r esti ng observation when considering 

Kirk ' s comm e nt {1970) that the pollution the r e h a d become 

more ser iou s over the sixteen years of the Pollution Advisory 

Council ' s existence. There appear s t o be no concrete scienti fic 

evidence to indicate either a reducti on or an i mprovement in 

receiving water quality or the qua lity of discharges, although 

fr equent statements are made support i ng both suppos itions. 

Visual evidence c annot, of course, be dismi ssed but it seems 

likel y t hat increas ing awareness of q uality problems accounts 

for some of the negative comment. It is probably that this 

same awar eness h as resulted in pr essures on l ocal authorities 

a nd industry to improve the ir effluents. 

Farm Wastes 

The approaches adopted by the Boar ds in controlling far m 

wa s t e discharges have varied. It is worth noting tha t the 

Boards have historically had c los e r links to the rural 

communi ty than to the urban, both by representation and in 

the original Catchme nt Board role and it is not s urpri s ing 

that many Boards have conce ntrated o n rural waste problems . 

This probab ly also r eflects p u blic a ttitude in interest in 

wastes in many areas, and the great er recognition of the 

Boards' role by complainants in the rural areas. 

I t would be impossible to discuss a ll the policies, but 

a number of common strategies a nd problems have been encountered . 
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General authorisations, ofte n short t e rm, have been granted 

for farm was tes in some re gions. Several Boards have under

taken inspection of farm dairy sheds and piggeries throu ghout 

their re gions, or in restricte d a r eas , and many report· a high 

l e ve l of coope ration from the far mer s . Three Boards report 

very satisfac tory progress in installation of treatment systems, 

a lthough these Boards gene rally have only restricted areas 

of this type of farming . 

Problems have been experienced wi th lack of advisor y 

services, and many of the Boards have , perhaps inevitably, 

become involved in the advisory role . In some are as 

assistance has been obtained from the Farm Mach i nery Sec tion 

of the Min i stry of Agriculture and Fisher ies f or design of 

treatment plant s; in others, Boards have relied on commercial 

firms. Seve ral Boards have run fie l d days in association with 

these gr oups. Del ays in supply of equipment are reported, and 

have restricted progr ess. The Boards have found that the 

advisory book l e t s p r epared by NWASCO are useful. 

Several Boards fe l t that the emphasis on spray irriyation 

as a disposal technique was not appropr iate to some are as. 

Manawatu cited prob l ems in sand country with wear of machinery, 

and Poverty Bay has i nadequate power reticulation in sever al 

areas . The use of oxidation or anaerobic/aerobic pond systems 

has increased in several regions. Some Boar ds are actively 

promoting these althouy h problems wi th definition of right 

conditions have been exper i enced. Detail ed effluent standards 

are not r egarded as aporoptiate as a managemen t indicator for 

the farmer, and often both specifications of size and operation 

of facilities have been added to the ri ght. 

Proposals first mooted some years a9o to involve the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries in the i nspection and 

control of dairy shed wastes were not r egarded b y the Boards 

as workable. They genera lly felt that any separ ation of 

the c ontr ol functi on would be a b ackward step, and that 

initial inspection was only a part of t he process. The 

recent Milk Production and Supply Regulations, 1 973 , str ess 

the control under the 1967 Act, by directing that disposal 

must conform to its r equirements. One officer pointed to the 

Dairy I nstructorate 's poor r ecord in the past, comme nting that 
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in some cases these same advisers probably originally 

suggested the siting of offending dairy sheds near streams 

to facilitate disposal. A discussion of this proposal 

appeared again in the National Authority Minutes of 5 August 

1975, indicatiny the wor k would be undertaken by the Ministry 

if funds and extra staff were made availa ble. The Boards 

would resist a diversion of funds in this way, and it was 

commented that if any financing of this work is done, the 

money should go to the Boards. 

The Boards were sensitive to the accusation that a 

multiplicity of inspections by a variety of a gencies are 

occurring. The Boards felt their inspectorial role to 

be justifiable in that water use functions other than 

control of waste disposal are covered in inspection. In 

some cases, soil conservation and engineering purposes are 

served as well in farm inspections or visits. 

Reports on the disposal of effluents both from far m 

and industrial dairy operations are a s semb l ed by the dairy 

wastes comm ittee of the WRC each year. The latest available 

figures, for the year endin g 31 December 1973, indicated 

that of the 21,000 farm dairies 55 percent had satisfactory 

methods. Of the satisfactory methods 26 percent were by 

discharge to waste land, 11 percent spray irrigation, 8 

percent usin g a pumping system, 7 percent to ponds or lagoons, 

and 3 percent were disposing wastes by tanker (Soil and 

Water, September 1974 b). 

There has, however, been criticism of the way in which 

these data are compiled. They are prepared by the far m 

dairy instructors, as part of their annual re r orts, and 

the form used is considered misleading (F.W. Phillips 

pers.~.). In these reports a subjective judgement must 

be made as to how 'satisfactory 1 the disposal is. It has 

been pointed out that the disposal requirements of the 

dairy regulations (distance from shed, predominantly) are 

very different from those of the Water and Soil Conservation 

Act, and that interpretation in terms of the dairy regula-

tions is often the criterion. Even where the receiving 

water quality is recognised as the basis for 'satisfaction' 
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the estimate is often made without full inv~stigation of 

disposal systems or local drains etc. 

Only the Taranaki Board reported prosecutions of farm 

dischargers, although a number indicated that they were 

reaching this point. The successful conviction of seven 

dairy farmers in Taranaki (up to 31 March 1975) was 

achieved after the farmers had ignored repeated warnings. 

It is significant that this Board, a Commission with at 

present one staff member, has been able to set this 

precedent only with a high level of assistance from con

stituent local authorities. In this case, both inspections 

and subsequent paper work have been done by the local auth

orities, and this represents a devotion of manpower and 

time that no other Board can manage. 

4.7 Quality Data Collection 

The previous sections have dealt with the problems 

of the management procedures, which are the links between 

users and agencies within the socio-economic system 

{Figure 5), and touched on the control exerted on the users 

to modify their actions and impact on the water resource. 

The classification process and particularly the standards 

can be seen to provide an artificial and apparently arbi

trary set of constraints on the quality of the biophysical 

system. That is, these do not represent direct controls 

on users, but set limits to the resource available for 

'use' by dischargers. This framework is in turn theoret

ically used by the RWBs to exert control, but (as the 

controversy has shown) reflects the national agencies' 

concept of the quality of the resource, only. In theory 

the standards have been derived from observation of the 

resource itself, although that is doubted by many of 

their critics. O'Riordan (1971 b) observes that standards 

and the technical criteria on which they are based, are 

often derived from a curious mixture of faith, intuition, 

experience, and technical knowledge. This would appear 

to be true in New Zealand. 

In this section attention will be focussed on the 
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£lows of information on quality which cross the interface 

(Figure 5). Both the reliability and amount of this 

information will be discussed. 

There is an extreme paucity of hackground data through

out New Zealand £or all the parameters mentioned, and all 

the Boards bewailed this £act. It was commented that any 

improvement in the last few years could not be gauged, except 

where outstanding visual changes had occurred, because data 

on background levels were not available £or comparison 

Al though some testing was undertaken by the PAC in areas 

first classified, and in the preceding ten years, these 

data are apparently unavailable. One Board reported that 

quality reports known to exist for one area have not been 

obtained, despite several requests. The Boards also emphasised 

that low flow information was also non-existent in critical 

areas, because 0£ previous concentration on high flows £or 

flood control work. Despite early recognition of this lack 

(Campbell, 1964; Ministry of Works, 1965; Gillies, 1969) 

investigation of water quality was accorded low priority by 

the Organisation. Dunford (1973) notes the very low level 

of research effort in this field, and although the needs, 

particularly of the RWBs were outlined in a report to the 

Water Resources Council in 1973, this is late recoynition 

indeed. The Appeal Board has recognised the shortage of 

information, and consequently has been hampered in its 

d . . . b £ 1 1 ' 7' 9' 10 ec1s1ons in a num er o appea s. 

Present Investigations 

Limited water quality investigations have been under

taken on the Waikato River, by the Ministry of Works, and 

a number of other projects have been established by other 

agencies especially Government Departments. Again, these 

have concentrated on the Waikato System (Reay, 1973; 

Timperley, 1975). The MOWD Waikato investigation has been 

boosted, with a technical committee for 'The Waikato River 

Resources Study' set up, and information is appearing from 

this work (Nielsen, 1972 ; Rutherford, 1974). 

Auckland Regional Authority has undertaken a compre

hensive study of the Waitemata Harbour, and DSIR has a 
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proyram in Lake Taupo. 

As the Boards have become aware of their responsibilities 

under the 1971 (No. 2) a mendment, limite d t es ting programs 

have been established. The ecol ogical wonitoring commissioned 

by the Bay of Penty Board has been · me ntioned but mos t of the 

other progr ams are unsophi s t icated and of limi t e d e x tent. 

a re dire cted at a varie ty of problems, depending on the 

policies and priorities o f the Boards, as indicated. 

Facilities 

They 

All the Boards agreed that the Organisation had been 

slow in recognition of the need for water quality data 

collection, and several were very critical of this situat i on . 

The need for trained staff, laboratories and problem oriented 

rese arch was stressed in the 1970 Physical Environment Con

ference recommendatio ns (McMahon , no date). Despite prom

isory comments by Gillespie (1 972 ) little appears to have 

been achieved, a nd the Boards fee l very much on their own 

in these technical matters . The Boards generally sti ll 

have inappropriately trained staff. Several in-service 

training courses have been run for Board staff at Cawthron 

Institute and t he Waste Water Treatment Plant O~erators ' 

School in Trentham. These have covered water sampling, 

analytical and preservation techniques, but despite this 

many Board staff appear to have ove r-confident and simpl i st 

ic views of quality and testing. 

The Boards are using a variety of faciliti es for their 

testing. Auck land has the sophisticated services of the 

ARA l abora tory at its disposal, a n d Waikato operates through 

the Ministry of Works facilities. Several Boards use comm

ercial services. Four Boards of the twenty have their own 

s mall laboratories, and t hree more a re in the planning stages. 

Other Boards have some limi t ed capability, usually restricted 

to dissolve d oxygen (D.O.) testing . The national scheme for 

D.O. testing was regarded by the Boards as a step in the 

right direction, but many regarded the Organisation arrange

ment with Cawthron Institute for other analyses to be unwor k 

able. Only the two Boards nearest the Institute (Nelson 

and Marl borough) considered they could use the service. 
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The remaining Boards found the circular regarding this 

arrangement confusing, and in absence of information on 

suitable containers, storage, preservation and transport, 

have not made use of it . 

Standardisation of Techniques 

This present situation raises the whole question of 

standardisation of procedures. The need for nationally 

defined guidelines and procedures in sampliny, analysis 

and interpretation has been expressed by a number of 

authors (Cowie, 1964; Boyt et al, 1972; Dunford, 1973: 

Walker, 197~). The importance of standard analytical 

services was stressed by the Interdepartmental Committee 

on Water (Minis try of Works, 1965). Problems with varia

bility in analytical methods and results between laboratories 

has been demonstrated in the Chem-Aqua pro~ram (Kingsford 

and Stevenson, 1973). Although standard techniques are 

available for analyses, there are often several methods for 

each parameter, and some national consistency is essential. 

Apart from the D.O. Scheme there have been no standard 

~ethods defined for the organisation to follow, although 

some attempts at coordination have been made by distribution 

of a booklet on standard methods by another division of the 

Ministry of Works and Development (MOWD, 1974). 

As well as standardisation of analytical procedures, 

the writer has stressed the need for guidelines for sampling 

proyrams (Walker, 1973; 1975) to enable coll~ction of meaningful 

data and to increase efficiency of inherently eYpensive surveys. 

The in-service training courses run by the Organisation 

have tended only to repeat orinciples or simplified methods 

or have referred to obsolete 'classical' technical papers, 
and have not provided the Boards with operational techniques. 

Only early published work for New Zealand (Johannesson 1958· 
' ' 

Annabell, 1961) and recent unpublished exercises such as Boyt 

(no date) and 'textbook' background knowledge are available 

for the Boards to develop much needed techniques. 

At present the national agencies have apparently made no 

effort to evaluate and recommend electronic instruments, with 

the result that five Boards have already purchased a variety 
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of instruments and further types and makes are beiny considered 

by other Boards. The technical advisers appear to £avour wet 

chemical methods despite overwhelminy overseas experience with 

and support for instrumentation, and strong recommendations from 

within New Zealand (Salmon, 1973; Walker, 1973) . 

The Manawa tu Board , aft e r t wo years successful experience 

with a hand-held field D.O. mete r, has n ow purchased recording 

instrume nts to enable monitoring of diurnal patterns without 

expensive ni ~h t sa ~pling sur veys . Seve r a l Boa rds conside red 

that national standardis a tion of instrumen ts was essential, 

for servicing as well as consistency, and f e lt that the role 

of the instrume nt depot in Christchurch should be extended 

to the purchase and maintenance of quality equipment. Several 

reported difficulty with attracting suppliers' atte ntion, and 

thou ght the b uying powe r of the organisation would save a lot 

of effort on their part. 

It is to be hoped that the work in t he Waikato will stress 

the comp l exi ty and sophistication of techniques required to 

adequately e stab lish quality c onditions, a n d draw the Water 

Resources Council's a tt en tion to this wholr~ area of moni toriny 

strategy and te chnolo~y (Go rden and Gorden, 1972) . 

The only r esearch that has bee n undertakP n in this fi e ld 

by t he national agency is eva lua tion of computer si mulation 

t e chnique s. The us e of simulation in wat0r quality mode lling 

has been d escri bed by Mc Bride (1973) . Severa l Board Officers 

re g ard this as an acade mic e x e rcise . co~pletely unuseable as 

a tool in t he present r;1ana 9e ment conte x t. The pro ~r a i:1 

d e velope d is descri bed in t he NWASCO Manual (Volume II as 

be ing for "use by c at ch ment auth or it ic.s and other a ;iencie s". 

IIowever, a mong ot he r limitations and assumptions of L 1e mode l 

it is not e d t hat the nature of the so ur c es and s i nks of t he 

D.O. and BOD must be understood Lefor e t he prosran s are a pp lied . 

Only one Board in New Zealand is seriously attempting to 

establish DOIBOD relationships , and it appears frivolous to 

develop such sophisticated techniques when other simple 

procedural guidelines are required. 

Another modelling exercise also by McBride (1972) of 

flow patterns associated with the discharge of sewage or 

waste heat via sea outfalls, is seen hy several Boards to 
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add considerably to the unde rstandiny of t hese situations . 

The Estuarine Resea rch Unit of Cante rbury University has 

rece ntly received s upport from the Or ganisation, and 

consequently Boards can make use of its specialist knowledge . 

Little attention appears to he paid by the Boards in 

setting conditions on riyhts, to account ing for possible 

variations of waste load. Only one Board considered that 

understandiny of the character of the was t e, both in 

quantity and quality, was i mpor t ant. The difficulty of 

characterisin~ wastes and assuming anythin~ about flow rates 

or quality has been clearly demonstrated in Marshall ' s work 

on dairy factories (1975) . 

Apart from the need for nationa l consistency, it is 

beyond the Board ' s capabilities at p rese nt to develop t he 

necessary manayeMent procedures and t ools, although because 

of ur~ent regional need several Boards are attempting to 

establish these in the absence of national assistance . It 

is ironic that it is the failure of th e Organisation to 

provide this t echnical back -up that is the major factor in 

precluding t he effective application of the principles t he 

Organisation is it se lf propoundin ~ . 

Howe ver, a number of Boards among those that do not 

consider water quality t o be major priority in the r egion, 

are not particul arly concerned about this issue. This 

attitude was epitomised by the opinion offerPd by the 

Director who considered t hat manayement could be achieved 

a t the local leve l with a "fundamental a-;:iproach" and wi th out 

too much detail or "ultimate refinemPnt". No answer was 

obtained when it was asked just wh a t cons tituted this 

"fundamental approach". 

4.8 Other Water Quality Considerations 

The re is increas ing attention beiny paid to effluents 

other than those from ' conventional ' point sources . The 

problem of leachate from rubbish dumps of the 'sanitary 

land fill' type is now recog nised in several regions, and 

potential contamination of ground water by these dumps is 

causing concern . This has been noted particularly in the 

Her e taunga Plains under ground water system by Grant (no date) . 
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One study on tip leachates has been published (Hutchinson 

and Taylor, 1973) in which the tips did not affect the receiv-

ing water to any great extent. Future control measures 

against discharges from tips have perha~s been weakened by 

a recent decision in the Magistrates Court11 This held that 

the defendant (the local body controlling the tip) was not 

discharging within the meaning of the word in the 1967 Act, 

and that some positive act of the controlling body must be 

proved - mere tolerance or non interference is not sufficient. 

The potential of diffuse sources to lowe r water quality 

is also being recognised. O'Connor (1968) first discussed the 

role of runoff from agricultural (particularly pastoral) systems 

in influencing water quality, and VJhite covered similar ~round 

in 1973. The whole field of eutrophication and the role of 

nutrients in excessive and deleterious fertilisation of 

receiving waters is receiving considerable attention. Fish 

(1969) considered agricultural development, particularly 

topdressing with phosphorous fertilisers, to be the most 

important cause of the eutrophication of several lakes. 

Gilchrist and Gillingham (1970), discussed nutrient runoff 

in field plots, but more recent work by Soil Eureau indicates 

that lesses of ohosp~orous in surface runoff may have little 

relationship to the quantiti e s entering the receiving water 

(White, 1973). Elliott (1971) provides a more balanced view 

of the role of topdressing in eutrophication, and Ryden 

and Syers (1973) comme nt: 

The extent to which soil and fertiliser P. [phosphorous] 
are major causative factors in the eutrophication of water 
supplies in New Zealand is difficult to determine because 
of the lack of adequate information. Lesses of P from 
agricultural watersheds have not been evaluated with any 
degree of reliability (p 491). 

Metson (1971) provides a general and lightweight review 

of information on the soil factor in eutrophication, but it 

is only more recent research which is orientated towards 

solutions of management problems. Two specific problems 

which have been discussed are the weed infestations in the 

Waikato system {Chapman, 1970) and the possible source of 

the nitrate contamination of shallow groundwaters, also in 
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the Waikato (Baber and Wilson, 1972). The N.Z. Fertilizer 

Manufacturers' Association has been active in stimulating 

discussion of eutrophicati~n, and as well as including this 

topic in conferences, it has recently promoted a press forum 

on this issue (N.Z. Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association, 

1972). 

The research effort directed to thP nutrient question and 

the number of a~encies involved can he g auged by the listing 

of projects in the proceedin~s of the Pollution Research 

Conference (DSIR, 1973). 

The Rotorua lakes have created intense interest, and 

a Cabinet Sub-committee has been formed to discuss the 

problems. A recent report by Swedish consultants has 

highlighted sewage disposal problems. A MOWD proyram 

monitoring nutrient inputs has been established, and an 

interdepart mental committee formed (NWASC Authority, 1975). 

Curre nt research is beiny under taken at Massey University 

und e r the ae~is of t he Or ganisation, on nutrient relationships 

resultiny fro m irri yation of farm dairy wastes, and also in 

a 'clean wa t e r' irrigation system. Results from this research 

are now being published (Macgregor et al, 1975; Yeates and 

Stout, 1975). Interest is also being expressed in the con

tribution of nutrients made b y stormwater and industrial 

dischar ges . Preliminary sampling indicates that loads from 

these sources may be much greater than originally thought 

(Syers, 1974). 

Although the level of investigation required in this 

area is beyond the RWBs' capabilities at present, the 

Boards do maintain a high interest in this issue. This 

results from their soil conservation role as Catchment 

Boards, in which they are closely involved in a~ricultural 

development work. The Bay of Plenty Board has an obvious 

interest in the Rotorua Lakes situation, and the Valley 

Authority also has enrichment problems in the Waikato 

catchment. The South Island Boards are interested in the 

high country lakes, and investigations are being commenced 

on the coastal dune lakes of the North Island west coast. 

There has been little attention focussed on management 

in the marine situation either under the 1967 Act, or the 
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Marine Pollution Act, although some action is taken period

ically by Harbour Boards where ship discharges are involved. 

Classification in the marine situation, and advisory services 

on sea outfalls have been mentioned, and some r e l atively small 

monitoring programs by a number of Boards (Northland, Hawkes 

Bay, Ne lson , Mar lborough and North Canterbury) are under way . 

Published information is scarce, but some baseline observations 

have been made in the vicinity of proposed thermal powe r 

stations (Stanton 1973; Ridgway, 1 973). A substantial program 

has been reported for the Avon-Heathcote Estuary, Canterbury 

(Knox and Kilner, 1973). Several Boards are also concerned 

with estuarine or river mouth situations (Bay of Plenty, 

Manawatu, Rangitikei-Wanganui, North Canterbury). 

There has been some discussion of toxic compounds, 

and Reay (1973) and Axtman (1974) have commented on arsenic 

and mercury levels respectively in the Waikato System. 

The issue of water quality and shellfish farming in 

northern coastal waters is topical in several a r eas, and 

has heen the basis for apoeal proceedings . This will be 

briefly discussed in the later section on fisheries. 

4.9 Activity of Other Agencies 

As indicated earlier, particularly by the examination 

of other laws involved in water pollution control (Appendix 

F), other agencies are still involvPd in quality manaye 

ment. Limited as the earlier control was, activity under 

these statu t es has in most cases r educed still further . 

Local authorities do not appear to have pursued their 

water quality role, except under the Litter Act, although 

they have been involved as water users, and in the 

'structural' aspects of waste treatment. Government 

Departmen ts are generally either involved through research, 

or in advisory capacities at national level. The Ministry 

of Agriculture and Fisheries as mentioned earlier has 

been involved in advisory services direct ly at regional 

and local levels. 

Some of the Acclimatisation Societies have maintained 

an active rol e in quality monitoring (often visual) and in 
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a few areas (notably Otago, Wellington and Hawkes Bay) 

have obtained prosecutions More often, these societies 

(and other advisory agencies such as the Nature Conservation 

Council) have diverted their attention to using the objection 

provisions of the 1967 Act. While some of the Boards have 

been annoyed by automatic and poorly researched objections 

by the Societies, in other cases the Boards report constructive 

and well-prepared cases. Consultation with the Societies or 

Government Departments with relevant interests (particularly 

Internal Affairs, Wildlife Division, and Fisheries Management 

Division of Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries) is routine 

in a few regions, but generally at a low level. One Board 

reported that information on fisheries and their requirements 

for maintenance had not been provided by the appropriate 

authority des pite several requests. In this situation, it 

was considered difficult to have 'due regard to the safe

guarding of fisheri e s' in any allocation plan. 

1.>Ja ter quality manage me nt e xp lores a wide ran ye of the 

interactions within the socio- e conomic system (Fi gure 

5), and most of the link a ge s between the co mponents have 

been touched on. As with the water ri yht p rocedures the 

relationshi p be t we e n the re giona l a yencies and the water 

users does not a p pear to r e sult in strong enfo r cement, 

althoug h soBe success is e vident in control of far m wastes. 

The link a ye s be t ween the water users and the national 

agencies in the classification process can be seen to be 

strained, and have led to liti gation. Perhaps the greatest 

weakness in water quality management, identified in both 

specialist and judicial opinions , is the lack of inform

ation on the resource. This is at the root of the majority 

of the philosophical and t e chnical arguments surrounding 

classification, and has led to the variety of p erceptions 

of the extent of w~ter quality p ro blems. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

5.1 Recreation, Fisheries, Aquatic Life , Wildlife 

The 1967 Act yives considerable emphasis to these aspects 

of water use, both in the long title, and in detailing the 

functions of the Organisation and the Regional Water Boards. 

The guiding expressions are 'ensuring that adequate account 

is taken of the needs of' and the ' Board shall have due regard 

to'. Other than these statements of principle, there appears 

to be no other enabling framework for these uses. 

In practice, it appears that the machinery for processing 

water rights, in particular the opportunity for objection, is 

providing the major control or opportunity for involvement 

in this field. In these uses, interests are often closely 

associated. Fre sh water fisheries are managed to a great 

e x t e nt by Acclimatisation Socie ti e s, which are basically 

recreational interest yroups, and these bod i e s also have 

a manage ment role in othe r wildlife cons iderations. The 

other major inputs here are from the Fisheries Management 

Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, and 

Wildlife Division of Internal Affairs. The Nature Conservation 

Council also has a watching brief in this area. 

Boards receive many objections to waste discharge 

applications fro~ individual citizens and groups who use 

inland and coastal waters for contact recreation. Objections 

and appeals against classifications are often from r ecr eational 

interests (Southland and Auckland for example) and at this 

level have considerable effect. This may increase following 

the Southland decision2 . It appears also that the Boards do 

consider the recreational objections or submissions seriously. 

Several Boards have become involved in planning and even 

construction of river-side recreation amendities, usually as 

a part of structural flood control measures. A general 

discussion of these aspects including financing is presented 

by Wederell (1974). Two Boards reported regular willow clearing 

ope rations to improve access for fisherman and swimmers, and 

this may occur in other regions. 
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Wellington Regional Water Board has separate statutory 

recognition 0£ recreational aspects. This is perhaps more 

oriented to land than water-based recreation, and is a 

by-product of the Boards water supply functions and extensive 

land ownership and management. The Manawatu Board has become 

the servicing and controlling a gency 0£ a Manawatu River 

Users Committee, comprising predominantly recreational groups. 

This developed in response to increasing conflict between 

swimmers, fisherman, power-boat and yachting interests, 

but was also in part due to the need to reduce bank erosion 

in the lower reaches 0£ the river. This Board, and two others 

also reported concern with jet-boating activities in conflict 

with other recreational interests. Although general co-operation 

from jet boat enthusiasts was reported, a need £or greater 

control over such boating activities was expressed, and the 

question of licensing of boats was raised. This link with 

boating activities and transport re g ulations was introduced 

in definin g water uses in the Introduction. Boat based 

recreation has been i mplicated in other water use mana gement 

problems, such as spread 0£ weed species in the Waikato. 

Increasing attention is also being paid to the problems 

presented by marinas, especially in enclosed inland waters 

(Ministry 0£ Works, 1972). 

In the freshwater situation, the objection sys~em has 

again been the main vehicle £or safeguarding fisheries needs. 

Attention has been focussed on the need £or fish screens 

and fish pass facilities, although previous power to require 

these was available under much earlier Fish Bypass Regulations 

{Fisheries Act 1908). The maintenance requirements £or 

fisheries are being investigated in a number 0£ South Island 

rivers. Some published information is available both on 

biological (Gibbs, 1971; Fowles, 1972; and Graynoth, 1974) 

and economic aspects of recreational fishing (Graynoth, 1972). 

It is generally felt by the Boards that lack of information 

makes balancing 0£ these requirements against other demands, 

very difficult. 

In the marine situation, water quality problems have 

been emphasised in shellfish areas, where both marine 

£arming and public shellfish harvesting £or consumption are 
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widespread. It is well known that a high l evel of purity 

is required to avoid concentration of potentially pathogenic 

micro-organisms by filterin y molluscs such as oysters, pipis, 

cockles and mussels. This has resulted in intense public 

interest particularly where farming is being encouraged . 

There has been a lack of coordinated management since the 

early stages of pollution control. At this time the 

Marine Department was promoting farming without considering 

the relationship with classification, which was also under 

their control as servicing agency to the PAC. As a result, 

the appeal provisions have been used by interested parties 

both in the Bay of Plenty8 and the Bay of Islands. The 
12 latter case was further appealed to the Supreme Court 

The measures that should be taken to achieve water quality 

desirable for marine farming were argued extensively before 

the Appeal Board in the latter case. 

Wi ldlife interests seem to be mainly concerned with 

ma intenance of wetland habitats, for breeding and maintenance 

of bird populations. Again the water right process appears 

to provide the major link between conservation and develop

ment interests, although a numbe r of Boards have a parallel 

concern with the effects of excessive drainaye on downstream 

and flood flow reyimes. 

It does not appear, however, that the provisions of the 

1967 Act have affected the rate of development of wetland 

areas, or resolved the competition between local drainage 

benefits and longer term regional conservation and recreational 

interests. This aspect is attracting more interest as a 

recent set of guide lines prepared by NWASCO (1975 f) indicate. 

5.2 Irrigation 

A full analysis of the irrigation policy at present 

followed is beyond the scope of this thesis. The following 

is a brief description of the evolution of the policy, its 

present application, and some of the attitudes expressed by 

the RWBs. 

In 1968 the National Water & Soil Conservation Authority 

requested the then Water Allocation Council to study and 

repor t on means of increasing the overall availability of 
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In 1969 the Water Allocation Council reported back that 

a committee of the Council should be established to look 

into the adequacy of the present irrigation policy and its 

administration, and to recommend changes it considered 

necessary or desirable. 

This proposition was approved by the Authority and 

subsequently a committee of five members was established. 

In 1971 the committee's report was published (NWASCO: 

1971). It contained a number of recommendations, the most 

important of which were as follows: 

1) Irrigation schemes be made a responsibility of 

the National Water and Soil Conservation Authority. 

2) County Councils be encouraged, and catchment 

authorities be permitted in specific cases to promote, 

construct, and operate schemes and to take over existing 

Government schemes. 

3) Future schemes warranting Government support be 

assisted by subsidy and not by grants. 

4) Older schemes be examined and those requiring 

upgrading be treated as new schemes. 

5) On-farm development be included in overall scheme 

planning and be eligible for subsidy. 

6) In principle, all schemes be required to pay working 

expenses and show an acceptable return on capital. 

This received a mixed reception, but was generally favoured 

(Soil and Water, Sept./Dec 1972). A change in Government 

in 1972, led to the establishment of a Parliamentary Investi

gating Committee, and the new policy was not released until 

mid 1973. The recommendations of lhe WAC were generally 

followed, except for part 2 above, as the Ministry of Works 

was re-instated in its former role of major field agent. 

In addition local irrigation committees were to be set up, 

both to investigate new schemes, and appraise all existing 

schemes. 

The present status of implementation can best be 

described by the summary in the NWASC Authority's Annual 
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Report (1975): 

Following the first full year of operation of the 
revised irrigation policy introduced in 1973, signi
ficant progress can be reported. Forty-nine proposals 
are under investigation by the Ministry of Works and 
Development. Decisions to proceed with these proposals 
will depend on the outcome of engineering and agricul
tural feasibility, economic, and water resource 
studies being carried out. 

Previously limited mainly to Utago and Canterbury, 
interest in irrigation spread throughout the country. 
The Water Resources Council gave approval in principle 
to six schemes including the Maniototo and Waiau 
Plains. These approvals enabled action to be taken 
to declare the irrigation districts and to conduct 
polls prior to financial approval being sought. 
Procedural statements were released on the initiation 
of irrigation schemes and development of on-farm 
subsidised works. A third paper on off-farm develop
ment is being prepared (p 10). 

There is clearly a high level of commitment to this 

capital development as indicated by the availa ble subsidies 

mentioned earlier, and the level of expenditure shown later 

in the section on finance. As would b e e xpected at this 

scale of development, there is considerable d e bate in 

specific areas where schemes are being prepared, and in 

several cases impact reports will be required. This level 

of government involvement in irrigation tak es this aspect 

of management into Stages 4 and 5 of Craine's analysis 

(Figure 2) and as such, into an area of 'effectiveness' 

which can only be judged at a national level a gainst 

alternative investment decisions. As Frengle y (1972) 

pointed out, the committee report did not comply with its 

first term of reference, in that it did not "assess the 

relative merits of irrigation as compared to other invest

ment opportunities in agriculture" (p 2). He observes 

however, that this could only be done with a considerable 

amount of research, and the present Government policy 

indicates its commitment to irrigation without such analysis. 

Several Boards considered the reinstatement of the 

Ministry of Works and Development as the major agent was a 

retrograde step, and that the promotion of schemes should 

have been delegated to the Boards. It appears, however, that 

the scale of the projects would be beyond many of the Boards' 
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capabilities both in terms of staff numbers and expertise. 

The Officials' Committees which have been established, and 

of which the Boards are usually members, encompass a wide 

range of expertise (especially in economic evaluation) 

perhaps more suited to the scale of operation. 

Several Boards reported that they were not concerned 

with large scale flood irrigation schemes, but were primarily 

concerned with individual on-farm systems of spray irrigation. 

These smaller systems too, are receivin y financial assistance 

by way of loans, and recent policy changes give a guide to 

far mers on procedure and requirements cfor subsidised develop

ment. 

The National Authority Annual Report 1974 noted a 

necessary increase in staff for i raplementation of this policy, 

and several Boards commented on the fact that staff numbers 

at MOWD district level are increasing, while the Boards are 

struggliny both with lack of finance and shortage of staff. 

In terms of the model, the present irrigation procedures 

are the major direct link between the agencies and the phys

ical system, both at national (policy, finance, and overseeing) 

and regional level (MOWD in servicing Officials' Coramittees, 

and providing technical and construction facilities). Again, 

there is a potential direct link between the ultimate water 

users and the national agency, in the preparation and present

ation scheme proposals, which is not exclusively the role of 

the Officials' Committees. 

5.3 Rural Water Supply 

A similar patte rn of support for rural water supply schemes 

has developed. Distribution of subsidies became the respon

sibility of the National Authority on 1 April 1972, and was 

soon delegated to the WRC. Interest in this increased 

rapidly, with 9 schemes subsidised to the extent of $155,000 

in 1973/ 74, and a further 11 schemes in 1974/ 75. The 

policy was reviewed in mid 1974, culminating in a decision 

to increase the subsidy from $1 to $2 for off-farm works, 

to $1 for $1 for both on-farm and off-farm works. 

This also represents a high level of government involve

ment, although this is mainly financial, with the promotion 
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and construction normally undertaken by Counties. Several 

of the Boards considered that this function should also 

have been delegated to the regions, both to simplify right 

procedures and to enable coordination of drainage and 

water supply schemes. There does not however, appear to 

be any restriction on Boards taking an active role in 

promoting schemes, although again financial problems may 

preclude Board involvement. Some Boards have been involved 

in promotion of schemes although generally these have been 

small, and represent more an extension of soil conservation 

farm plan operations than major supply scheme planning. In 

at least one case the Farm Advisory section of the MAF has 

investigated the feasibility of a supply scheme (N.Z. Farm 

Advisory Service, 1969). 

Water users may have direct contact with the national 

agencies in proposing schemes, but often the user group 

is represented by a local territorial authority (usually 

a county). In this situation, in terms of the model 

(Figure 5), the county can be considered as a regional 

agency (Figure 7), and has the direct influence or physical 

intervention in the bio-physical system. In this case, 

the county is in turn influenced by the ultimate users. 

From the extent of interest in these schemes, it is apparent 

that this procedure is well used. This also follows the 

trend noted by the United Nations (1972) and Craine (1969) 

of increasing government involvement in supply functions. 

The UN also points out that there tends to be greater 

acceptance of intermediate supply authorities after intro

duction of third phase consolidating legislation. This is 

appearing in New Zealand. 

5.4 Underground Water 

Groundwater was mentioned only within the definition 

of natural water in the principal Act (1967), but this 

did make groundwater use subject to the same administrative 

regime as surface water. In the regions where consideration 

of the lawfulness of the notices of existing use was made, 

use from underground sources was often the only use recog

nised as legal. Subsequent granting of rights was very 



much a 'blind' operation by the Regional Water Boards, as 

virtually nothing was known of groundwater supplies. 

Underground Water Authorities had been set up in 

several areas under the Underground Water Act, 1953. 
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Only two, in the Hutt Valley and the Heretaunga Plains, had 

made much progress in either control or investigation of 

the resource. Most of the investigation had been undertaken 

by the N.Z. Geological Survey, DSIR, and both investigation 

techniques and more recent published papers have been based 

on experience and information from this agency. Recently, 

more information has been produced £or the Canterbury Plains 

groundwater (Mandel, 1974; Hunt and Wilson, 1974), the Hutt 

Valley system (Donaldson, 1974), and the Heretaunga Plains 

acqui£er (Grant, -no date). All these papers provide data 

of importance £or management of the resource. 

The study in the Heretaunga Plains has been directly 

related to allocation problems in the area, and is now 

supported by the Oryanisation, as well as the RWB. Hawke's 

Bay is not the only Board to have been involved in ground

water investiyations, although this Board took over the 

Underground Water Authority in the area at an early stage. 

The Manawatu Board produced a report on the Manawatu water 

resources (Manawatu Catchment Board, 1970) with considerable 

emphasis on groundwater, and Dalmer (1971) indicated close 

relationships between surface and groundwater in North 

Canterbury, Brown (1972) studied the resources of the Wairau 

Plains in close cooperation with the Marlborough Board , and 

many other Boards have begun yroundwa ter investigations. 

l~anawatu recently sponsored a staff engineer to attend a 

post-graduate groundwater hydroloyy course in Jerusalem 

Israel, and other Boards have allocated water allocation 

plan grant money to yroundwater problems. 

The 1973 Amendment to the Water and Soil Conservation 

Act gave the Boards power to make by-laws controlling the 

sinking of bores. Although only Marlborough has enacted 

by-laws, a number of other Boards are preparing them. 

The Boards were again concerned at the lack of provision 

for financing. The Amendment in fact contains the express 

provision that no charge can be levied by any by-law. They 
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consider that this involves more work with again no financial 

support. 

Wellington Regional Water Board has extensive responsib

ilities and powers under its own Act (including ability to 

charge) for the Hutt Valley ground water system. This 

reflects the control previously exerted by the Underground 

Water Authority in that area. Even with just three sets of 

by-laws to compare, differences are evident. For example, 

the Heretaun~a Plains by-laws require a permit for drilling 

or altering a bore to be obtained any held by the driller; 

in Marlborough the permit is held by the owners of the bore. 

These divergences reinforce the need for model by-laws to 

be prepared by the Organisation. 

One Board engineer considered that the exclusion of 

bores sunk in search for petroleum products from the by-

1 aws is a serious omission. This attitude has arisen from 

major problems in that region with rogue bores resulting 

from unsatisfactory sealing of shot holes used in seismic 

surveys for petroleum investigation. Several Board officers 

commented on the complete lack of provision for control of 

groundwater quality prior to the 1973 Amendment, and the 

relatively poor provisions possible under the by-laws. 

A A 1 d . 13 . d . recent ppea Boar Hearing raise an important 

legal question regarding discharge to groundwater. The 

point arose in hearing of an application to irrigate timber 

mill effluent, and the Board's part decision states: 

The Company is proposing to irrigate effluent 
water from its mill on to the ground whence some of 
this water will percolate into the underground wa'ter. 
There is no doubt that the company will thereby 
discharge effluent water in that it will release 
the effluent water from its control. Also there 
is no doubt that the underground water is "natural 
water" within the definition of that term contained 
in the Water Act. The question is whether the Company 
will thereby discharge the effluent water into natural 
water. (p A.2884) 

The distinction between discharges requiring rights 

(Section 21) and dis~harges under the offences Section 

(Section 34) is noted, and the provisions of the bylaws 

contrasted with the Act itself. The Appeal Board notes: 
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The statutory intention appears to be that 
direct discharges into natural water are to be 
regulated by rights granted under Section 21 (3) 
and that discharges of anything on to the ground 
which may percolate into underground water are to 
be regulated by by-laws (p A. 2885). 

The Appeal Board recognised the general applicability 

of this issue, and proposed to state a case for the opinion 

of the Supreme Court. If a right to discharge is found to 

be required, it seems that all methods of land disposal of 

wastes will also require a right. This may even extend 

to 'clean' water irrigation, and could result in a further 

heavy administrative burden for the Boards. 

Generally the Boards showed considerable awareness of 

yroundwater problems in their areas, but again considered 

they lack background information and finance for effective 

investigation and management. Many Boards were particularly 

concerned about the expense and expertise required to ade

quately establish groundwater resources, and felt that the 

Organisation recognition of this situation had been delayed. 

One Board reported problems with obtaining instruments for 

continuous monitoring of wells, particularly those that 

at some times provide artesian water (i.e. pressure wells 

or wells with piezometric surface above ground level) and 

at other times require pumping. This same Board reported 

a particular user attitude in this situation. Although 

ample water is available from these bores, many users are 

reluctant to install pumps or storage facilities to maintain 

supply over the relatively short periods of lack of flow, 

and proffer strongly 'riparian' opinions when this is 

suggested. 

Underground water represents simply a subset of the 

overall water resource, and as such fits directly into 

the management scheme {Figure 5). Again, the technical 

information is lacking, and the right process status is 

similar. The by~law arrangement does, however, involve 

the regional agency much more closely in controlling user 

actions in the structural sense, as the technology of 

groundwater abstraction can be directly dictated. Also, 

investigation normally involves the agency in sinking bores 

and test pumping, thus directly influencing the resource, 

although this is normally only in the investigation phase. 



CHAPTER 6 

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 

The problem of collection of information on water 

quality has been covered, and this Chapter will deal 

predominantly with the collection of water quantity data, 

for surface waters. This represents the other major 

block of technical infor mation about the biophysical 
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system, required to establish viable water use management. 

As for water quality data, this is obtained by monitoring 

programs mounted by both the regional and national agencies. 

Water Users also perceive water quantity, although this is 

usually in a more intuitive and qualitative manner. 

Waste treatment and water supply technology have already 

been distinguished as water-as- e ntity management. As such 

the y will not be considered in this section, although k now

ledge of this field clearly modifi e s the user actions and 

consequent impact on the resource. It would also a ppear that 

this technology s hould b e und e rstood b y the a gencies before 

i mposing non-structur a l or re gulatory measures. 

6.1 Quantity Data Collection 

There was early recognition t hat detailed information on 

water availability was essential fo r ope ration of a co mpre

he nsive water law, and this ~as widely discussed durin g 

pr e paration of the 1 9 67 Act. Campbell {1964) stresse d the 

lack of 'technical pr e paredness' of the then Ministry of 

Works, and discusses strategies for data collection and 

storage. 

Presumably in response to this, there was rapid develop

ment of a hydrological section within the relatively newly 

created Water and Soil Division of the MOW. This work was 

given added impetus by New Zealand's involvement in the 

International Hydrological Decade (IHD). A rapid expansion 

of a research program involving a ne twork of representative 

and experiMental basins followed, and in 1968 the Annual 

Report of the Water and Soil Division (MOW, 1968) reported 

decentralising of the hydroloyical effort. Although this 



report recos;nised the "need to supply vital information to 

RWBs", there was an increasing tendency to concentrate 
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on research projects. One Board cited a case where a 

Hydrological Survey group at district level concentrated on 

a representative basin to the complete exclusion of flow 

gauging in a part of the district very important to the 

Board. The Boards do admit that the hydrological observation 

procedures developed over this period provide an important 

management tool. 

Several Boards established their own hydrological 

survey teams, often staffed by MOW trained technicians, 

and it is interesting to speculate whether this movement 

to the Boards accounted for the Division's reported loss 

of 40 percent of its professional staff in one year (ibid). 

The Boards' own data collection was supported by 'hydrolo

gical grants' of $4,000 per Board per year fro~ the national 

Organisation purse. These were first made available in 1968. 

This was said to have made a "clearer distinction between 

national and local investigation'', and was in reco gnition of 

the importance of investigations in granting of water rights 

(Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council, 1969). 

Although a number of reports were prepared by the Boards 

(Northland Catchment Commission, 1968; Manawatu Catchment 

Board, 1970; Dalmer, 1971), the need for more detailed data, 

particularly on low flows, began to be felt. The Boards 

generally either wanted to develop their own data collection 

facilities, or obtain more information from the Hydrological 

Survey parties. They were concerned to see considerable 

sums spent on what they considered esoteric research. 

This applied particularly to the Boards who were reaching the 

top of their rating capacity, and felt the RWB functions to 

be a burden. 

Dunford (1973) crystallised much of this feeling in 

his report on research, and as well as commenting on the 

Board criticism of the research program and lack of 

applied work, noted a deficiency in the reporting of 

research results to the managers. He also emphasised 

the continuing role of Hydrological Survey in data collection, 

and in discussing the research at the time, made a careful 
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distinction between research, investiyations and surveys. 

The situation was, and still is, by no means uniform 

throughout the country. The Boards with hydrological teacs 

of their own have in some areas overshadowed the Ministry 

of Works in this role. In other regions, the Boards have 

virtually no capability at all. The degree of cooperation 

between the survey parties and the Boards ranges from 

outright antagonism, to full cooperation with complementary 

programs established each year. Lack of coordination is 

however, the rule rather than the exception. Boards with 

investigation capability consider the Hydrological Instrument 

Depot in Christchurch to be important, and feel it should 

be expanded. Several Boards felt however that they receive 

older equipment 'cast-off' by the survey parties, and have 

as a result purchased equipment themselves. The computer 

system developed for storage and retrieval of hydrological 

data as described by Ibbitt (no date) was criticised by 

several Boards, because of slow turn-around times and the 

inability of the Boards to obtain the data they feel they 

need. While it was agreed that the system is relatively 

new, and some time for 'settling down' should be allowed, 

several Board officers contended that terminals would be 

required in the Board offices before full use could be 

made of the available programs. Also, at the time of the 

interviews, three Boards had sophisticated calculators and 

were doiny their own analyses. 

Much of the money made available to the Boards in 

Water Allocation Plan Grants ($200,000 total 1973/ 74; $355,000 

total 1974/75) was used in investigation programs. Although 

most of the Boards have embraced the concept of water allocation 

planning, and were grateful for the added finance, several 

Boards questioned the basis of allocation. The cynical view 

was expressed, that the Boards most capable of financing their 

own investigations received the largest grants. 

There has been growing appreciation that the Boards need 

to collect their own data for projects of regional signifi

cance, and for use in routine mana~ement. This was also 

recognised by Dunford (1973) and the accompanyin~ need for 

standard techniques, monitoring and central servicing was 



also noted. A draft data collection policy circulated in 

early 1975, for the first time indicated official recog

nition of this possible separation of data collection 

roles and indicated that this separation may even be 

required in instrumentation. 

6.2 Operational Surveys 
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Following the appointment of a Director of Research and 

Surveys (Figure 8), and wide consultation with Boards and 

Districts, a new policy on data collection has been approved 

by the National Authority. This was not circulated to the 

Boards until late April 1975, and consequently only the 

Boards visited after this date were fully aware of the 

proposals. Operational surveys are designed to enhance 

as well as coordinate the survey work of the Boards and 

Water and Soil Division. These involve formation of 

district committees to establish projects for each MOWD 

district. Technical and presumably financial approval for 

these projects will the n have to be sought from Head Office. 

As financial allocations were already established for 

the 1975/76 financial year, and the policy is thus not in 

full operation, the effects of this proyramming are not 

known. While the Boards recognised this, and most con-

sidered that the system would have to run for a few years 

before the import of the policy became clear, several 

Boards expressed reservations about it. There is some 

fear that regional priorities will be swamped by national 

priorities, and that the present situation will be perpet

uated under even tighter central control. It was felt 

that the scope of the policy extended to matters which 

were of too great detail to be considered by the central 

agency (Water and Soil Division, Head Office) and that 

this could develop into erosion rather than enhancement 

of regional operational surveys. A more optimistic view 

was taken by other Board Officers, who pointed out that any 

finance from this source would be additional to that presently 

available. Another saw this system as a method for producing 

well-organised standard project listings which could be used 

at national level as a lever to Treasury for greater financial 

appropriation. 
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As a consequence of the Dunford Report, and the 

appointment of the Director of Research and Surveys, there 

is a substantial reorganisation of research structure and 

programs in progress, which will involve devolution of 

the research effort to regional centres. The implications 

of this are wide, and there are indications from contracts 

already let that the research will be directed to management 

issues, and therefore hopefully provide some of the much 

needed technical background for decision making. 

There does not seem to be any intention tri extend 

the research function into other than technical areas, 

although data storage and water right recording do to 

some extent span both the technical and administrative 

categories. Whether reviews of existing technical/ 

administrative procedures will be undertaken is also 

unknown at this stage, but it is notable that this 'monitoring' 

of the implications and implementation of previous policy de

cisions has been apparently co~pletely neglected by the 

Organisation, up till now. 

As the title suggests, this Chapter has dealt with the 

information on the status of the system. Again, the general 

lack of data creates problems in management, and as with 

the quality issue there are distinctly different perceptions 

of the information that is available. There has been con-

siderable distinction between the type information sought 

and obtained, (even if not required} by the regional 

agencies and national agencies. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ADMINISTRATION AND LAW 

Administration represents the linkages between the 

various components within the socio-economic system. In 

discussing the identifiable management processes such as 

water rights, water quality management, irrigation etc. the 

administrative aspects have been included. A number of 

purely 'administrative' points may however be identified, 

and this Chapter will deal with these. 

will be discussed in the last section. 

Purely legal issues 

7.1 Structures 

There is support for the way in which New Zealand water 

use management is organised, often from within the national 

framework (Howie, 1971; Soil and Water, September, 1974 a). 

Even those critical of a particular sector of management, 

concede that centralised control under a single authority 

represents a major strength (Bellamy, 1975 b). There has 

been, however, severe criticism of the constitution of 

the Authority and its Councils. (Bellamy, 1975 b) continues: 

"it is unfortunate that such a complex administrative 

structure has been permitted to evolve, and there is no 

obvious reason why management of the nation's water and 

soil resources should require the attention of three Councils 

comprising over '.:30 l'1eribers" (p 5). 

The Ombudsman, Sir Guy Powles, commented on this struc

ture as early as 1970, when he pointed out the devious path 

by which sone of the me mbers of the Authority and Councils 

were elected. Althouyh there was some rationalisation of 

the Councils soon after this, his yeneral observation is 

still valid. The exal'1ple used was the appointnent of the 

Municipal Association representative: 

Stage I 
Stage II 

Stage III 
Stage IV 

StagP V 

The electors elect their Municipal Council. 
The Municipal Council appoints its represent
atives to the Municipal Association. 
The Municipal Association ele~ts its executive. 
The Executive nominates a panel of three to 
the J\linister. 
The Minister anpoints one of these three. 



Thus those two persons who are supposed to 
represent the citizen on the National Water and 
Soil Conservation Authority are four stages removed 
from election by democratic process. (p 470). 

Similar views have since been expressed by Kember 

(1972), and McCaskill (1973). Knox (1970) also commented 
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on the lack of expertise of these members. EDS (1974) in 

submissions to the law review committee maintained that 

major users and discharyers of water are more heavily 

represented than the individual citizen or public interest 

g roups, and considered the two-tier central administrative 

structure to be unwieldy. The committee has apparently 

agreed with these comments and is reported to have recomm

ended a two-level hierachy, wi~h a single national authority 

and regional administration only. (Soil and Water, September 

1974 c). 

There is also known to be some dissatisfaction with the 

Authority and Council membership among Government Departments, 

and the Minister for the Environment for one has sought 

representation on the Water Resources Council. 

EDS also considers that the membership of Re gional Water 

Boards does not adequately reflect the yeneral public interest 

and the rights of individual citizens. In contradiction to 

this, the Society suggests that "in view of the technical 

nature of much of the work encluntered, the public interest 

would be better served by an increase in the numb er of 

appointed members representing public interest groups" (p 6). 

As well as this rather elitist attitude, th ere have been other 

attempts to have recreational-user representatives appointed 

to the Boards. In Novembe r 1973, the Authority declined 

a request for this by the Council of South Island Acclimatis

ation Societies, on the grounds that "recreational interests 

are already well catered for. There is already a recreational-

users representative on the WRC; recreational ~roups could 

always put up candidates as local body elections; and that if 

this request was met, there would be a number of other groups 

having an equal claim to representation". 

The present distinction between both the title and the 



£unctions 0£ the Catchment Board and the Regional Water 

Board is regarded as confusing by water users, and the 
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Boards themselves. In water ~matters, the name Regional 

Water Board should be used. In practice, the term Catchment 

Board is used, and even the TCPAB has reverted to this in a 

number of appeals, both in the title S, 9 ' lO and the text13 . 

The law review committee is known to have recommended that 

£unctions under both the Acts (1941 and 1967) be performed 

by the one body with a single name. 

In the writer's own experience, the Boards operate 

very democratically with direct and frequent contact between 

constituents and elected members, especially in the rural 

districts. ~~ile it could be maintained that the elected 

Board members are poorly equipped to discuss the detailed 

technical policy matters arising from the Regional Board 

£unctions, the nominated members from government depart-

ments do provide substantial specialist knowledge. Failure 

in Board appreciation of technical issues is probably due 

to staff inadequacies, or staff inability to communicate with 

the Board, rather than lack of expertise on the Board itself. 

Several Boards do call in expert opinion at committee level, 

and allow these specialists full speakiny rights. 

In many areas Board members are elected unopposed, which 

can be considered either a reflection of the ineffectiveness of 

the Boards and lack of interest by the public, or a vote of 

confidence in the present members. In areas where problems 

have focussed attention on the Boards, however, seats have 

been hotly contested and public interest and specialist 

group candidates have been elected. Both Wellington RWB 

and Auckland Regional Authority have members appointed 

and although this represents a one stage remove from the 

electorate, there has not been much complaint of this, yet. 

The Commissions have been criticised for remoteness 

from the electorate; vested interest attitudes, and paro

chialism on the part of their members (Pemberton, 1974). 

There is an interesting divergence of opinion among the 

catchment authorities regarding the worth of the Commissions. 

The Board staff considered the Commissions ineffective, and 

it was maintained that the Commissions' poor record in 
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management was sufficient evidence of this. Certainly, 

one Commission has been deliberately kept as small as 

possible, with only one staff member. In another, vested 

local authority interest has blunted the Commissions' 

effectiveness in regulating local authority waste discharges. 

Some advantages of the Commission structure were suggested 

by one Commission executive, who maintained that parochial 

voting was not evident, and that there was a considerable 

improvement in comm unications with local bodies. He also 

maintained that the calibre of the appointed members, often 

Mayors or Deputy-Mayors, is much higher than that of the 

usual elected Board Members. 

The existence of several of the Boards under empowering 

statutes other than the 1967 Act (Figure 7) is regarded as 

anomalous by Bellamy (1975 b), and the need for consistent 

structure and representation has been supported by the 

Law Review Committee. 

The question of Tribunal membership has already been 

discussed. 

There is considerable variation in the de ~ree of 

dele ~ation of responsibilities to Eoard sta££, particularly 

with Catchme nt Board operations, althou~h the extent to which 

Regional Water Board functions may be further delegated is 

prescribed by the law. Williams (1964) considered that 

Boards should "let details 0£ administration go" and concen

trate on policy issues. Although many of the officers 

interviewe d felt that the increasin~ly technical nature of 

RWB operations required delegation, there wa s a strong 

belief that the present situation was a ~ood balance between 

democracy and 'technocracy'. None of these men indicated 

that they would prefer to operate in a 'technical directorate', 

although it was commented that the hiyh cost and delays 

involved in servicing the democracy of the Boards could per

haps no longer be afforded. 

7.2 Staffing 

The lack of suitably trained and experienced staff was 

recognised as early as 1964 by Campbell and stressed in the 
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Physical Environment Conference 1970. Early difficulties 

in retaining hydrological personnel in the MOWD have been 

mentioned, and although the situation appears to have 

eased in the national organisation, there still is an acute 

shortage of staff at the regional level. 
Berquist and Bellamy noted in 1973 that a "full-time 

staff of only eight members of the Water and Soil Division 

of the Ministry of Works report their findings to three 

bodies consisting of no less than thirty appointed members". 

(p 6). There has been a determined recruiting effort by 

the Organisation in the Universities, and study awards have 

been made available. One Board officer took strong exception 

to a recent advertisement in national newspapers for staff 

for Water and Soil Division, which offered work in overseeing 

Regional Water Board operations, to new graduates or profe

ssionals, and added "no experience necessary". (Emphasis added). 

It was also observed that virtually none of the top 

level staff in the Water and Soil Division have worked in 

catchment autho~ities, and certainly none have had experience 

in Regional Water Board operations except in servicing the 

Water Allocation Council. Although there is an increasing 

movement of staff between the Boards and the Division, usually 

as short term secondment (NWASC Authority, 1975), the Boards 

consider this situation has led to a fundamental lack of 

appreciation of the pressures and problems at regional level. 

There have been accusations that the Organisation, and the 

RWBs are serviced exclusively by engineering professionals, 

who bring with them a particular set of attitudes not nec

essarily suited to the expanded water use management role. 

While this cannot be regarded as entirely true, there is 

a preponderance of engineering based expertise in top-line 

positions. The recent reorganisation of the staff structure 

of Water and Soil Division (Figure 8) is regarded as a good 

move away from distinctions of discipline to that of function 

(NWASCO, 1973). Several Board officers commented that the 

resulting new sections are ·in fact proving more difficult 

to deal with than the old. 

There is a widespread feeling among Board staff that the 

Organisation servicing staff, despite their relatively small 



numbers, exert an undue influence on the Authority and the 

Councils. This touches on the delicate subject of the 

relationships within the structure, but a recent extract 

from the WRC minutes appears to reinforce this opinion. 

The minutes of the June WRC meeting note that a council 

member "expressed the opinion that there was a continuing 

need for council members to be au fait with classification 

and water right procedures, and suggested that time be put 

aside for a refresher talk from the director's staff". 
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It must be considered alarming that a member of the 

Council responsible for advocating national policy and 

overseeing the legal and procedural aspects of management, is 

not fully conversant with the two major management procedures, 

and is sufficiently dependent on staff to require a "refresher 

talk". 

In the July minutes of the Authority, the Catchment 

Authorities' Association representative was reported as 

expressing concern that the National Authority has oversight 

of staff movements in catchment authorities, but no control 

over staff in the Water and Soil Division which actually 

services it. This is a further anomaly in a situation 

whcih has annoyed the Boards for some ti Fle. Because the 

Boards have generally been dependent on grants from the 

national purse for financing R~B functions, the National 

Authority has naturally assumed an overseeing function. 

This has extended in most regions to the Boards requiring 

approval of the Authority before appointing new staff. 

The elected Boards have in some cases felt this to be an 

erosion of their autonomy, although in one case a Board 

has apparently accepted this staffing overview even though 

no administrative grant was obtained. This problem is 

closely linked to financing difficulties, and will be 

further discussed in the next section. In this climate, 

some of the Boards are irritated by the recent expansion of 

District staff of the Water and Soil Division, although the 

need for more staff to undertake the irrigation development 

role is recognised. Prior to this it was felt the District 

staff were searching for things to do, while not servicing 

the Boards. Suggestions were made that an 'empire-building' 
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philosophy exists in many Districts. In particular, the Board 

officers could not see wha t role the District Water and Soil 

Officers {DWASOs) played. 

The Regional Water Board staffing problem has been 

recognised by a number of co~me ntators {Knox,1970; E.D.S., 

1974; Bellamy,1975; Wal ker,1975; Williams,1975). Lella 

(1974), fro m re~lics to a questionnaire circulated to North 

Island Boards, estimates that the whole North Island may 

depe nd on about 40 men for 'front line ' water management. 

From the interviews with the Boa rds, esti ~ ates have been 

prepared of the total manpower involved in Reyional Water 

Board work. These are expressed as man-years per year for 

each Board throughout New Zealand, under three classes -

Professional, Subprofessiona~ and Administrative - in Table 

VI. 'Professional' includes executives and yr actuates; sub

professional, those with technician training or technical 

backgrounds, usually includin g hydrolo gical staff. Admin

istration includes the cleri cal aspects of wa ter ri~ht 

processing which are often performed by technical staff. Only 

a proportion of hydrological e ffort has been included, usually 

that associated with low flow gauging. 

Precise? allocation of ti 111e proved difficult. As several 

office rs po inted out, changes in e~ohasis are frequent, and 

particular projects or ri ght applications may requir e full-

time concentrat ion for a period. In several Boards i ncreases 

in staff were intended, and as the interviews were staye d 

over 6 months, so rrie ch an(JeS wil 1 have occur red. Ho we ver, the 

figures should provide a reasonable estimate of manpower, 

for the middle of 1975. Allowing for some incr ease in staff 

numbers since Lello's questionnaire was circulated, the 

combined fi~ures for technical staff (Professional and 

subprofessional) agree well with his estimate. 

There is considerable variation in the staff or g anisa-

tion in the Boards. In three Boards at the time of inter-

viewing, substantial reorganisation of the structures had 

recently occurred or was in progress, resulting in appoint

ment of a Chief Executive. · In other Boards, the historical 



Table VI 

Regiona l Water Board Staff 1 975 

(ma n-ye ars/year ) 

Profess i ona l S ubpr ofessional 

Nor t h l and 2.1. 2 1t 
Auck l and 2 21 

2 

Hau r aki 2 p . 
2 

Waika to 3i 3 
4 

Poverty Bay l .l 
2 1 

Bay of Plen t y i J. 
4 l ! 

Hawkes Bay 1 .1. 
2 

l .!. 
4 

Taranaki 0 0 

Ra ngi t ikei - Wanganu i 3 3.!. 
2 

Mana.watu 21. 
4 3 

Wairarapa l l .!. 2 2 

Well ington 4 0 

NORTH I S LAND (Sub Total} 2 4! 18 ~ 

Ne l son 3 .1. 
2 

1.1. 
2 

Marlborough 1 
2 1 

North Canterbury 3 4 

South Canterbu ry 1. 3 2 

West l and .l 3 
4 4 

Waitaki 1 0 4 

Otago 2 2 

Sou thland l 2 

SOUTH I S U\ND ( Sub Total ) 11 14! 

NEW ZEALAND TOTAL 3 5! 32i 
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Admi nis t ra ti v e 

1 

2 

1 

l .l 
2 

1 

3 
4 

1 

3 
4 

1 

1.!. 
2 

l. 
2 

1.!. 
4 

12;i-

1 

1 
2 

2 .!. 
2 

2 

.1. 
2 

1 
2 

11 
2 

1 

9 

21;t 
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separation of Engineering, Soil Conservation and Administra-

tion continues. In most Boards the water use management 

functions remain under engineering control, and there was 

no indication in any Board that a fourth distinct section 

was developing. Several executives stressed the need for 

an integrated or multidisciplinary approach, although in 

some cases this appeared to be a rationale for continuation 

of the present hierarchy and rather uncoordinated approaches. 

Several Boards reported difficulty in obtaining 'suitable' 

staff, particularly where the Board offices are in remote 

or unattractive towns. The difficulty of deciding just 

what staff are required for this work was often raised. 

A considerable variety of disciplines are employed, 

including biologists, geologists, geographers, agricultural 

e ngineers and scientists, and health inspectors, althouyh 

generally the Chief Engineers are in the executive positions. 

7.3 Finance 

A major pro~ lem , and one that is at the root of many 

of the other difficulties, is finance. The lack of funds, 

particularly at the regional level, has lon ~ been recognised 

within the organisation, and more recently by the critics 

{Bellamy, 1975 b). The princi pal Act contained no provision 

for financing of the water use management functions, and the 

subsequent mopping-up amendments which have also added 

considerable responsibilities have not introduced any system 

of funding. 

The Regional Water Boards protested at this situation 

at the outset but under the direction of the Authority, used 

money obtained by rating for administrative purposes under 

the 1941 Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act. In the 

case of Co~missions, administrative levies were made against 

the local authorities. Even .in 1968, however, a number of 

the Boards with low rating potential (i.e. low capital values 

in their regions) were at the maximu~ rate allowed under this 

law. They were thus forced to obtain supplementary administra

tion finance as a grant from the Authority (at that stage, 

through the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council). 



Increasing costs of administration, especially with the 

added burden of Regional Water Board functions, resulted 

in many more Boards rating at maximum, and seeking admin

istration grants. This situation escalated, and as well 

as the dissatisfaction with controls over staffing, 
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limiting of these grants and detailed examination of Board 

estimates by the Authority caused resentment. This perhaps 

peaked in 1973 when Brown (1973) reports a large number of 

remits on financin9 at the Catchment Authorities' Association 

Conference. He quotes the Otago Board as threatening to refuse 

to take up their grant of $10,000 as they had asked for some 

$30,000, and that "such a figure was essential if [the] 

board was to satisfactorily play its part in administering 

the 1967 Act". 

Several Boards deliberately reduced or delayed increase 

in expenditure during this time to avoid grants. Until 

recently only the North Canterbury Board was substantially 

below the maxi mum rate, due to very high capital value in 

the region. The recent government valuation has eased 

the situation, and many Boards have reduced their rates. 

The legality of using finance obtained under the 1941 

Act for RWB purposes has, hov.1ever, been ch al len-Jed by local 

authorities in the Bay of Plenty. A declaratory judgement 

has been sought, and the National Authority August minutes 

reported that this has been heard, but the decision reserved. 

National Expenditure 

What of national expenditure over this period? A 

certain amount of information has been obtained from the 

annual reports to Parliament by the National Authority 

and the Ministry of Works. Unfortunately, as noted for 

the data on water rights granted, the format of these 

reports is not consistent, and several chan~es in financial 

details have occurred. It is also impossible to separate 

water use management expenditure from overall expenditure 

on water resources, including flood control, drainage, and 

irrigation scheme oneration. Table VII shows the develop

ment of the Ministry of Works and Development expenditure 

from 1969 to 1973, with the water resource management 

figures highlighted. A gradual increase in the proportion 



Class of Work 

Highwa)'1 and road.I, including all expenditure of the 
National Roads Do a rd . . . . 

Electric power development (construction) 
Hew ing construction . . . . 
A<lm inistral ioo, plant, work.shops, stores, laboratories 
M iscellaneous . . . . . . . . 
Public buildings, including maintenance . . • • 
Defence . . . . . . 
Educat ion buildings, including maintenance . . . . 
Soil conservation and rivers con trol, including main· 

tcnancc . . . . . . . . 
Railways construction and improvement to open lines .. 
Irrigat ion, water supply, and drainage, including main-

tenance . . . . . . . . 

Percentage of MWD appropriation for water 
resource management 

1969-70 

$ Percent 

79,876,604 
48,4 15, 868 
15 , 710, 142 
9 , 356 , 711 

20 , 590 ,017 
21 ,525 ' 981 
6, 343 , 113 

!! , 225 ,049 

34.61 
20. 98 

6 .81 
4 .05 

12 .39 
9.33 
2. 75 
4 .86 

z. g35. 853 3. 05 
I , 0 l , 703 0. 78 

912.407 0.39 

1970-71 

$ Percent 

87' 799,240 
52, 092 ,5 18 
13 , 302 , 128 
IO ,635 , 2U7 
27 , 540 ,001 
25 ,093 ' 31 5 
6, 307 , 019 

14 , 127 ' 129 

7 ,256. 956 

35.09 
20 .82 
5. 32 
4 .25 

11.01 
10.03 
2 . 55 
5 .65 

2. 90 
4, 845 , 938 l.93 

1.128 .912 0.45 

1971-72 

$ Percent 

90 ,461, 873 
53 , 744 ,371 
10 ' 904 ' 146 
13 , 104 ,979 
30 ,024,017 
28 , 621 ,620 

5 195 W2 
1s :oo2 : s31 

34. 64 
20.58 

4 .20 
5.05 

11.49 
10.% 
I. 99 
5. 74 

7 , 61 7 , 01 4 2 .92 
4, 796 ,907 1. 84 

1 .553 .016 0. 59 

1972-73 

$ Percent 

107,112 , 325 
66, 711,494 
12 ,926 , 305 
16 ,560 , 33 1 
19,667 ,01 7 
39 ,913, 140 
G, 231 ,601 

16 ,207 , 105 

35.15 
2 1. 90 

4 .24 
5.44 
6 .45 

13 . 10 
2 .05 
5 . 35 

10,2 17,875 3 .35 
7,117,901 2.34 

1.907.731 0 .63 

1973-74 

$ Percent 

100,221, 703 
58 , 731 , 763 
20 ' 709 ' 926 
20 ' 772 ' 309 
26 5~0 75ti 
24: 569 :021 

7 , 4G3 , I G5 
10, 093 , 117 

33.63 
19 . 70 
6.95 
6 . 97 
0. 92 
8.H 
2 .50 
6.07 

10 ,928 . 3 10 3.67 
7,932 ,607 2. G7 

2 .035.443 0 . 68 

230,794,248 100.00 1250,200,523 100. 00 1261,1 05 ,607 100.00 1304,661,633 100.00 1290 , 056 ,200 100 .00 

3.44 3 .35 3.51 

Table VII 
Ministry of Works and Development Expenditure 1969-1973 

After Ministry of Works and Development statement to the 
House of Representatives for the year ended 31st Morch 1974. 
61wendix to the Journals of the House of Re~resentotives 

1974. Dl (p.49) . 

3 .98 4.35 

Change in 
percentage 

over the 5 years 

-0.98 
- 1.28 
+0.14 
+2.92 
-3.47 
- 1.09 
-0.25 
+ 1.21 

+0.62 
+ l~IW 

+0.29 

+0.91 

....... 
w 
'-.! 



of the MOWD vote devoted to water resources can be seen, 

but although this represents some diversion of funds to 

this field, it does not indicate a substantial commitment 

to increased responsibilities. 

The National Authority reports also include details 
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of its expenditure, and these are shown in Tables VIII and 

IX. Table VIII shows only a gradual increase in expenditure 

up to 1972, and in this last year the amount shown was 

$417,000 over appropriation. A somewhat clearer indication 

of the expenditure on water use management can be obtained 

from Table IX, but it is notable that following substantial 

over-expenditure in 1972/1973, in both 1973/1974 and 1974/ 

1975 the appropriation was considerably underspent. This is 

attributed to short supply of materials and late implementation 

of works programs. In 1974 the Water Allocation Plan grants 

were first made available, late in the financial year, and 

it is apparent that this was an attempt to erode a substantial 

credit: It seems surprising that there was not more effort 

made to distribute these funds to the Board. 

A ste ady increase is shown in the appropriations over 

the last three years, although the Authority had not e d in 

an earlie r annual report: 

Funds allocated by government for soil conservation, 
flood control, and land drainage have increased from 
$5.3 million in 1965, to $7.2 million in 1970. When 
allowance is made for increases brought about by the 
recent addition to this vote of items formerly char ged 
to other votes, the net average annual increase in the 
allocation is only slightly in excess of increases in 
costs. (Soil and Water March/June 1971, p 7). 

Regional Water Board Finance 

The problems of lack of administration finance for 

Boards was first raised in 1970 (NWASC Authority, 1971) and 

was clearly recognised in the following year, when grants 

totalling $500,000 were made (NWASC Authority, 1972). With 

apparent awareness by the politicians (Colman 1973) and strong 

feeling expressed at the 1973 Catchment Authorities' Conference 

a full review of the situation was undertaken by the Authority. 

The earlier and continuing hydrological grants ($4,000 per 

Board), were some small assistance in investigation,. as were 

the later WAP grants. The judgement 6 regarding deposits by 
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E 
F 
F 
I 
I 
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L 
R 
R 
Ri 
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Financial Year 
Type of Expenditure 

1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 

I 

$ $ $ $ $ 
ainagework . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 89,413 113,075 171,299 153,926 164,715 
perimental and demonstration work . . . . . . . . . . 8,595 10,061 10,355 10,090 18, 149 
es and expenses of council . . .. . . . . . . . . 14, 946 18, 005 25, 937 26, 7 53 35, 95 7 
reshore protection work . . . . . . . . . . (c) 21,893 (c) 8,064 (c) 15,632 
formation and educational work . . . . • • . . . . 15 ,043 17 ,972 37 ,847 42, 136 56, 382 
Ltial expenses of catchment boards and commissions • • . . . . . . . . . . 5 , 000 .. 
vestigations and surveys, including hydrological data, installation or recording 
apparatus, collection, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . 539,461 574,948 746,623 894,917 934,801 
ans, etc., to catchment boards and other local authorities .. .. 167, 938 194,837 197, 996 311, 116 520 ,443 
:storationofflooddamage.. .. .. .. .. .. 316,077 330,116 120,729 571,350 554,200 
vercontrolwork.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3,619,056 3,428,752 3,487,581 3,115,979 3,175,023 
ver control and drainage (maintenance) . . . . . . . . 337, 595 322, 242 377, 565 465, 595 458, 115 
ilconservationworks .. .. .. .. .. .. 512,901 447,874 535,077 589,245 587,616 
ilconservationreserves .. .. .. .. .. .. (b) 239,851 (b) 245,036 (b) 258,135 (b) 271,285 (b) 274,722 
1ssock Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute . . . . . . 37, 000 37, 900 41, 000 65, 300 86, 000 
aikato Valley Authority . . . . . . . . . . . . (a) 1,239,839 (a) 923,575 (a) 1,003,816 (a) 726,200 (a) 735,259 

Totals .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7,137,715 6,664,396 7,035,853 1 7,256,956 7,617,014 

(a) Included in vote "Expenditure" but not under council's control. 
(c) Previously administered under aoother subdivision of the Vote. 

(b) Soil conservation reserves previously administered by the Department of Agriculture. 

Table VIII 

National Authority Expenditure , 1 April 1967 to 31 March 1972 

Source: NWASC Authority Report to the House of Representatives 
for the year ended 31 March 1972. 6P-12endix to the .Journals of the 
House of Re12resentatives 1972, DlA lp.39). I-' 

v.: 
'° 



Year ending 
3] March 

1973 

1974 

1975 

Table IX 

National Wate r and Soil Conservation Authority Expenditure 

for years ending 31 March 197~, 1974, 1975 

Source: NWASC Authority Report to the 

House of Representatives 

Appendix to the Journals of the House of Represe ntatives. 

19T~ D2, 1974 D2, 1975 DlA. 

Type of Expenditure Expended Appropriated 
$000 $000 

12, 126 10,985 

Administration and general 2,258 
Investigations and construction of 

irri g ation schemes 1 ,362 
Maintenance and operation of 

irrigation schPmPs 673 
River control and drainage works 5.900 
Water resourc es investigations and 

surveys 1.278 
Soil consPrvation works and res e rve s 1,493 

12.964 13,780 

Administration and general 2,483 3'160 
Inve stigations and construction if 

irri gation schemes 1 ' 631 1 ,480 
Maintenance and operation if 

irrigation schemes 835 900 
River control and drainage works 4,420 5,385 
Catchment control works 2,616 1,575 
Soil conservation works and reserves 1,138 1,185 
Surveys 1,315 990 
Research 1,045 1,375 

15, 483 16 ,050 

·. 

Difference 
$000 

1, 141 
Overspent 

816 
Unde rspent 

567 
Underspent 



objectors also enabled Boards to cover some of the admin

istrative cost in processing water rights. 

In early 1974, the Public Expenditure Committee 0£ 
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the House 0£ Representatives recommended that consideration 

be given to making a charge for water use, and that Boards 

should be required to recover, from the applicant,at least 

full administrative costs involved in issuing water rights. 

In view of widespread ill-feeling aroused by the application 

0£ the deposit provisions the Authority considered (May 1974) 

that the Act should be amended to delete reference to deposits 

by objectors be£ore dealing with applications. 

Further submissions to the law review committee, partic

ularly from Boards, resulted in this committee recommending 

to the Authority that the maximum administrative rate be 

raised. They also suggested that fees be charged £or water 

tak en and discharges made into water, as well as £or water 

right applications. The present situation is best described 

by a quotation from the Authority's Annual Report (1975, p 6). 

Government approved 0£ amendments being dra£ted -
To the Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967 to waive 
the payment 0£ deposits by o b jectors to water right 
applications and to impose a charge £or the tak in9 
and discharge 0£ water. 

To the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 
1941 to increase from 0.03472 cent in the dollar to 
0.05 cent in the dollar, the maximum administration 
rate a catchment authority may levy, and to char ge 
costs of surveys and investi gations directly to the 
schemes and works to which they relate. 

This legislation was not introduced to Parliament in 

the 1975 session, and will clearly not now be passed until 

at least the next sitting. It seems that the Authority is 

awaiting the declaratory judgement as to whether RWB 

administrative finance can be drawn under the 1 941 Act, be£ore 

£inally estab lishing any char gin g provision. 

None of the Boards reported being consulted as to how 

such a charge should be applied , or collected. While several 

expressed dissatisfaction at this others did not expect to 

be approached. 

Thus, despite some likely extra finance for investigations 

through the operational survey policy, the Boards will still 
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have to rely on their own limited resources and the disliked 

administration grants, for at least another year. 

The question of financing was raised with the Director, 

who agreed that no ~ source of finance had been made 

available to meet the inevitable costs of the RWB work. He 

commented that this had no doubt be~n inhibiting, but that 

it had been difficult to justify access to further rates, 

at the regional leve l. Becaus e of this, fundiny had been 

made available nati o nally, on the principle that the tax

payer is generally less discriminatiny than the ratepayer, 

as to where moneys are expended. He considered, however, 

that the lack of money had been used by Boards as an excuse . 

He pointed out that surve ys and investigations could be 

financed by administration revenue, but that several Boards 

had not use d the Government funding (i.e. adMinistration 

grants) available. 

It has proved ve ry difficult to establish the Re gional 

Water Boards' expenditure on water use mana~ement. The 

Boards' annual accounts are still very much oriente d to 

Catchmen t Board finances, and eve n the readily iden tifiable 

Water Board functions, such as water right processing, are 

rarely separated fron other expenses. Some of the Rw~ 

activities are financed fro~ administration accounts, and 

investigation programs are often included in e ngineering or 

hydrological sections. For this reason accurate data re yard

ing costs for each Board could not be assemb led. Table X 

is an attempt to indicate levels of expenditur e for the 

Boards in 1974 and 1975, derived from information obtained 

in the interviews and from annual accounts. The cate gories 

include the Wa ter Allocation Plan grants ; but not the 

hydrological grant s ; a p roportion of hydrolo~ical {flo~ 

recordiny) effort, estimated during the discussions; and 

where costs were not distin~uished, a fraction of the 

administrative outgoings. In all cases these estima tes will 

be conservative. 

Although the majority of Boards considered finance to 

have been the major limitation on expansion of activities 

in the water use management field, several officers felt 



TABLE X 

Regional Water Board Expenditure 

Years ending 31 March, 1974 and 1975 

Expenditure Categories Number of Boards 

$000 
1974 1975 

less than . 10 5 3 

10 - 15 1 3 

15 - 20 4 1 

20 - 30 2 5 

30 - 40 4 2 

40 - 50 1 4 

more than 50 2 

Total number of Boards 17 20 

that the delay was not altogether a bad thing, and had 

enabled steady p ro gress rather than early misdirected 

effort. This slow i mpl ementation has been regarded 

considerably less favourably by the critics, althou gh 
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recent commentators (Lello, 1974; Willia~s, 1975; and 

Bellamy, 1975 b ) have considered this to be a lack of 

national rather than regional political commitment. Bellamy 

also implicates the public, and hopes that the current public 

interest in environmental protection will be reflected in 

larger budgets for the water boards. 

Brown (1975) in reviewing the 1975 Catchment Authorities' 

conference, implies that national political inertia is at 

the root of financing problems. He points out the two 

year delay since the recommendations of the public ex pend

iture committee of the House, and concludes "undoubtedly, 
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though, it is the catchme nt authorities which ~ust bear the 

brunt of any lack of commitment" (p 13). 

7.4 Interrelationships 

Structures and membership, staffing, and finance are 

basically structural aspe cts of administration, and clearly 

have a major effect on the way in which decisions are made, 

or problems perceived. The connections between the agencies 

and other components of the water use managemen t framework 

(Figure S, and 10 to 14) a r e also very important in deter 

mining the e ffectiveness of control, however t ha t is meas ured. 

The following sections exami ne the interrelationships between 

the water use rs, regiona l agencies (R WBs), na tio na l agencies, 

and the judicial bod i es, noting particularly the extent of 

communica tion between them . 

Water Users/Regiona l Water Boards 

Much o f the con t act between the users and the Boards i s 

f ormalised in the l aw, through the appl ication and objection 

procedures and the r equiremen t for Board records to be open 

to public i nspec tion. In ~eneral, the relationship between 

the Boards and parties to wa t er right applica tions are good, 

and the Board officers r epor t ed tha t often t he Tribunal s ac t 

as arbitrators in l ongstanding conflicts between water us e rs. 

The applicants and objectors both have the riyht to ma ke 

s ubmiss ions on the membership of Special Tr i bunals although 

the r e has been some criticism of the f act tha t the applicant 

has the prerogative to require a special Tribunal. The 

r e lative ly small number of apoeals since 1968 is perhaps 

an indicati o n of use r satisfaction wi t h the Board dec i sions . 

Al so, the Bo a r d meetings are public meetin~s and at 

least one Board has opened committee proceedings to the 

public, although nub l ic a ttendance is generall y very l ow . 

There was early criticism of the RWBs by certain 

speci alist wa t e r u ser groups , (usua lly regarded as ' pressure 

groups'), althou gh thi s appears to have l essened as they have 

become involved in hear ings and discuss ions . This p e r haps 

indicates a realisation of the compl exi ty of the issues which 

have to be resolved , or recognition that much of the l ack of 



progress by the Boards is a result of factors outside the 

Boards' control. In some cases where 'pressure group' 

candidates have been elected to the Boards, their initial 

idealism has been shaken by the problems faced. 
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The involvement of Acclimatisation Societies has already 

been discussed, and in some areas, close cooperation anc 

mutual recognition of problems have developed. The relation

ships between Boards and the farming community are variable 

both between and within regions and depending on the partic

ular problems farmers' attitudes vary from apathy, to intense 

interest. Board officers in water-abundant regions reported 

a resistance to the right requirements. Even in these areas, 

however, it was felt the principles of the Act are accepted -

it is the machinery which creates problems. 

The recent extension of the Ombuds man's jurisdiction to 

local authorities by the 1975 Ombudsmen Act, has added a 

further level of protection for the public, in dealing 

with the Re yional Water Boards. 

The degree of cooperation between local authorities 

and Boards also varies. In some regions there is antagonism 

between both elected members and staff, in others a general 

lack of cooperation. Again there are differences between the 

Commissions, the Boards, and the other independently estab

lished water authorities in their attitudes and contact with· 

territorial autho~ities. The activities of the Boards in 

control of sewage discharges has often fomented problems. 

Control of crown users remains with the Authority, 

and its not known to what extent any real control is exerted, 

particularly with the staffing si tua ti on. In one case, a 

Board has been delegated authority to control a Crown water 

right (Fancourt, 1974), and several Board officers felt 

that all rights should be subject to Board control, except 

where the waters were designated of 'national i mportance'. 

Many Boards have found industrial users more cooper

ative than the local authorities, and in only a few instances 

was overt resistance reported. Several Boards reported 

responses by industrial and agricultural dischargers which 

amounted to 'Well, what do you want us to do!'. This 

attitude highlighted lack of advisory expertise or services 
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and placed Boards in the pote ntially difficult position of 

acting as both judge and advocate. 

Although Bellamy (1975 b) obviously considers that 

p ublic interest in water use mana gement is still high, one 

Board officer felt that the peak of user acceptance of 

controls has passed. He believed that the extended period 

for notification of use s ; the piec emea l activity of the Board 

s ince the n; and the l e n g t h o f ti me e lapsed without adequate 

follow-up since the e nactment of the l aw ; had l ed to apa thy 

and some r e sistance, particularly on the part of the f arming 

community. 

S ome Boards have been invo l ved in publicity and exten

sion ac tivities . The se have inc luded visits t o schools 

a nd other inte r es ted organisations, and support of Conserv-

a ti on Week activities. This still tends, however, to concen-

tra t e on flood control and soil conservation matte r s . 

An impor tant point r a ised by the Dir ec tor was tha t 

because of t he provi s i ons for p ublic involvement the Act 

had attracted public par ti c i pation and confl ict . As with 

the Town and Co untry Planning Act 1953 (unde r review at 

present ) the provisions for ob jection a n d appeal have 

focussed a tten tion on a ll aspects of the l egisla t ion . 

Water Use rs /Na tiona l Organisation 

The remoteness of the ' publi c ' use r repr esentation 

of the Organisation from the elector a l process has a l ready 

been discussed under s tructure. Powles (1 970 ); Kembe r (1972), 

a nd EDS {1 974) also point out the hi gh l eve l of representation 

of commercial users whose activities tend t o conflict wi th 

' publi c ' uses. 

The l aw revi ew co~rnit tee has at tracted a considerable 

number of critical specialist s ubmiss i ons par ticularly 

r e lated to water quality, and both Pe~ber ton {1974) and 

Bellamy (1975 b) point t o a tendency of the national 

aGe ncies to i gnor e these expert views . 

The classification process provides the major s t a tutory 

link othe r than represe ntat ion between the wate r us e rs and 

the Authority and Council s , and the wide s pread dissatisfaction 

wi th bo th the philosophy and the technical provisions of thi s 
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procedure has been indicated previously. The whole issue 

of classification must be regarded as a major failure in 

public relations on the part of the Organisation , both in 

communicating the policy to the public, and in taking notice 

of the o p inions put forward. The self-righteousness exhibited 

by Cowi e (1974) does nothing to ease the situation. 

sum~arises the 'opposition' view as follows : 

Bellamy 

It now apoears most unlike ly that the management of 
New Zealand's water r esources by the sys t em of classi 
fications carried out by the Wate r Resources Council 
c an survive either the recent de cisions of the Town & 
Country Planning Appeal Board, or the pol i t ical effects 
of the existiny widespr ead dissatisfaction wi th the 
programme . It is now quite widely accepted, at l east 
in circles outside t he Water Resources Council and the 
Ministr y of Works and Deve l opment, t hat the pr esent 
system n ot only is fundamen tally ill-conceived, but is 
also unworkable in its present form. 

To say this is not to question the sincerity of t he 
i ndividuals involved in the desiyn or implemen t ation of 
the water c lass ification schene , but t o r ecognise that 
sooner o r l ate r unpal a t ab l e facts must be faced. Last 
minute attempts at public re l at i o ns {Howie, 1974) are 
unlikely to salvage what l1as already been demonstrated 
to be beyond repair . (Bel l amy, 1975 b, p 6) . 

It i s difficult t o es tablish just how s ens itive either 

the Or ganisation or the servicing a~ency are to public or 

water us e r opinion . Despite the 'remoteness' of repr esentation 

t here ~ust be some appreciation of user attitudes and nrob 

l ems by the no~inated Members , a lthough thi s may be offset 

by the influential career b ureaucra ts on the Authority and 

Councils. Th~ Authori t y decision t o introduce measures 

p r ecluding deposit charges against objectors does reflect 

a recognition of opinion, but t his may be due i n part to 

the championing of this cause by the ~~a ture Conservat i on 

Council. Nation al agenci es outside the Oryanisation do 

appear to act as links bet~e~n users, especially specialist 

int e r est gr o ups , and the Oryanisati on . These include the 

Nature Conservation Council, the Envir onmental Council, and 

more rec e ntly the Commission £or the Environment whose 

submi ssions to the Law r eview committee of the Authority 

are k nown to have mirrored much ' outside ' opinion . 

Government Departments {Fi gure 6) also a ct bo th in an 

advisory capacity and as water users in the ir own right, and 
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are represented at Council level. 

Professional societies of a nuraber of disciplines also 

are involved both in direct submissions, and in organising 

conferences which become forums for discussion of water use 

management. The Microbiological, Hydrological, Ecological, 

and the Engineering Societies are particularly influential, 

and this last group has been closely involved since the 

consolidation of the law began. The NZIE also has a number 

of committees, and sub-groups, which have substantial rep

resentation from the technical staff involved in servicing 

the Organisation. 

The Directors attitude towards 'pressure groups' is, 

however, harsh. In commenting on the role of pressure groups, 

without specifying any particular group, he considered that 

there had been an "over-exploitation of the law" in a negative 

way, which had tended to "undermine public confidence" in the 

system. Some of the opinion was "professional humbug", and 

there was an element of career seek ing in public statements 

made. The Director, the Deputy Director, and another member 

of the technical staff all considered the criticisms to be 

part of "a game" - this expression was repeated several times 

during the discussions. 
Considerable effort has been made in publicity b y the 

Organisation, and the Director quoted a current expenditure 

of $60,000 a year. A number of publications have been 

prepared, and several fil ms promoted. One of these 'The 

Water Cycle' received a number of awards and has been 

widely distributed. Supply of information to schools 

through the Department of Education was reported (NWASC 

Authority 1975) and the Water and Soil Division's inform

ation service undertakes school visits. The Or9anisation's 

quarterly magazine Soil and Water continues to be the biggest 

single public relations effort. Although this is widely 

circulated, and presumably reaches the public, many 

of the Boards consider it to be a 'house journal' for 

the Organisation and not sufficient in itself as a publicity 

measure. Until June 1975, the magazine published 'supportive' 

articles almost exclusively, and this last issue is the first 

to have published viewpoints opposing Organisation policy 

apart from legal decisions. This apparent chan~e in editorial 
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policy was heralded with an editorial entitled ''The Challenge 

of Good Communications'', and coincides with an increase in 

the rate of publication to six issues a year. The crux 

of the communication and public relations issue was outlined 

in this editorial 

The prime reason £or stepping-up production is to 
increase the flow of public information on soil conserv
ation and water management matters between the public, 
catchment authorities/re gional water boards, and the 
National Water & Soil Conservation Organisation, and 
so attempt to generate greater discussion and create 
better understanding. 

The problems facing New Zealand's water and soil 
resources are increasing and getting more complex. 
Mana gement techniques are becoming more sophisticated. 
The public is expecting 'better thin gs'. 

Good communications are therefore vital. 
It was perhaps appropriate that one of the discussion · 

topics at this year's annual conference of catchment 
authorities / r e gional water boards was communications , 
albe it communications betwe e n th e m and the national or gan
isation. The discussion did, howe ve r, reveal wider i mpli
cations and hi ghli ght the ne e d for continua lly look ing at 
i mprovin y the way we all int e ract. 

Catchme nt authorities are the local a~e nts of the nat
ional or ganisation and are therefore at the brunt of 
public reaction. If communications to them fro m Welling ton 
are not good, then communications fro~ them to the public 
cannot be good. Also, if communications from the National 
Water and Soil Conservation Organisation to the public are 
poor, then catchment authorities will, in many cases, 
'carry the can'. (Soil and Water, June 1975 c, p 3 ). 

Re g ional Water Boards /National Or ganisation 

That there are proble~s in comm unication be twe en the 

Boards and the Or ganisation can be inferred fro m the earlier 

comments on staffing and finance. It was the discussion on 

communications at the 1975 Catchment Authorities' Ass ociation 

Conference which brought this into the open, and prompted the 

above editorial. There has been a g rowing feelin g that the 

opinions and problems of the Boards have not been taken into 

account, in the water use management field. The discussion 

paper on communication (Marlborough Catchment Board, 1975, 

p 4) noted: 

As a group our total involvement and experience in 
the practical application of the Water and Soil Conserv
ation Act by far outweighs that of the Water Resources 
Council. Yet this Council makes little use of the 
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e~pertise and expe r ience of Regional Water Authorities, 
but p refers to issue procedures and policy based upon 
its own thinking and exoeri~nce in dealing with a 
limited section of the community. 

The relatively late i nclus ion of a catchment authorities' 

representative on the National Authority was noted by one 

Board officer, and although the Councils have included Board 

representatives since establishment, there are no Board 

appointees on significant subcommittees (e. g . the Water 

Quality subcommittee , which is considering applied research). 

Many Board officers f eel that they a re not adequately consulted, 

even though there are combined meetings with Organisation staff. 

Dunford {1973) noted that meetings have "too often ••• been 

carried on in an atmosphere of confrontation, not consultation" 

( p 63). It was clear from comments made during the interviews 

that there are considerable conflicts of personality which 

often preclude rational discussion. 

Much of this feeling of lack of recogniti on of views 

stems from the Boards ' own lack of appreciation of just how 

little autonomy they have under the 1967 Act . Apart from 

the ri ght granting procedures, obviously a central aspect of 

the control structure, the Boards as Regional Water Boards are 

heavily subservient to the Oryanisation, and have very much 

less independence than as Catchment Boards . This does not 

appear to be fully appreciated by the Authority and WRC 

either. Policy p r onouncements from both bodies are couched 

in a diversity of language which does little to clarify the 

Boards' pos ition. For exampl e, apart from recent guidelines 

on we tlands and r egional p l anning and development (NWASCO 

1975 a , 1975 f) which are just guidelines, policies are 

communicated to the Boards and the Districts by circulars . 

Although these appear to be ' directives ' which are to be 

applied (Section 20 {5) g), they are variously described 

as guidelines , policies or recommendations. Circular 74/17 

on water rights and subdivision required to the Boards to 

notify the Council when they "adopt ••. the recommendat i ons " 

(NWASCO 1974 a). 

In practice, many Boards simply ignore these edicts, and 

staff frequently prepare reports on t he contents of the 
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circulars suggesting variations in application. This again 

appears to result in the direct opposite of a uniform 

national policy. 

One Board reported an incident it regarded as indicative 

of a lack of faith in Regional Water Board operation and 

unjustified confidence in its own staff on the part of the 

Organisation. At a Dairy Factory Managers' Conference, the 

member of the Water Resources Council for the Dairy Industry, 

was said to have commented in a written paper that Regional 

Water Board staff were liable to be motivated by their own 

personal opinions, and that the industry should seek advice 

from the central a gency. This point was further elaborated 

in the presentation of the paper, and the Board felt that 

this comment from the top of the structure did nothing to 

assist Boards in controlling one of the major polluting 

industries in NZ. 

Much of the anti pathy betwee n Boards and the national 

or ganisation occurs at staff l eve l. The majority of Board 

office rs felt that Board work i s ve ry much 'overche c k ed' at 

nationa l level and ther e are substan t ial delays as a res ult. 

Although it is accepted t hat t here must be national 

oversight of the use of national moneys (subsidies, grants 

etc), the officers are resentful that surveillance in detail 

is done by staff far less e xperienced than themselves, without 

familiarity with local conditions, or even previous e xperience 

at regional level. The alternative view to this is that some 

de gree of separation from local issues must occur if national 

priorities are to be established. 

Board staff reported cases where national staff showed 

a complete lack of appreciation of the Board o peration, 

apparently expecting Board e xecutives to alter Board decisions. 

This is perhaps a reflection of a different relationship 

between Boards and staff and the WRC and its staff, but leads 

to the feeling that information is 'filtered out' by the 

Council's technical advisers, before submission to the Council. 

Several Board staff also noted a disturbing tendency of 

the Water and Soil Division to think of itself as NWASCO, 

and pointed to the positioning of the a bbreviation 'NWASCO' 
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and the Ministry of Works symbol on a number of publications. 

When the question of differing attitudes between the 

national and the regional a~encies was raised with the 

Boards, there was a yeneral consensus that this was inevitable 

and occurred in a ll local authority/department contact. Most 

of the officers felt resiyned to such differences, and tended 

to avoid conflict. In one case it was cor.imented "there's no 

point in fighting , we 're half taken over now!". In other 

reg ions the officers tended to rail against the situation, 

and expected confrontation, although one executive felt 

that continued opposition was necessary even though this 

made the situation worse . Only in a few cases were concil 

iatory attitudes expressed. Class ific a tion ?roved to be a 

bone of contention, v·hich has !nore than any other manayeinent 

issue polari sed attitudes. In several areas Boards had 

publicly opposed pr e liDi inary classifications, after ear lier 

submissions had not been accepted by the Council. 

The Boar ds visited after the Catchment Authorities ' 

Conference in April 1975 and the discussion there of the 

communication issue, indicated a rni~ed reception to the 

debate . rlany felt the co:nmunication ' paper ' was overstated 

( a view shared by the Director) and the situation was not 

as bad as it indicated. There was ~enera l agreement that 

there s h ould be better communication wi thin the or ganisation, 

particularly on technical aspec ts of Regional Water Board 

work . Several considered that the Oryanisation-run courses 

were very good opportunities for exchange of information. 

Genera lly, Board officers felt that more communication 

and exchange of informati on could mean diversion of e ffort 

from actual appl icat ion of techniques, and be time - consuming 

a nd non- productive. 

There appears to be a n overall pattern which explains 

many of the comMunication, finance and staffiny p roblems . 

This can be considered to begin in early application of the 

1941 Act, with most of the i mplementation at the r egional 

l evel, and a gradual development of a national overseeing 

structure and staff. These national staff were drawn from 

the regional agencies (catchme nt Boards ) and were acutely 

aware of the problems and operations at that l eve l. rlore 



recently thesP pPople have been replaced by staff without 

regional exp0rience, and a centrally-oriented national 

bureaucracy establishPd without replacement of the prev

iously effective 'old- b oy ne twork'. In the water use 

mana gement field, the national structure , both policy 

bodies and staff, developed rapidly before the work had 

started regionally. This means that a system has been 

established without knowledge of the management problems 

or what techniques and procedures are appropriate to 
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deal with the m. The classification process, the technically 

undefined Board role in applyin g quality controls, and the 

computer water rights recording system can be re garded as 

prime examples of this situa tion. 

The variability of contact and coordination between 

the Boards and the ?·IOWD Districts has been indicated in 

discussing data collection, and the role of the DWASOs. 

In most r eg ions the District Comm issioners of Wor k s (DCWs) 

are non- e lective me mbe rs of the Boards, and comm unication 

at policy l e ve l at l e ast is good. Many Bo ard officers 

offerred the opinion that the DCWs provide much needed 

e x pertise in Regional Wa ter Board d e cision-making . 

Most of this discussion has revolved around communication 

between the Or ganisation and the individual Boards. The role 

of the Catchment Authorities' Association must be considered. 

McCaskill (1973) maintains that the Association played a 

lar ge part in the discussions of the proposals for the 

co mprehensive legislation re garding water, and had been 

prepared for many years for the eventual taking over of 

responsibility for the control of pollution and of the 

allocation of water. Although the Association no doubt 

made submissions on the Bill to the 1.ands and Agriculture 

Committee, there is little evidence to support this asser-

tion. In fact, all the Boards without exception considered 

that the Association had been weak in pressing Board views. 

It has only been the Local Government Act 1974 and the 

prospects of regional reorganisation eliminating the Boards 

that has sparked life into it, and it was not until the 

1974 Annual Conference of the association that a permanent 
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secretariat was approved. 

The Association has played a part in establishing salary 

scales, but has primarily been concerned with the annual 

conference. These conferences have been rather curious, 

stilted affairs, and it is only recently that Board exec

utive staff have had more than an advisory role in debates, 

and been allowed speaking rights. Brown (1975) comments 

that the 1973 conference, and conferences for quite a few 

years prior to that, had shown the Association to be very 

isolated and secure, almost s mug. He also observes that 

the 1975 conference did not complete its chanye of charac

ter, and that there was still a feelin g of "timidity in 

taking the final step" to "agg ressive a nd positive act.ion" 

(p 12). In the writer's experience, and from the discussi9ns 

with Boards before the 1975 conference, there appears to be 

each year an expectation (at least among Board executive staff) 

of a vi gorous, productive conference, but this expectation 

is never fulfilled. One Board officer considered that rapid 

and leng thy replies to cont e ntious discussion topics by 

Organisation representatives and servicing staff had effect

ively defused this year's conference. 

The Boards hope that the permanent secretariat will 

strengthen the Association, and result in more effective 

presentation of the Boards' views. Again a cynical view 

was expressed in one instance, fearing that the secretariat 

could become a puppet for the Organisation, and simply 

another vehicle for disseminating the national agencies' views 

to the Boards, rather than the converse. 

Users and Agencies/Judicial Bodies 

The judicial bodies provide the structure for arbitration 

of conflicts between the water users and the agencies. In 

this role these bodies are governed by the law , legal pre

cedents, and the cases presented, and are to a large extent 

disassociated from the general socio-economic influences 

(Figure 5 and 14). 

The initial stage involves the Town and Country Planning 

Appeal Board (TCPAB) in hearin g appeals on classification and 

on Board decisions in water riyht applications. The Appeal 



Board decisions can be further appealed to the Supreme 

Court, on points of law, and there is a further stage of 

appeal to the Court of Appeal. Apart from this appeal 

structure, the Ayencies also have power to prosecute, and 

decisions of the Magistrate 's Court can be appealed in the 

usual way. 
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One aspect of the appeal procedure has been substantially 

tested already. This is the question of status to appeal, or 

locus standi. Although this is basically a legal issue, it 

will be discussed here as it determines the standing of water 

users and water user groups to seek alteration in agency 

decisions. 

Most attention has been focussed on standing to appeal 

against classifications, and the issue was raised 

appeals against the Southland Classification1 ' 
2

' 

the final classification in the Bay of Islands 12 · 

in 
3, 

the 
4 

and 

In the 

Southland cases the TCPAB ruled that the Ministry of Agricul

ture and Fisheries, the Fiordland National Park Board, and 

the Southland Catchment Board did not have status, and 

similarly for the Bay of Islands, rejected standing for the 

Northland Catchment Commission. The discussion revolved 

around legal interpretation of the ex~ressions 'body', 

'person' as applied to the apellants, and in the subsequent 

appeals to the Supreme Court, the judgement noted the 

variety of langua<je in the i\ct and found it impossible to 

discern any clear pattern explaining all the differences. 

in 3 
In the judgement on the MAF appeal Southland the 

Supreme Court overruled the prior decision of the Appeal 

Board and held that the Ministry of Ayriculture and Fish

eries was entitled to appeal a9ainst a final classification. 

In reaching this decision the judge rejected t h e WRC conten

tion that differences betr:een the WRC and the t·lAF should be 

settled administratively by stating: "representations at 

an administrative level might be a totally inadequate remedy 

for the MAF which has only one of the 14 members comprising 

the Council'' (p 4). Evidence was given for the MAF -that 

there had been little consultation by the WRC before the 

classifications were notified (in both Southland and 
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Northland). 

Both the Sou thland Catchment Board and the National 

Park Board were also held to have le~al standing to appeal 4 , 

and the jud'::;Je comnented that "it would verge on the absurd 

if the Park Board had no right of appeal" (p 2) . Similarly 

for the Bay of Islands Classification the status of the 

Commission was accepted
14

, and standing of other appellants 

f . d 12 con irme . 

Thus a relatively wide view of legal status has been 

es tab lished which allo 1.vs the public, user groups, and 

agencies wi th some statutory management function relating 

to wa ter or resource management, to appeal . 

The Act allows a wide range of people and groups to 

object to right applications. Boards appear to have been 

liberal in hearing objections, and several reported that 

the Tribunals have incorporated late objections and other 

evidence in their consider a ti on s, under their powers to 

require other evidence (Section 24 (6). The Act also 

allows a wide ranye of evidence to be considered once 

appeal proceedinys h ave been instituted (Section 25 . 3) . 

The question of status to bring such an appeal has not 

been tested as thorou~hly as for classification, although 

the appeal regarding the Huntly power station discharge
7 

did raise this point. It was held that the Environmental 

Defence Society did not have standing to object under 

Section 23 (5) because it was not a "person which or who 

claims to be de trimentally affected by the decision of the 

Authority". Nevertheless the scientific evidence and sub-

missions of the Society wer e received, and t o a considerable 

extent acted upon, of the Appeal Board because other objectors 

who did have standiny adopted the evidence and submissions 

of the Society. 

The very wide grounds of objection available to any 

person were also noted in the Supreme Court in the case of 

Atihau-Whanganui Incorporation v Rangi tikei - toJa nganui 

Regional Water Board
15

, and in the Southland Skindive rs 

Club judgement
2

. In spite of this, EDS has strongly r ecommended 

to the l aw review committee that the requirements for status 

under this section be liberalised . 
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There has been little enforcement of the law by 

prosecution of offenders. Although the National Authority 

reported at the abolition of the Water Pollution Control 

Council (WPCC) (NWASC Authority 1972) that the "Council 

successfully took a number of prosecutions for offences 

relating to unauthorised discharges of wastes into 

classified water'' (p 12), the Council's enforcement record 

over its 8 years of existence was poor indeed. There were 

also a number of unsuccessful prosecutions, and the apparently 

routine renewal of Temporary Permits for persistent offenders 

was apparently used in preference to litigation. These 

permits came to be regarded in many quarters as 'licences 

to pollute'. 

Apart from the recent prosecution of dairy farmers in 

Taranaki, there has been little enforcement by the Boards, 

although there have been minor convictions (with minimal 

fines) in some areas on 'administrative' 9rounds - i.e. 

on the basis of no right being held for a use. Many of 

the Boards indicated that they do not consider prosecution 

appropriate at this stage, and are operatin~ on a basis 

of education and cooperation. This view has recently 

been reported in Soil and Water March 1975 a, p 11). 

Dr W.R. Holmes, who is in his second term of 
office as chairman of the North Canterbury Catchment 
Board, believes that catchment authorities should 
seek cooperation rather than act like policemen with 
batons in trying to enforce the water standards set 
down by the Water Resources Council. 

He supported his view by saying "the real exercise 
is how firmly do you press to keep in place sic (pace?) 
with public demands for higher water standare:rs--that 
r.iay be unrealistic". 

Even though the North Canterbury Catchment Board 
has powers of prosecution, in most areas Dr Holmes 
does not see the implementation of the standards as 
a 'penalty situation'. 

"While it is perfectly easy to blame discharges 
for the state of the waters, the public climate of 
the 1920's might have actively encoura~ed these 
activities. 

"Public acquiescence accepted these industries in 
the first place and now the public has to show some 
tolerance". 

Other commentators are not convinced that this appraoch 

is desirable .. Powles {1970) questioned whether enforcement 



had not been lost sight of in the development of a forest 

of coordination, and Williams {1975) has more forcibly 

stated: 
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It seems to me that vigorous enforcement of the law 
is called for especially in the case of persistent 
offenders. The only nrosecutions in recent time, to 
my knowledge, have been initiated by private indivi
duals or private organisation. But since the respons
ibility for administration and enforcement is placed 
squarely on the Regional Water Boards, I believe that 
they should acce?t first-line responsibility for 
enforcement (p 21). 

Other interactions 

Water use management issues do not a~pear to have 

become a national electoral issue to any extent, althou~h 

all such manage me nt is heavily political. Some projects 

with closely related water use or water quality issues 

have attracted national as well as regional attention 

(for example, the raising of Lake Manapouri and the sitiny 

of the aluminium smelter at Bluff, the Clutha hydro-electric 

development etc). 

Water user groups part icularly 'spe cialist' groups 

appear to have considerable political influence, outside 

these electoral consideration~, and the response of the 

Director may reflect this. Certainly such groups can be 

a signific a nt force at the regional level, and several 

have been active in electoral process in the recent local 

body election. The Boards themselves can and do use 

national politicians over local or regional issues, and 

one Board officer caustically observed that only a 

' ~inisterial' had any effect on the Water and Soil Division 

head office. 

In fact, it is difficult to establish the relationship 

between the government and the national agencies, both auth-

ority and councils, and servicing staff. The Deputy-Director 

commented that the procedure for preparation of Bills was 

poorly understood by those outside the system. It appears 

that there has been considerable departmental influence in 

the detail of the 1967 Act and Amendments {Figure 5 and 12). 

To establish to what extent consultation between departments 



occurs would require the comments of a seasoned observer 

of bureaucracy, but it does appear that the department 

in this case (the Water and Soil Division of the MOWD) is 

prey to both inter and intra-departmental lobby. That 

conflicts do occur is evidenced by the following observ

ation by the Depty-Director (N.W. Collins). He stated 

that "the Water and Soil Division is embarassed by the 

activities of the Commission for the Environment" and 

added "the funds being used to support the Commission 

would be better employed elsewhere - for example, in 

the Water and Soil Division". 

7.5 Law 

Many legal aspects have been considered in the pre

ceding chapters, and only a few general observations 

remain to be made. There have been a large number of 
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amendments, mostly of 'mopping or washing up' character, 

although some have continued the consolidation of the law. 

The result is a very complex and confused body of legislation, 

interpretation of which is difficult. All but two of the 

Boards reported problems with interpretation and thus 

implementation of many of the provisions, depending on 

particular problems in the region. Several felt that 

national guidelines as to interpretation were needed. 

Many Boards have sought their own solicitor's opinions, 

and found them at variance with those of the national 

organisation. 

Many commentators have noted the legal problems 

(McCaskill, 1973; Lello, 1974; EDS, 1974; Williams, 1975) 

and both the TCPAB and Supreme Court decisions have high

lighted the variety of language and thus interpretation 

possible. In the group of decisions on the Southland 

classification, the judge variously observed that the Act 

suffered from prolixity; was full of tautology; and that 

definitions overlapped. In the judgement on the Water 

Resources Council's appeal
2 

he commented on the · "lengthy 

Long Title" of the Act, and observed that "something can be 

found in it, and was, to support almost any argument" (p 2). 
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The Act suffers from many of the problems outlined for 

technological legislation by Hitchcock {1972), and fails 

in the primary r equirement of being readily understood. 

Hitchcock observes that rapid change can lead to confusion, 

and make it difficult even for exper t s to comprehend the law. 

It appears in this case that si mply bad law draughting may 

also be a significant factor. Despite this confusion, some 

clarification of l egal issues has occurred, a nd the question 

of appeal status has been out lined above . A recent dissert 

ation by Holm {1 975) examines in some dP.tail the question of 

locus standi in both this law and other statute and common 

law. As well as the decisions cited earlier, a number of 

other minor issues relating particularly to water rights have 

been discussed in appeals and Supreme Court cases, although 

these wil l not be discussed here. Whether the law review 

conuni ttee presently examining the law can produce further 

consolidating leyislation incorporatiny such clarification 

as has occurred, and avoid the a mbi guities and contradictions 

apparent in the present statute, remains to be seen. 

All the preceding discussion of the probl ems evident in 

implenen ta ti on of the law, and in inte rpretin<J the law its elf, 

reinforces the observation made in the Introduction, that 

the law is the major determinant of the mana<;;erne nt structures 

and functions. The general lack of recognition of this in 

the academic c o ntext by ~any of the disciplines involved in 

water use manayernen t appears to be parallelled · in the 're al 

world ' situation. A Board officer observed that once a 

system is estal• lished in law, clarification mus t be left 

to legal processes, unless the law is altered. It appears 

from the responses to the Appeal Board decisions, that 

this has only recently been fully re al ised by t he Or9anisation. 

It can be seen that there is a wide ranye or problems inh-

erent in the management reyi me . Some of these are not ve ry 

significant, others a r e basic issues which must be resolved 

before management of the resource and the users of the 

resource can fulfill either the spirit of the law or t he 

expectations of many of the users. In terms of the Rodel, 

most of the proble~ s aris0 as expected in the linka ~es 

be twee n the coi'ponen ts \•.ri thin the socio-econo:.1ic sys t c :n , 



and the transfer and tr ans l ation of infor ~ation on the 

bioohysical syste~ status. A r esume o f the prob l ems and 

issues raisPd, and identificatjon of the most important 

of them, will be made in Chapter 10, after consideration 

o f overseas experience in wat er u se management. 
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CHAPTER 8 

REGIONALISM AND PLANNING 

The involvement of water (and soil) management ac;,encies 

in the t wo issues of regionalism and planning has recently 

been bro uyht to the fore, l argely because of the 1 967 Act 

and their wa t e r use manac;iement role . Geoyraphy has long 

b ee n closely associated with the study of these t~o sub

jects, and thei r i m?ortance in the fut ure of water use 

management in New Zealand ayain indicates the va lidity 

of consideriny current resource management prob l ems in 

a geographical framework . 

8.1 Water Regions 

A discuss ion of the concept of r~~ions is not gerMaine 

to this thesis, although a theoretical analysis s uch as 

that provided by Gri ~g (1967) is valuable backyround to 

any reyional considerations . Neither will the development 

of regional concepts in New Zealand he traced. It will 

be obvious from earlier chapters that the role of the 

reyional ayenci es is very important in the manayement 

structure created by the 1 967 Act, and a ~ood deal of 

attention has been paid to the ir structures and functions . 

The diversity of problems faced by the RWBs, and the way 

in which their operations have been determined by these 

problems has been a lluded to. It appears these probl ems 

have a definite spatial component . In discussing the 

Boards' performance in the early application of the 1 967 

Act , and their subsequent administration of existing uses 

and water ri ~ht applications, there appeared to be a 

pattern determined by relative wat er-abundance in the 

region. Similarly the Board ' s approach to water qua l ity 

control apparent ly re l a t es to the existing quality 

situation and problems . These regional characteristics 

and the actual extent of the wa t er reg ions appear to 

have a considerable impact on regional manayement policies 

and operations. 
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The water use manayement functions were imposed on 

already established regional agencies, the Catchment Boards, 

whose districts became water regions. Although there was 

not complete coveraye of the country by the Catchment Boards 

or the other authorities (Fiyure 7) in 1967, this has now 

been achieved. Eighteen of these water regions are catchment 

based, and thus are simple physical regions which apart 

from very minor boundary irregularities contain complete 

river basins. Of these eighteen, two Boards (Waitaki 

Catchment Commission and Waikato Valley Authority) have 

single basin regions; the remainder consist of a number 

of catchments, although they are often centred on one 

or two major rivers. The remaining two regions are the 

urban 'regions' of Auckland and Wellington, for which 

RWBs have only recently been established. The regions here 

are clearly community of interest' based although in both 

cases the boundaries have been extended to complete catchments. 

This system of hydrolo g ically sound regions is frequently 

regarded as a major strength of the New Zealand water use 

management system. In the early discussions of the consol

idating legislation, the existing catchment authority 

regional base was automatically assumed to be appropriate 

for water use control. There has been considerable emphasis 

in overseas literature on the importance of regions being 

catchment based, and this has of course been echoed in 

New Zealand. Hellinga (1960) in examininy local admini

stration of water control in a number of European countries 

considered taking the river basin as the unit area to be 

of ''vast importance" ( p 19) , and Fesler ( 1964) maintained 

that the basin concept introduces a new kind of functional 

'whole' into organisation thinkin~. Kneese and Bower 

(1968) believe that regional agencies should have basin 

wide jurisdiction. Bormann and Likens (1969) see the 

watershed as a logical ecosystem, O'Riordan and M6re (1969) 

have stressed the basin's role as a system, and Haggett 

(1972) identified watersheds as nested regions and regional 

ecosystems (p 248). In examining a model water use act 

for the state of Florida, U.S.A., Maloney (1970) held that 
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each management district must be a hydrologically sound 

unit, and county lines and other political boundaries should 

be ignored. Powell {1972 b) considers the river basin to 

offer a spatial unit which transcends any partial view 

focussing on rivers, lakes etc., and to be a "comprehensive 

natural unit which is also a highly valuable spatial frame

work for all types of data collection on the behaviour of 

water and water bodies" (p 93). Pereira (1973) in con-

sidering land use and water resources, comments that for 

water affairs there must be some reference to main catch-

ment area boundaries. He also notes the drastic reor9ani-

sation required in countries with long civic histories and 

little previous need to be concerned with water matters. 

In New Zealand a regional approach has also been regarded 

as essential (McMahon, no date, p 237), and there has been 

some recent discussion of watersheds as a basis for estab-

lishing regional boundaries (Ackley, 1975). 

In much of this discussion, the importance of a 

hydrological unit as a ma na geme nt district is simply assumed, 

and there has been surprisingly little critical examination 

of this preMise . There have however, been san e recent 

suggestions that the catchr.1 ent <n ay ~ be the r·wst appropriate 

management unit, and Powe ll (1972 b) halances his earlier 

conments in favour of the bas in concept with the following 

( p 93) : 

The re has been a tendency to exagyerate the value 
of the basin, as if it were some type of all- e mbracing 
unit which is a gift from the yods; a ready-made guide 
for enlightened planners. Three obvious complaints 
can be raised against this tendency. 

(1) To translate plans into reality is always 
a difficult process, involving communication and 
cooperation between the many different parties 
involved. In this context, the river basin is a 
most difficult concept for the residents of such 
an area to comprehend and at any given moment 
there may be a number of contrary forces working 
against the emergence of any 'regional thinking' 
which could help so much in planning strategy -
agricultural-industrial competition, antipathy 
between urban and rural residents, lack of contact 
between upstream and downstream residents. All 
of these issues may precede the unified basin 
concept in the thinking of water users. 



(2) In real situations it may be more pertinent 
for water management planning to select areal units 
which reflect use patterns rather than the natural 
system itself .... Where urban concentrations 
heavily dominate the socio-political-economic 
situation, they may also dominate the water use 
pattern and there is a very reasonable arguMent to 
be made for urban-based spatial units which reflect 
this dominance. 

{3) Although the river basin has already proven 
its utility in European countries, elsewhere it may 
be unsuitable purely because of its greater size. 

Although the third criticism is not valid for New 

Ze aland, the first two are very real. There have been 

other suggestions that social groupings are appropraite 

for water management. For example Smith {1964) has 
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discussed the role of the 'public district' in management, 

and raises an important aspect often neglected in consid

eration of basin-wide control - that is, underground water. 

Although the hydrological links between surface and ground

water cannot be ignored, there is often a different 

attitude expressed by users towards groundwater uses which 

is not sensitive to regional considerations. There has 

been, however, soMe discussion of the link between physical 

and social re gions, and the ir interdependence (Gri gg, 1967) 

and Smith {1969) has looked at the drainage basin as an 

historical basis for human activity. 

The question now arises as to whether the riresent 

re g ions est ab lished originally for flood control and soil 

conservation purposes (water-as-entity-management) are 

appropriate for the predominantly social water use manage

ment role. This can be stated in another way. Do the 

technical advantages of hydrological sound and apparently 

functional regions outweigh the problems created by regions 

which do not reflect water use problems o r represent 

regions based on a 'community of interest'? With reference 

to Figure 5, this is asking whether the regional management 

agency can operate effectively in its regional jurisdiction 

over a subsystem of the biophysical system, if the water 

user bloc does not have a parallel scale of interest or 

orientation. 

It appears in many of the regions in New Zealand, 
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problems do arise hecause of this, and the proposals for 

regional reorganisation are emphasising this issue. The 

central North Island provides a prime example, with a socio

economic community of interest which areally includes the 

headwaters of many catchments, based around Lake Taupo, 

part 0£ the Waikato River system. The present water region 

includes just the Taupo basin, and the agency is based in 

Hamilton. In the Manawatu region, largely due to the 

antecedent Manawatu River, the upper catchments are separated 

from the lower by the Tararua and Ruahine Ranyes. The 

orientation of the communities in the upper catchments is 

towards the Hawke's Bay or Wairarapa districts rather than 

the Manawatu itself. In some regions this separation of 

physical and social regions is manifest in remoteness of 

Board offices from certain areas {Westland is particularly 

troubled by this) although district sub-offices have eased 

the situation in some regions. 

Most Boards report small areas within their regions 

where interest and cooperation by users is high, and often 

local committees develop to control and oversee uses. 

These invariably have an economic productive base, and 

represent small scale social groupings. It could be 

considered that the 'success' of the Taranaki Catchment 

Commission in controlling £arm waste discharyes, as 

measured by the prosecutions, has relied on an established 

managerial community of interest provided by the Counties. 

A further related problem with the present situation is 

the lack of homo~eneity within reyions, and diversity between 

the regions. It is often assumed that catchments are homo-

geneous, but in terms of water use manayement this is not so, 

and a number of New Zealand rivers traverse a range of water 

use demands and problems. The situation is compounded where 

the regions contain a number of catchments, as the majority in 

£act do. The variation between the regions, and the con

sequent effect on Board policies has been shown, and has 

been recognised as a potential problem since the consolidated 

legislation was first in preparation (Ministry of Works, 1965). 

This situation with Boards £acing many dissimilar problems 

has led to much of the fragmentation of policy and dissatis-
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faction with the national servicing E>xpressed by the Boards. 

Thus it appears that the pr esen t regions may not be 

particularly suitable for water~ management. Hoi.,•ever, 

it is generally regarded as desirable to integrate the use 

management role and the structur a l resource manayeLlent 

function embodied in the catchment authorities. For the 

flood control manage~ent role particul a rly the technical 

needs are accep ted as overriding the soc ial. It is worth 

noting that the ad-hoc catchment authority structure and 

regional catchment districts were only establi shed after the 

failure of most existing socio-economic administrations 

(the territorial authorities) to undertake this management 

role (Bush, 1975). Although water use management up 

till now has been primarily administrative, the increasing 

awareness 0£ the totality 0£ wa ter resource manayement 

confirms the ne e d to link these roles at regiona l level. 

Consideration of schemes to retain flood peaks £or water 

s upply as well as flood control, is a n exanple of thi s 

trend . The developing interes t in land and water u se 

planning also stresses the invisibility of these functions . 

Th e above di scussion highli~hts the fact tha t there 

was little emphasis on the natur e of the mana~ement 

probl ems , or the appro:Jriateness of the existing re~ions 

a t the time the conprehensive l egi s lation was prepared . 

8 .2 Reyional Land Use Planning 

The Boards in their ori~inal role as catchment auth

orities, have long been involved in l and use p l anning in 

the high country, and concerned with land use in r e lation 

to flood control and draina ye work in lowland areas . 

However, it has only been in recent years that the Boards ' 

lack of contribution to the for mal planning process under 

the 1953 Town and Country Planning Act has come under 

scrutiny. This is due in par t to increased pressure of 

development, but also because of the Board 's wider functions 

under the 1967 Act. 

Much of the Boards' interest stems from the 1941 Act, 

a nd the i nformal input to planning has been mostly involved 

with minimising flood or erosion hazards. Again the re i s 
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a diversity of problems. For example, the Nelson Board is 

concerned with forestry development, and Gisborne is closely 

involved in the East Coast project. Increasingly Boards 

have found themselves involved in land use problems with 

water right proceedings, and the two 'new' urban Boards, 

Auckland and Wellington, are particularly concerned with 

water rights relating to urban development. Some Boards 

report an indirect involvement in land use decisions even 

before right proceedings have begun, with industry 'shopping 

around' for sites where water is available for either taking 

or discharging into. 

This expansion of the planning role of the RWBs has been 

strongly supported by the national agencies. Several Board 

officers offered the opinion that this has been an enlightened 

approach which has encouraged them to take their role more 

seriously. The Authority pushed for a full involvement of 

water and soil agencies in regional planning in submissions 

to the Town and Country Planning Act Review Committee in 

1973, and a numbe r of guidelines have been produced which 

directly relate to land use and land development problems. 

The latest of these (NWASCO, 1.975 a) is regarded by so11 e 

Boards as unworkable unless the Boards have a greater 

statutory role, but generally these are Boards that are 

in conflict with their constituent local authorities. 

There have been a number of recent conferences which 

have dealt in part with the link between water and land 

use. Again the NZIE have played a significant role and part 

of their 1973 Conference was a symposium erititled Water 

in the Development of a Region. The papers by Norton and 

Roberts are particularly si~nificant. A similar symposium 

in 1974 discussed regional management of sea coasts and 

lake shores and Howard's paper (1974) outlined the 

Orgnaisation policy and involvement in coastal development. 

The interrelationship between the 1967 Water and Soil 

Conservation Act and the 1953 Town and Country Planning 

Act has been emphasised by a recent TCPAB hearing and 

subsequent Supreme Court decision on appeal of a right 

1 . . b . . d15 app ication y the King Country Electric Power Boar . 

The Appeal Board initially held that the 1967 Act does not 



provide for the resolution of conflicting priorities 

between land use and water use . The subsequent judgement 

and the Appeal Board reversal of its previous decision 

indicates that the i967 Act can be used £or this purpose. 

A r ecent TCPAB Practice Note has further reinforced 

the connection . This suygests that where a developmen t 

proposal requires a consent under both Acts, applications 
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should be made at the same time. In such cases, the Appeal 

Boards as a yeneral practice will not hear an appeal l odged 

under one Act until the result of t he application under the 

other Act is known. If appeals follow under both Acts, 

they will be dealt with together. This last approach 

has already been followed with recent appeals13 

There have also been a number of recent articles 

discus s iny the Boards' and 1967 Acts involvement in 

regional planning (Pember ton, 1974; Town, 1974; Bel lamy, 

1975 a). At the 1975 Catchmen t Authorities Conference 

the r emits and addresses from delegates repeatedly referred 

to the contribution that catchme nt authorities could, and 

must make towards town and country planning and land develop

me nt p lans (NZ Local Government, July 1 975) . 

8.3 Loca l Gove rnment Reorganisation 

The r apid increase of interest in re giona lism and 

r egiona l pl anniny shoivn by the Boards and the Or ganisation 

is duP alMost e ntirely to the proposals for reo r ganisation 

of l ocal yove rn0ent under the r ece nt 1974 Local Gove rnment 

Act. These proposals, wh ich threaten the very existence 

of the Boards , as ad- hoc loca l bodies, have resulte d in a 

f a r yreater s ense of unity betwee n the Boards. The Organ-

isation has supported the Boards, an d encouraged a positive 

stance, to the ex tent t hat there has been ~reater cohesion 

and consultation on this issue than on a ny previous issue. 

The reasons for this activity a re clearly indicated in the 

following report of an address by the present Minister 0£ 

Local Government, Henry i'>lay. 

Mr May recalled that the Parliamentary Loca l Bills 
Committee which carried out an enquiry into the structure 



o:f local government in 1959-60 "came down very 
strongly against government by ad hoc authorities". 

On the one hand, the committee said, ad hoc 
authorities were "a natural consequence of the lack 
of proper reorganisation and co-ordination of the 
territorial structure" and, on the other, "tended to 
:further complicate and weaken the whole structure 
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of local government". J\fr Ma y then commented: "We 
can expect to see the g radual disa ppearnace o:f most 
of the ad hoc authorities and the absorption of their 
responsibilities by either territorial authorities 
where appropriate or by re gional bodies where they 
can only be administered at that level. 

"I would be the :first to accept that many of these 
ad hoc bodies have done a wonderful job. But the ad 
hoc authority, no matter how efficient it might be, is 
a diversion o:f effort and, as the 1960 committee said, 
a con:fusiny £actor which contributes to that apathy 
towards local affairs which is such a disquietening 
£actor in our local scene. 

"But that is not the whole story by any means. 
Far too many ad hoc authorities tend to become unduly 
subservient to central bodies, there is little coordin
ation between those o:f different types, there are too 
many examples 0£ overlapping jurisdiction and too much 
unco-ordinated competition :for :financial and other 
resources. And the y are not all e fficient b y any me ans. 

"Under the p rovisions of the Act the £unction of 
those ad hoc authorities which are limited geo graphically 
and could be absor bed in the territorial structure will 
in general be absor bed by territorial authorities. Those 
which . have a regional i mpact will become the responsi
bility of the ne w regional bodies - regional councils 
or united councils. 

"The regional councils and unit e d councils will 
be bodi es under which all functions of a re g ional 
n a ture will be coordinated under single administra
tions. That is their whole pur p ose - coordinated 
administration of re gional functions. (NZ Local 
Government, September 1975 a p 19}. 

In the £ace of these pro po s als, which incidentally are 

regarded b y some planners as dis guis e d centralist, not region

alist, move~ (Bagnall, 1 9 75) the Association has pr e sente d 

a remarkably united :front. Supported by the Or yanisation, 

(A.W. Gibson, pers. comm.) a policy statement in :favour of 

integration with regional councils has been adopted. 

Because of the representation and administrative proposals 

for United Councils (a type of commission str~cture, with 

staffing and services by one of the constituent territorial 

authorities) the Association is strongly opposed to these 

councils and is adamant that i:f necessary the authorities 



should remain outside them and continue to function as 

special purpose r egional authorities. 
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There has been some criticism of this early declar 

ation of policy by C.N . Mackenzie, the Counties Association 

representative on the Authority, because of the uncertainty 

at the present time as to what form or for ms the regional 

bodies wou ld take . He is reported to have said that the 

declaration was premature and that "quite a numl>er of elected 

members are having second thoughts about it". This presum

ably means elected Board members (NZ Local Government , 

Sep tember 1 975 b, p 23). From the inte rviews with Board 

officers, the majority of Boards do support the Association 

stand, although the Conmissions in particular are not as 

opposed to United Co uncils. 

Apart from the questions of representation, there was 

particular concern by srnne Boards that the boundaries of 

the present water reg ions would be a ltered, based on the 

perhaps uncritical belief that the catchment based r e gions 

p rovide the best management district. This varied between 

the Boards . Some have areas which a r e like ly to remain 

intact, others consider loss of small catchments or even 

parts of major catchments would be of little concern . 

In c ontrast, other Boards such as Rangitikei-Wan yanui 

and Waikato (whose reg ions include oart of the central 

North Island are i;ie ntion€"d earlier) and Manawa tu are v1orried 

that substantial and i mportant parts of the catchments may 

be separated under a regiona l council structure. Bo th 

these Boards and the Dir ector, felt that although the 

provisions in the Local Government Act for outdistricts 

could be i nvoked in these situations, ~anagemcnt could 

be overstretched if these outdistricts are too lar ~e. 

The question of financing of the water and soil activi t ies 

in the regional counci l was raised by S€veral Boards, but 

the ramifications of this problem are too many to be 

discussed he re . 

Some of the Boards, and to some extent the Association, 

are pressing for the Boards to operate as bulk water supply and 

sewage trea trnent ayencies . The y point to both the Wellington 

Boa rd and overseas, particularly British, regional structures 



in support of this. This r eflects a yrowin g interest in 

involving t he agency furthe r in the i mpleme ntation role 

(Stages 4 and 5. Figure 2) . 

It is not known whethe r or n o t the Local Governme nt 

Commi ss ion presently heariny submissions fr om affected 

local authorities is c o nsiderin g such functi ona l i ss ues . 

Even i f it is, it is uncertain what we i yh ting will be 

given these functions in d e t ermining the re gional body and 

boundar i es. If the Co!·1mission ' s a ttitudes a re similar to 

or influenced by the p l anne r s present at the NZ Planning 

I ns ti t ute ' s Au tumn Se:·1inar at ~·1assey University , May 1975, 

the Boa rds and ad hoc loca l bodies will be ~iven littl e 

consideration at all. 

Some further discus s i on of the i r.1plications of reory

anisation f o llows in considering prospec ts for the future . 

Once the Commission 's intentions a r e known th e re must be 

r apid a lteratio n or development o f mana~ement pr ocedur e s 

to operate efficiently in the ne~ region a l f r amewor k . 

] 7~ 

Lello (1.974) point s this out in stressin<::; that "t he creation 

of effect i ve r.ianas,,emen t systems for re~i ons will have to be 

c ons idered we ll in advanc e of legis l ation i f a new a ct est 

a blishin g res;ional councils is to be i mp l cr.ien ted effectively". 



PART III 

NEW ZEALAND f ·1At~AGEMENT 

I N PERSPECTIVE 
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CHAPTER 9 

OVERSEAS COMPARISONS 

Part II has dealt with problems and issues of present 

water use mana9ement. Any evaluation or judyement t·1hich 

was i mplied in discussing the issues, arose from consideriny 

the performance of the system in impl ementing its own stated 

goals or intentions . This introverted view of the success 

of the organisational and functional aspects of control is 

inherent in Many of the opinions reported, in that the 

conments are often hased on an expectation of how the 

established regime should operate. A number of the views, 

par ticularly those held outside the overall orsanisation 

created by the 1967 Act, have a broader base and reflect 

' public ' or specialist concepts of appropriate management 

agencies and operation. 

Frequently, these commentators have drawn attention to 

overseas experience, and it is per tinent to now consider 

the New Zealand pa ttern in thi s context. In this way , those 

problems which are international rather than just peculiar 

to New Zealand can be identified, and the success or failur e 

of the New Zealand system to cope with these issues also 

indicated. This comparison will be used to hi~hlight the 

strengths and wea k nesses of the framework, (Fi~ures 3 and 5 

should again be referred to) and will follow a similar 

pattern to Part II. 

Before examining water use management in this regard 

it must be pointed out that the integ r a tion at both regional 

and national level of both wa ter use management and other 

aspects of water resource management, is a major strength 

of the New Zealand system . Much of the overseas management 

is conducted by single purpose authorities, and although 

certain functions (such as the structural or i mplementation 

aspects of water use ~anagement) remain largely outside 

the major agencies in New Zealand, the pattern here is very 

much closer to a multipurpose approach. Obviously this is 

viewed on l y within water resource manayement, but as has been 
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shown there is increasing involvement of the water agencies 

in broader resource management decisions. Because the 

present management is primarily regulatory or administrative, 

apart from the irrigation and rural water supply functions, 

this is more a potential strength. It is only now that the 

essential linkages between these management functions at 

the operational l evel are being recognised. 

9.1 Wa ter Rights 

The water rights system can best be discussed with 

reference to the United Nations co 111parison of Jegal 

regimes for the abstraction and use of water (1 972 ). 

In this, riparian, prior appropriation and admi nistrative 

dispositions of water, are described and it is clear that 

the NZ rights are a form of the last type. Distinction 

is made between different forms of authorisation in this 

disposition and the two major for ms are described as follows : 

In administrative l aw 'permits' are distin<;;i uished 
fr om 'concessions' since it is generally accepted that 
the former are p recarious and revocable and create 
obligations only for persons in receip t thereof, 
whereas concessions are for a fi xed period or perp
etual create reciprocal obligations, and their 
revocation is governed by law. Consequently, the 
procedure for obtaining them is different, since a 
concession has a certain condition of stability 
t-.:h ich a oe r mi t lacks . (United Na tions , l 972, ? 18) . 

It wo uld se0n that NZ riyhts ar e concessions rather than 

oermits in this dPfinition. It is interestin~ to note that 

authorisations. as well as being call0d p0r n its or concessions, 

are variously named lico nces, cons0nts 1 or yrants , and the 

word ri ght is used only in a yeneral sense, rarely as t he 

actual naMP of the authorisation. It •1ay be recalled t hat 

the change of the name from 'licence ' to 'riyht' was one 

of the alterations in thee com;ri i t tee s taS:Jes of t he original 

Bi ll. Several Bo a rd officers co~mented that this t0rm is 

inappro~riate when the 'sole riyht' to water use is in 

fact vested in the Crown (Section 21). In particular, it 

was felt that there should be no such thin~ as a ri~ht to 

discharge. 
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The allowance of 'reasonable use' without obligation 

for domestic stock and firefightiny is con parable to modified 

riparian concepts continued in other basically administrative 

overseas regimes, although provision in this dispensation 

for small gardens has not been ra ade in New Zealand. It is 

noted that this priority accorded to do~estic use extends 

to munici pa l and conmunity water supply in most jurisdictions. 

~'Ja ny Boards in NZ are requirin g ri gh ts for town supply, and 

this avoids the 'accide ntal' hiyh priority accorded to 

industrial us e in urban ar e as be cause it co~e s und e r the 

um brella of municipal supoly. Th e fact that supply of 

wate r for do; r:0stic a nd r:mnici1Jal USE' rrmains in the 

hands of local ':) Ov er:111en t is not unusu a l , e i the r. 

The quE' stion of wh o holds t h<=' r iyh t and can use the 

v:ater is often cl Parly stated in other l aw , and the NZ 

system a -)p~ars to be lackin~ in t his r e'Ja rd. In particular , 

th e link between land and the wa t er concession is . often 

strict, with the concession yiven for a particular piece 

of land and attached to it. In some countries, permits 

or concessions are ~iven to ultimate users, and not supp ly 

a~encies or the p urve yors of wa ter. This is in contrast 

to the NZ procedure for irrigation and rural water supply 

riyhts, whe r e the riyhts are granted to the suppliers. 

The NZ system for application for rights is very 

democratic in comparison with many overseas examples, as is 

the extent of public access to a 1 r e gister of uses'· Similarly 

the protection of wa ter users is high, with the Tribunal 

and appeal p rocedures.The NZ system also provided good pro-

t e ction of pre-existing uses. The UN co~parison found the 

way in which existin':) uses are catered for in the change to 

new regimes, critical for th e future success of control. 

The NZ systen covers most of the administration issues 

raised, such as duration of right; transfer (although 

without the land/user link clarified the practical appli

cation of this is difficult, as discussed earlier); provi

sion for loss or forfeiture for non-compliance; and the 

question of easements. In contrast with many oversees 

systems the oriorities for uses are not clearly spelled 
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out in NZ, but as the UN notes, where 11 pul>lic interest is 

made the main or the sole criterion for priority, the water 

administration is left with more discretion. " (United 

Nations, 1972, p 85). 

In r egard to the basis for allocation of supply, and 

the quantity allowe d for users, United Nations comments: 

The quantity of water that the user may receive 
de pends ultimately upon his needs and upon the avail
ability of reat0r; it can v irtually be defined as a 
function of thosP t wo factors. In practice; howe ver, 
matching needs and availability of water so as to 
achieve an acceptable balance and an acceptable share 
for all users has proved far from simple and has 
resulted in a number of varied formulae in which 
custom and even happenstance have played an import
ant role (ibid, p 172) 

The formulae liste d include: unli rni ted; 'beneficial' 

use; share of supply; per unit of land; and crops grown; 

s e veral of these are being applied in NZ, particularly 

the last three, although here the amount is expressed 

quantitative ly based on calculations from available supply 

or requirements. It seems that the NZ flexibility is in 

fact an advantage in this situation. 

The UN analysis includes a large section on payment for 

water, and it appe ars that the NZ regi me is virtually alone 

in p roviding no system of charging for use. The question 

of payment in relation to supply authorities is raised in 

some detail, although this a gai n is rather divorced from 

the NZ consolidating law, except for irrigation relation

ships bet~een suppliers and the administrative a gencies 

are noted. User grou~s in NZ do not appear to have the 

same level of representation on the agencies, but this 

is probably due to the strength of the wa ter user assoc-

iations in other countries. In arid or se~i-arid climates 

particularly user organisations are very active. 

Much of the analysis in the United Nations text relates 

to abstractive uses only, and the New Zealand system appears 

much broader in scope than much of the law discussed. 

Many of the general trends observed by the UN have been 

repeated here, although the increased role of the government 

in construction is more recent than that reported in many 
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countries. 

9.2 Water Quality 

There has been considerable emphasis on water quality 

management in overseas literature. Authors such as Craine 

(1969) and Gibson (1971) maintain that water quality should 

be the integrator of water resource management . This per

haps indicates that quality considerations have often been 

the poor cousins of other control issues. Almost the 

reverse is true in New Zealand. Water pollution control 

had a substantial background before inclusion in the 

comprehensive legislation, albeit an ineffective one, and 

to a large e x t en t was simp ly transferred to th e water use 

agencies . Although Cowie's 1959 paper indicates a thoroug h 

background in many of the issues in control, there was 

apparently no review of the procedures undertake n in 1971 

be fore transfer. This was apparently in the hope that the 

problems could be cured simply by a shift in administration. 

Ce rtainly there was none of the analysis of staffing 

needs, administration or financing; or overall economic 

analysis regarded as important by Klassen (1962) and WHO 

(1966), despite the observations by Knox (1970) and the 

1970 Physical Environment Confer e nce (McMahon, no date). 

Although considerations of the most e ffective control 

systems w~re available at this time (Kneese and Bowe r, 

1968; D~les, 1968), the earlier regulation by stream or 

rece iving water standards wa s not reviewe d (or if reviewed, 

obviously not i mple mented). O'Riordan (1971 h) sees 

receiving water standards as an inefficient mechanism for 

promoting optimu~ quality, and less co mmon and effective 

than effluent standards. He re ~o rts the latter to be 

"relatively si mple to administer , 1;1onitor and enforce" 

(p 74). Effluent standards are not regarded as highly 

by other writers, hmvever, and : ·~ ey ( 1969) indicates a 

more away from effluent to river standards in Britain, whe r e 

effluent statid~rds developed and have traditionally been 

applied. O'Riordan notes, however, that stream stand~rds 

may be necessary to safeguard public health and welfare, 

and provide the focus around which to assess broad public 
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preferences for certain levels of water quality. 

Subsidy systems, which theoretically encourage waste 

treatment are also discussed, but generally are discounted in 

favour of effluent charges. Subsidies are available in New 

Zealand for municipal waste treatment. In c ombination with 

wate r supply subsidies these total approximately $7.5 

million per year (Thorn, 1975). These are available under 

different l eg islation, and obviously do not offer any 

incQnt ive to industrial dischargers. 

O'Riordan (1971 b) reviews the support for effluent 

charging in some detail, and there have been other case 

studies indicatiny its effectiveness (Millar et al, 1971). 

Further discussion of this issue is not necessary, other 

than to point out that in all the criticism of the New 

Zealand procedures there has been no su~yestion that economic 

disincentives should be imposed. 

New Zealand is not unique in atternptiny enforcement by 

r egulation via standards. Both ~neese and Bowe r (1968) 

and O'Riordan (1971 b ) observe that this is the most common 

method of pollution control, because it is administratively 

more practicable than either of the two alternative approaches 

{subsidy and charge) and because it is politically and socially 

more acceptahle to polluters (industries and public). Certain-

ly the debate in NZ on classification and the standards has 

not seriously questioned the basis of reyulation by stan

dards. 

The predominance of control by standards has led to a 

wealth of literature discussing standards and criteria. 

Apart from detailed coverages for particular areas such as 

that by McKee and Wolf (1963), al most all 'texts' include 

a section on appropriate parameters (For example, Klein, 

1966). The debate on flexibility v. rigidity of standards 

is also vigorous overseas. White {1969) favours a mb i guity 

as well, considering that this allows a high deyree of 

administrative discretion in applying a p+o~ram, and flex

ibility to change in time and place as needs, perception and 

technology change. He cites (p 61) Wolman {1950) as statin9: 



Almost every situation on almost every body of 
water in this country is a problem in itself. As a 
rule, the solution to such problems is not assisted 
materially by re£~rring to a convenient handbook. 
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The solution lies in most instances in the considered 
balancing 0£ technical and financial conveniences and 
equities, out of which the perennial compromises of 
judgments ensue. In more instances than one, any 
criterion, in law or in rule, which stands in the way 
of these compromises is unfortunate. They lead either 
to unwise and unwarranted expenditures or to acrimonious 
debate and delay in correctives. Administrative judg
ment and decision are the results of intelligent diag
nostic techniques, bargaining, availability of the 
dollar, and adaptability to the local scene. They 
are not and never have been the result of legislative 
fiat, even when this is re-inforced by formulas of 
pseudo-mathematical character. 

While this could be considered an apology £or nor mative 

decision making, it is relevant to New Zealand and does 

illustrate the need £or flexibility. While there is criticism 

of the flexible standards in NZ, the rigid standards (part-

icularly bacteriological) are also under £ire. The £act that 

rigid bacterial parameters have largely been discarded in 

Britain (Dr A.L. Downing ex-Director of the Water Pollution 

Research Labo~atory, Stevenage, England in discussion at 

Biotechnology Conference Massey University, May 1975) tends 

to support flexibility. 

There appears to he two possible conflicting views 

of the NZ system. Either the present standards result 

from the Organisation being unwilling or unable to change 

them in the light 0£ overseas experience; or the Organ

isation advisers have, in enlightened anticipation of over

seas trends, developed flexible standards which are simply 

not understood or accepted by sectors 0£ the scientific 

community because they have not been developed in the usual 

'trial and error' manner 

Whichever of these alternatives proves to be correct, it 

is in the next phase of control that the present system 

is notably lacking. McLoughlin (1972) obser0es that setting 

of standards cannot be divorced from the problem of enforce

ment, and yet as the e·arlier discussion of the RWB role in 

control has indicated, the application of the receiving 

water standards is poorly prescribed. Southgate (1969) 

considers that "scientific management of the water economy 
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requires that river authorities should be able to predict 

what the effect of discharging a given effluent in a spe cific 

receiving water will be" (p 15). Thomann (1972) regards 

water quality syste~s analysis as ess ential to avoid the 

lack of r a tional unde r-pinning of decision makiny that has 

existed in the pas t. Before sophisticated modelling such 

as Thomann excellently reviews can be applied. 

These have not been readily available from publishe d 

sources, and Kittre ll and West (1967) de plored the lack of 

standard p rocedures at the basic wat e r quality survey 

planning stage . Howe ve r, as early as 1962, Pe trik laid 

·down guidelines for such surveys and there have been papers 

pub lished recently (Montgomery and Hart, 1974; Ox ley and 

Wallis, 1974). Sophisticated inte rpretative and predictive 

t echniques are detailed in Thomann's text, but he notes the 

importance of close liaison with field sampling and data 

analysis activities. 

Do~ni ny (1971) d0scrihcs the shortcomin gs of predictive 

m0thods ho~ever. and Gr ee nherg et a l ( 1974) conclude for 

Kor th eas t r rn Ne1~ J e rsey, U. S . A. , t ha t the r eoort iny. recordins 

and stora~e of wat~r quality a nd effluen t data i s \ spott y ~ 

and forms an inadequate foundation on wh ich to base control 

solutions. Also, papers such as Elvins (1974) indicate a 

r e l a tive lack of sophistication in monitoring progr ams. 

The last t~o papers indicate that monitoriny strate sy i s not 

ne c essarily efficiently applied overseas, and it has be en 

commented that even with considerable advances, really 

accurate prediction will never be poss ible (Water Research 

Association, 1964) . 

In this field, a nd in monito ring technoloyy there 

appears to have been no attemp t t o trans p lant or translate 

overseas experience to New Zealand . This technology is 

closely linked to strategy, and ranges from simple quality 

analysis, to biolo~ical indices, and instrumentation. Millar 

e t al (1 971) discuss these techniques and an exhaustive 

collection of papers on biological aspects is found in 

Cairns and Dickson (1973). The re is considerable emphasis 

on instrume ntation overseas, and the use of remote automatic 

monitoring equipment is commonplace . Instrumentation is a lso 



discussed in ~tandard texts {Klein, 1966) and authors such 

as McDermott et al (1969); Briggs {1972), Drake {1972), 

and Phillips and Mack {1975) discuss both needs and the 

range of equipment available. The belief held by the 
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Organisation technical advisory that such instrumentation is 

'unreliable' is a failure to k eep up with overseas evidence 

and progress to third-generation equipment. O'Riordan {1971 

b) has discussed the application of ga mes theory to control 

of pollution, and there already seems to be a process of 

baryaining between the Boards and the dischargers occurring 

in New Zealand. 

Game theory involves common interest, uncertainty 
of each other's actions in any given situation, and 
tremendous dependence upon precedent. The process 
of bargaining to resolve conflict means that both 
sides must give ground to gain ground. This whole 
procedure is clothed in ritual, opening with threats 
(bombastic statements) by the pollution-control agency, 
followed by a period of withdrawal when behind the 
sce nes bar ga ining tak es place, and ending in so me 
for m of compromise, eithe r as to the a mount or 
ti n ing of pollution- control me asures or b oth. The 
emphasis is upon incrementalism {Major institutional 
chan ge s do not occur rapidly), ritual, and continuing 
ne gotiation to achieve what is desriable rather than 
optimal b y searching for common g round amongst all 
interested parties. In some instances the recog
nition of the need for cooperation and the establish
ment of a common purpose is a notable achievement •••. 
This entire process centres around some focal point, 
be it air or water quality standards for specific 
k inds of emission, or individual effluent controls, 
since bargaining cannot tak e place in the abstract 
or acro!?s a wide range of issues. {ibid, p 78) 

Although objectors are involved in the bargaining process 

here, and the threats from the agencies and ine rtia by the 

polluters are not as marked, this pattern is appearing. 

In some regions this has developed because the management role 

of the Boards is undefined and the relation between dischar ges 

and standards cannot be set. 

The recognition of other water quality problems lags 

behind overseas knowledge, but this is partly because these 

problems have arisen only recently. Awareness of diffuse 

sources is however relatively recent worldwide {Kettel and 

Day, 1974) despite the fact that nutrient and eutrophication 
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problems have been recognised for some time (Sawyer, 1968) . 

The international problems of toxic wastes are again 

infrequent here, due to the predominance of oryanic wastes 

from primary processing . Pesticide issues are similarly of 

lesser importance. Deter gen t problems have lar ge ly been 

avoided, except i n wool scouring effluents, due to early 

consultation by the national agencies with importers. Both 

this industry's cooperation in chanying to ' soft' detergents, 

and the widespread use of soap powders has averted many of 

the possible difficulties. Thus despite, or perhaps because, 

of fewer p roblems of water quality, the New Zealand system 

of control does not appear to be the mos t e ffective of the 

systems in use overseas. There appears to be a nista~en 

belief that because of the gene rally lower leve ls of 

pollutio~ wate r quality can be controlled with a lower level 

of t echnica l expertise and technoloyical application . The 

need for flexibility in control at hi~her levels of quality, 

with aesthetics and therefore public perception as the major 

and variable criterion, is recoynised. The resulting need 

for perhaps greater sophistication in monitoriny strateyy and 

technology, is not. 

9.3 Irrigation and Rural Water Supply 

The heavy involvement of the national oryanisation 

in these essentially regional operations in New Zealand, 

differs from the overseas pat t ern. This may siraply be a 

r e flection of New Zealand's small size and primary p roducti on 

orientation. The literature on irrigation has not been 

r esearched , but it appears from the United Nations summary 

{1 972) of law that the procedures here are uncommon, and 

efficient. 

9.4 Underground Water 

Groundwater is being recoynised as the largest potential 

source of new water-supply, n ith reserves gr eate r than al l 

surface freshwater tak~n t oge ther (ibid). A l a g in subjecting 

yroundwa ter use to the third phase consolidating legislation 

and the attached pernit systems is recognised . New Zealand 
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appears to have had advanced and relatively early control 

of groundwater under the 1953 Underground Water Act, although 

as this was not generally applied and the control was theo

retical rather than actual. The fact that c,;iroundwater was 

subjected to rights to the i mposition of the statutory 

right regime in 1967, again appears to be advanced. The 

inclusion of further controls over groundwater has also 

been rapid in comparison with overseas systems. 

The greater dependence of the rural community on 

underground sources internationally (ibid) is again para

lleled here, although there has long been use of groundwater· 

for industry and municipal purpose where high basic purity 

has offset the cost of abstraction. The use of groundwater 

for preference, rather than need is ayain common in New 

Zealand, and the hiyh level of 'riparian' attitudes is also 

noted. Hutchins (1964) in discussiny yroundwater legislation 

in the U.S.A. comments that opposition to lega l restriction 

on well drilling or individual pumping has effectively blocked 

enactment of proposed legislation in many jurisdictions. 

Complexity of definition has been avoided by the New 

Zealand systeill, and the bylaw provisions contain virtually 

all of the control issues outlined for other administrations. 

Although the application of the bylaws is only beginning, 

it appears that the New Zealand controls are as sophisticated 

as any, although again the financing question is neglected. 

Greater controls and knowledge of the resource exist in arid 

regions, particularly the Middle East, but management here 

is well advanced for a 'humid' country. 

9.5 Other Technical Asoects 

Under the impetus of the I.H.D., the hydrological 

observation tP.chniques and proyrams have achieved a high 

level of development in New Zealand, although not to 

the pitch of many arid countries or where high demand 

for urban supplies has required very detailed knowledge. 

The separation and relatively SQall scale of structural 

aspects of water supply has resulted in different 

orientation to that overseas. Many of the data collection 

techniques are, however, translated from international 
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experience. The problems in NZ are perhaps oryanisational 

rather than technical, a situation that exists in many 

other countries. 

The coordination of techniques for collection of data 

on water quality and quantity into a coherent information 

system is only just beginning here, although this too is 

only a relatively recent innovation overseas. Whether 

this can be done on a national basis, and still cater for 

regional needs remains to be seen. It is doubtful that 

overseas development in information systems can be directly 

transferred to NZ. Communications-Control networks such 

as those proposed by Knee~e and Bower (1968) are closely 

associ~ted with structural and operational measures, and 

as such are not directly applicable to the New Zealand 

situation. It is to be hoped that the monitoring 

instrumentation and strategies associated with such systems 

will be considered in coordinatiny data collection, here, 

although on previous performance this seems unlikely. The 

computer based hydrological data storage and analysis 

mentioned earlier is a beginnin~, but the system must extend 

into broader operational approaches to the problem, and not 

become simply a systems engineering exercise. 

The development of applied research in water use manage

ment has lag~ed behind most other developed countries perhaps 

due to lack of recognition of the issues, or even a real 

lack of problems at a level recognised by public and politicians. 

Agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency in the 

U.S.A., and the Water Pollution Research Laboratories, 

Stevenage,in Britain, have directed considerable effort 

to problem-solving research, and developing management 

techniques. The belated orientation of research to operational 

problems and decision-naking needs is not just a New Zeland 

problem, however, as Jeffers (1973) indicates, and the 

following quote applies to researchers world-wide. 

My conclusion is that the new frontier does not 
lie in research per se but in the joining of research 
to the decision-making process, so that the result 
of research is not a document or a paper to a learned 
society, but an actual contribution to the decision 
that is ultimately made, couched in terms that the 



decision-maker can understand and which leave him 
in no doubt as to the consequences of alternative 
decisions. As scientists, it is our job to forge 
the multi-disciplinary teams which will be needed 
to tackle real problems and to see that these t~ams 
are equipped both mentally and physically to under
take tasks of sufficient magnitude to make a positive 
contribution to the continuing crisis of resource 
management. As mana gers, it is our job to see that 
priority is given to those tasks which are likely 
to have the greatest i mpact u po n the decisions that 
have to be made, rather than to aspects wh ich scratch 
our intellectual itches. (ibid, p 26) 

9.6 Organisation and Administration 
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Apart from the fortunate inteyration of water use 

management with other structural aspects, the New Zealand 

administration is relatively simple and coordinated compared 

with many overseas examples (United Nations, 1972; Soil and 

Water September, 1974). The re is not the usual multiplicity 

of agencies dealing with diffe rent .areas, or aspects. There 

are fe we r ayencies in t he hierarchy also, although despite 

this the structure is still criticised for complexity at 

least at national leve l. The a genci es have man y of the 

attributes considered necessary b y Klassen (1962) and 

Ca l d \':e ll (1966) for effective operation. 

Finance 

Lack of funding is not peculiar to New 7ea land. J.L. 

Sax , cited by Williams (1975), has described the typical 

political response to environmental issues as "noble sounding 

mandates and small budyetsi', a nd f•lillar et al (1971) noted 

the constant and repeated underfundin~ of a~encies devoted 

to a nti-pollution activities. The co~plete lack of extra 

finance for the greatly expanded functions of the regional 

agencies appears to be an original twist to the yeneral 

trend. The distribution and limitation of funds through 

a central bureaucracy is, howe ver, not unusual. Generally, 

the economic implications of water use management ~ 

considered overseas, and the New Zealand failure in this 

respect is notable. Apart from analysis of the economics 

of irrigation of wastes in relation to gains of productivity 

and replacement of fertiliser by Phillips (1971), there has 



been little consideration even in the academic context, 

of the social costs and 'external diseconomies' of waste 

discharge. Certainly no connection h~s been made to . 

effluent charging or other economic measures, and lack 

of prosecutions makes the economic disincentives of fines 

rather illusory. It appears where industry has improved 

the quality of its effluents it has been more as an act 
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of social conscience than as a result of economic pressures. 

Public Involvement 

The whole basis of environmental and water resource 

management and the public, political and bureaucratic 

inputs to management systems has been discussed from a 

number of different viewpoints in the literature. Marshall 

(1964) in viewiny economic and political aspects of water 

resources planning finds 'rational choice' of alternatives 

in administration of water is highly unlikely. Haefele 

(1972) identifies problems in both the technical and political 

analysis of what society wants. Edmunds and Letey {1973) 

review all the social choice mechanisms available, finding 

them all wanting for environmental issues. In discussing 

water development in the U.S.A., Goldman (1973) finds it 

encouraging that agencies involved in water planning are 

attempting to incorporate public values and attitudes into 

the decision-making process. He notes that conservation 

opinions usually appear only adversary proceedin~s after 

decisions are made, and maintains that a basic change must 

occur in the philosophy of decision makers; that is, 

involving the public rather than excluding them, and the 

elimination of the attitude that public involvement will 

only be asking for unnecessary trouble and delay. 

(1973) summarises the whole issue as follows: 

Sewell 

Ideally, goals should be formulated through extensive, 
rational discussion between the various groups involved 
in decision-making, as well as with those who are likely 
to be affected by the decisions. Generally, however, 
it seems that goals evolve not from logical debate but 
from an admixture of historical precedent, political 
opportunism, and assumptions about public attitudes 
Usually there is little or no attempt to discover 
what the public wants or would like to have. Politi
cians and their technical advisors, it seems, tend 



to rely mainly on their own judgements as to the 
latter rather than canvassing public o pinion in a 
systematic way . ..• A possible conseque nce may 
be that decision-makers wil l misperceive the goals 
which the public expec ts them to pursue. (p 37) . 
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The present controversy ove r classification is a clear 

example of this general situation. 

There is allowance in the New Zealand regime for sub

stantial public input, and these statutory mechanisms appear 

to be e nli gh tened recognition of the necessi ty to incorporate 

public value s in decision ma k ing . The riyht of p ub lic 

inspection of records is s imply _ stated and br oad ly based . 

In Britain, for example, public access to information has 

been ve ry restricted - for discharge s this was partly 

based on the possible prob l ems of 'industrial e spionagP. 1 

of new pr ocesses - althoug h this secrecy has been substant

ially eliminated in the recent Con tro l of Pol lution Act, 1 974 . 

(McLoughlin, 1975). 

Gol dMan (1973) r eports observat i ons of frustrat i on, 

cynicis m and disillusionme nt with niany institutions by the 

pub l ic, s te~ming from a l ack of real invo l vement in the 

decision- naking process , and a se nse of hel p l essne ss 

regarding ability t o have a ny i mpact on the decision making 

process. Wandesforde -Smith (1 973) c rnnments that r esource 

management ayencies a t a ll l eve l s of yovernment in the U. S . A ., 

appear to have r eached a point at which their behaviour and 

performance a r e unaccept abl e t o a s ubstantial, vocal and 

y r owi ny segment of the American public. Belle (1973) 

notes a b r eakdown in the nor mal democratic process t hro uyh 

wh ich the p ublic need is t ranslated into law by l egi s lature, 

and in turn carried o ut by administr ative a~encies . He 

points to confrontation, conflict, a nd lawsuits as 

expressions of dissatisfac tion. The whol e question of 

public a d ministration and bureaucracy, and the public access 

t o decision-making and de cision makers is beiny raised . 

Maass e t a l (1962) recognised that problems with 

bureaucracy are inhe rent in water n1anagement, and Marshall 

(1964 , 1 965 ) has conside red the influe nce of bureaucratic 

a tt i tudes and organisational l oyalty on decision makin g. 

Reich (1 970 ), 0 1 Riordan (1971 b ), a nd Edmunds and Letey 
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(1973) have also analysed bureaucratic responses and resource 

managers' attitudes. Tinker {1972) has facetiously summarised 

the British responses as 'Nanny k nows best'. Frauenglass 

(1973) notes that after yenerations of being taken on faith 

the professional resource qanager is at first incredulous 

when public scrutiny questions d~cisions, and if issues are 

forced, a~enci e s may literally go into shoe~. The Water 

Resource s Council res ponse to the Southland decision appears 

to approach this stage. 

Wandesforde-Sr.iith (1973) observes that it was the admin

istrative leaders who took resource manayement to the status 

of a public function in the first place. He notes that it 
I 

is scarcely surprising that they find the 'new' public 

conservation interest and criticism "unpalatable". This 

situation is paralleled in New Zealand, particularly with 

water po llution control. 

The reactions by Cowie (1 974 ) and the Director to 

p ressure group act ivity and specialist opinion are hardly 

encouraging a s far as agency accomodation of public opinion 

is c once rned. From the above discussion, howe ver, these 

are perhaps nor mal and inevitab le. 

Law 

The role of the law has been described by f·laass et al 

(1962) and although discussin g the U.S. systera the followin g 

is generally applicable to democratic systems: 

With respect to popular control over the admin
istrative process, it has always been a premise of 
constitutional democratic yovernment that bureauc
racy suffers from inherent tendencies toward 
parochialism and toward aggrandizement of power 
by officials that destroys responsibility. Thus 
bureaucracy must be constantly subjected to informed 
criticism. The chief executive, the courts, pro
fessional standards, and direct relations between 
the community and the bureaus of government, while 
necessary, are not sufficient for this purpose. 
Th~ chief executive, as an elected representative 
of the people, can subject the bureaucracy to popular 
control, but the supervision he provides has limita
tions. It can be exercised only by his top political 
aides in the executive, and "they are continually 
being pushed into becoming mere captives of their 
department by their own lack of information and 
expertise and by the department's quiet persistence, 
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quiet obstruction, and command of £acts The 
protection provided by the courts is likely to be 
largely negative and after the £act. Professional 
standards, although important in ensuring responsible 
conduct of public affairs, are no substitute £0~ 
popular oversight. And since direct relations 
between a gover.nment bureau and the public develop 
almost inevitably into those between the bureau and 
a special public {the agency's clientele), it is 
difficult to ensure popular control by this means. 
In short, legislative oversight, as an essential 
supplement to the forms @entioned, guarantees the 
capacity of the people to call the bureaucracy to 
account. {ibid, p 578). 

In New Zealand litigation has become the most important 

means 0£ public access to the decision process of the agencies 

both national and regional. The public rights in law, part-

icularly the issue of locus standii, appear to be more liberal 

than usual overseas (Sax, 1970) although as Holm {1975) 

observes there is still the conservative element designed 

as protection against the ' v exatious litigant'. 

White (1973) raises a point re garding legislative 

changes. He notes that when value s change rapidly the 

planner may be caught with his e arlier judgements, while 

the legislators may be quick to sense the shif~ and £ind 

it easier to readjust their positions. This refers to 

planning and implementation and as such is not directly 

applicable in New Zealand, but there is a parallel in the 

present classification debate. Here the planners {the 

national ayency and its advisers) were following their 

interpretation of the law, and have been found by the 

judicial bodi~s to be incorrect in this. As the agency 

and the advisers originally prepared the law, it seems 

that the Appeal Board and Supreme Court may be interpreting 

the law in relation to the current public opinion, which the 

agency does not, or believes it cannot, take into account. 

If this is so, the interpretation of the intended or even 

actual provisions . of the law~ be modified by public 

attitudes and values, and the judicial bodies are not as 

divorced from the socio-economic milieu as ea~lier 

discussions have indicated {Figures 5 and 14). 
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Regionalism 

Althouyh reservations were noted for the whole catchment 

basis of the present water regions, international opinion 

would consider this to be a strength of the New Zealand 

management structure. Several western countries have made 

considerable efforts to establish regions based on watersheds, 

and broken up existing territorial boundaries to do so. It 

is ironic therefore that the New Zealand regional structure 

may be lost in the impe nding reorganisation of local 

government. The issue of decentralisation of control, as 

distinct from regionalism, has been discussed as well. The 

general relationship between central yovernment and local 

districts in European countries is outlined in Hellinya 

(1960) who notes that in most countries there is strict 

supervision of the finances and administration of the 

districts. In some cases the districts can be re ~arded 

as subsidiaries of central government. He observes (p 33): 

It requires great tact on the part of the central 
government to stimulate local districts in their 
activity on the one hand and on the other to restrain 
the~ fro m adopting a passive attitude because the 
drastic action on the part of a hiyher authority 
has rendered them local subsidiaries of the c e ntral 
~overnment. 

Klassen {1962) accepts the need of nation- wide unifor m 

laws and reyulations so that one area cannot offer more 

in the way of freedom from pol1ution control requirements 

than another, but b ~ lieves in responsibility restiny with 

the smallest governmental unit able to handle the necessary 

public services satisfactorily and economic a lly. 

Ross {1973) finds local agencies tend to be self-seeking 

and have insufficient expertis e , and considers national 

a gencies less influenced by local issues, capable of attract

ing greater technical talent, and to have the necessary 

overall view of problems. He notes, however, that both 

levels are prey to lack of finance, and often fail to keep 

up with current knowledge. He also observes that resource 

agencies frequently simply react to crises, and seldom seek 

to anticipate problems. While this is not true for either 

the national or regional agencies in NZ, the Boards do tend 



to operate on a hand to mouth basis. Williams (1964) 

observed that the Boards "lack long ranye ideas". This 

can be blamed on lack of espertise and the burden of 

administration, both of which are in part due to lack 

of finance. Broady (1968) comments: 

Even where senior officials do not give in to 
discouragement they are frequently oppressed by 
the sheer weight of detailed administration work 
which leaves little time for, if it does not 
completely inhibit, the breadth of thinking and 
the vision which are particularly called for in a 
period of rapid social change. (ibid, p 45) 

Communication failures within organisations are also 

recognised overseas, and the separation of the Boards 
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and the Organisation here does not appear to result in 

exceptional breakdowns. As well as discussing bureau

cratic behaviour, Reich {1970) points out that top-decision 

makers receive mainly interpretations of interpretations, 

and that the briefing received at that level may be three 

or more steps removed from the facts. 

A number of the points raised here have been commented 

on previously for New Zealand. The heavy financial control, 

and resulting passivity of some Boards; a tendency for 

variation in regulations between regions; and lack of 

expertise at Board level, are all international problems. 

The need for regional or local involvement of control 

agencies in supply and treatment has been stressed in 

Britain (Ministry of Housing and Local Government, 1970) 

and is assumed in other general texts (Kneese and Bower, 

1968). This appears to be a natural consequence of high 

demand for the resource. The present lack of this in 

New Zealand may also alter with local government reorganisation. 

The essential links between land and water uses are also 

emphasi~ed {ibid; Periera, 1973), and McLaughlin (1972) 

has commented that for control of water quality agencies 

must know of intended development. He describes for 

Britain a situation very similar to that in New Zealand 

with no statutory links in the formal planning process, 

and only n6n-uniform, informal coordination between agencies. 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE 

10.1 Conclusions 

Many of the problems ~nd issues in water use manayement 

in New Zealand are experienced by many other countries, and 

are not necessarily restricted just to water use management. 

Problems with public participation, and reactionary and 

tardy bureaucratic response appe ar to be the norm in all 

resource management issues. 

In certain aspects the present New Zealand regime 

fares better than present overseas systems. The structure 

and the interconnections within the structure are relatively 

simple, and pu blic access at many stage s of decision- making 

is well provided for in the l aw . The judicial bodies are 

involved at a relatively early stage , and appear to be 

more s e nsiti ve t o r eg iona l ma n ageme nt issue s tha n the 

n a tional a~enci e s. Th e ri ght p roce dures are detailed, and 

the yroundwate r, rural water supp ly a nd irri gation provisions 

are comprehensive. The latter has a hi gh level of political 

and financial commitment. The recognition of the close 

links between land and water use, and the need for formal 

planning attachment of the two is occurring relatively 

early in comparison to overseas e x amples. In other issues, 

such as lack of a pplied research, and a low level of overall 

political commitment, New Zealand is no worse off then 

elsewhere. 

The New Zealand system has not coped with a number of 

other problems, and there has apparently been a failure to 

learn from overseas experience. In many instances these 

issues override the good or simply indifferent aspects 

above, and the prob lems often a ppear magnified, perhaps due 

to the relatively small scale of operation. ~ 

The lack of finance is an immediate and all-pervading 

issue which has influenced implementation at all levels and 

of all aspects. The bureaucratic response, particularly 

from the national agencies,appears as bad as in other 

countries, althou<,Jh this may be one of the issues which is 
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particularly magnified by the hi~h l eve l of power in the 

hands of the bureaucrats. A closely related issue is the 

failure of the oryanisation to recognise technologi~al and 

strateyic experience overseas, and to transfer it to or 

translate it for application to New Zealand proble ir.s. 

The paramount issue which does not appear as any 

par ticular raanage~e nt problem, althou~h it is the background 

to all of them, is the failure of the whole reyime to 

ade quately set objectives and achieve t hem . The goals or 

p rinci p l es are stated in a variety of diffe rent ways i n the 

Act, and are bes t expressed in t he lony title (s ee Appendix 

J ), hut as i·:illar e t al (1971 ) co :-1•mented the mana <je r-1ent 

"£a ll s short of th e nob) e intenti ons". Ee l lar~y ( 197 5 b) 

has r eco'::inise d the l ack of l on'::i terr 1 objectives to <;;u i de 

the :.1anage: 1c;n t o f Ne\',• Zea l and ' s , .. ate r resourcr s in the 

water q ual ity area, hu t a similar situation exists f or 

vi rtua lly all us e aspects. The re appears to be in fac · , 

a deterioration of achievement in proyressiny through 

the va rious l evel s or e l 8ments in the gene ralised decision

mak ing process . A yeneral goal has been set; objectives 

h ave not. Standards have been defined and f o r quality have 

been ~ade the ob j ec tives as well , but these are wide l y 

r e~arded as ina pplicabl e . 

Un ti l recently, there had been no hinds iyht review 

of any aspect of the system. Ti1is lack of ino nitorinsi, in 

t he yen era l as Fell as the technical sense, at a ll stc:i.ges 

o f t h e a d Ri nistrative and l egislative process, has r esulted 

in an e ight year o ld s ystem whi ch a lready r e quires substan

ti a l overhaul . 

Why h as this come about? T~1e proble :.1 c an he traced to 

the initia l s tages of the l aw, d uring the committee stages 

in the House . The bi ll 1•:hich becar.ie the ;nincipa l Act 

was intende d to be a statemen t of philoso:->hY and to es tablish 

an administrative structure . The agencies establishe d wer e 

then to con s ider what management strategies and proce dures 

were appropriate, and to prepare a further, very much lar ger, 

comprehensive Act . In particular, control measures we re to 

be the last thing i mplemented. Despite the logic of this 



approach, and an assumption by the Interdepartmental 

Committee on water that this patterri would be followed 

on water that this pattern would be followed (Ministry of 

Works, 1965), control procedures were included. The 

reasons for this will probably never be established, but 

no doubt an admixture such as Sewell (op.cit.) describes 

plus a high level of government departmental input were 

the cause. Comments by Maass et al (1962), Kneese and 

Bower (1968) and Thomann (1972), however, indicate this 

too early introduction of control reyimes is the rule 

rather than exception. Although the motivation of those 

promulgatiny the legislation cannot be questioned, the 

result is' often as in this case, inhibi tin <;; rather than 

p ro S)ressive. 
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The question also arises, as to whethe r the whole 

country was ready for such far-reaching chanyes in water 

administration. The variation in the de yree of i mp l e me nt

ation would suyyest it was not, and it is notable that the 

major pro gress appears to have be en made in South Canterbury 

(the area whose farmers ori g inally approached the Minister), 

and other allied water-short areas. It is a moot point 

whether coherent nationally applicable legislation would 

have developed if the first law had been established as 

p lanned. This may have given users in wate r- a bundant 

regions time to accept a nationally defined reg i me. It 

a ppears that the re gional div ersity in water use mana ge ment 

problems, as evidenced by the variable re gional policies 

which have developed, may p relude the effective application 

of a national frame work . Hellinga (1960) describes, for 

European countries, systems of re gulations ada pted to 

to regions within the countries. It seems that a system 

of such regulations or bylaws may be appropriate for the 

NZ regions. 

This background, and the rapid chan~es introduced 

by the amendments, result in an overall impression of a 

system of considerable breadth, but lacking depth 

in many respects. Where issues are dealt with in detail, 



this stems from theory, and does not represent the depth 

that can only develop from understanding of the management 

l9b 

problems. Attempts to improve this have been made at policy 

or guideline level only, and as such have had little impact 

on the legal or operational fabric. 

The theoretical framework has not been used as a basis 

for hypothesis testing per se in this study but a number of 

issues are made explicit by the model (Fi~ure 5) and have 

been used as premises in evaluation. These have been 

examined in discussing the problems of the present manage

ment regime. The model identifies the flow of information 

from the biophysical system to the components of the socio

economic system; the linkages between these components; 

the hierarchy of the management agencies; and further 

interrogation relates the structures to the management 

problems (i.e. relates form to function). 

As anticipated, many of the linkages have proved to 

be weak. The available information on the biophysical 

system status is virtually non-existent for some aspects 

of management. Connections between users and a9encies 

are often tenuous. The present regions (and procedures) 

are not necessarily the most appropriate for effective 

management, and there continues to he lack of preparation 

for expanded duties. 

Although the model details only the water use management 

subsy~tem, the close association of this with all water 

resource mana9ement has been mentioned. The increasing 

involvement of the water use management a<;;;encies in land 

~decisions, represents a link to overall resource 

management, and emphasises the nesting of water use 

management within the entire management and planning field. 

This expansion into land use and planning when the water 

use management procedures are not operatin~ efficiently, 

epitomises the pattern of increasing breadth of function, 

rather than depth. 

The role of the higher echelons (the national agencies 

and the Government) in monitoring the performance of the 

management regime is implicit in the model. The hindsight 
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review that has occurred, however, has heen stimulated by 

the judicial bodi0s, not the national a ge ncy or the 

Government. 

This study is intended to provide a complementary review 

from a different perspective. 

10.2 Prospects for the Future 

As demands for water for all uses increase, the yreater 

becomes the need for management of water use. :'-'Iany of the 

Boards see Reyional Wa ter Board functions overtaking the 

more traditional catchment authority role, a nd several 

felt that this had already occurred, at least at a public 

interest level. Obviously changes are occurriny continually, 

both with shifts in public attitudes and values, and in 

response to many other influences. As indicated, a number 

of the management issues are under scrutiny at present, and 

in particular problems with financiny may be resolved in the 

near future. 

The future of the classification pr ocess remains in 

coubt. A very recent WRC circular to the RWBs (NWASCO 

1975 g) states: 

Bearing this [the Supreme Court judgement] in mind 
the Council must now alter its approach to the control 
of water quality. To do this it has set up a special 
committee of Water Resources Council members to review 
the basis that should be adopted for the control of 
wa ter quality and to report progress to the Council at 
not more than three monthly intervals. 

In the meantine the Council will continue to prepare 
classifications in areas where conflicts of water use · 
are apparent as this procedure would appear to fit the 
new principles of classification .....................• 

In making its decision to confine its efforts to 
classifying only in problem areas, as an interim 
measure, the Council noted that the current problems 
had arisen mostly over argument about water that is 
remote and unthreatened by pollution, eg the coastal 
water off Fiordland, the water in the high country 
of the South Island and the waters of the Hauraki 
Gulf, to name a few. 

If pollution control is to be an aim of classifi
cation, ~then classifications should perhaps be con
fined to those areas subject to, or threatened by, 
pollution. This in in contrast to the Council's 
present policy of classifying all the surface water 
in the country but, in any event, if existing water 



quality is to play such an important role then 
resources will dictate that specific problem areas 
should be concentrated on. 

It should therefore be noted that the Council's 
programme of classification has been severely 
curtailed and until firm proposals for the future 
control of water quality are established the above
mentioned restricted type of classifying will 
continue . 

. With the cancellation of classifications the 
specified minimum water quality necessary for the 
protection of public uses of the water is removed. 
Boards can no longer rely on the minimum standards 
for determining the minimum conditions on a water 
right. Instead Boards may fix on water rights 
such terms as they may specify. No other statutory 
constraints exist and the particular conditions will 
depend on the merits of each case. 
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There are two major areas, however, which are likely 

to have profound effects on the future of water use manage-

ment in New Zealand. These are the intended legislation 

review, and local government reorganisation. 

Legislation Review 

The proposal to review the ~ater and soil legislation 

was first noted in the Authority annual report £or 1973/1974 

(NWASC Authority, 1974). The Authority reported being 

instructed to review the Acts (the 1967 Act, and the 1941 

Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act), with a view 

to updating amending and consolidating the existing legis-

lation into one act. A committee was set up soon after 

this, and submissions invited. There has been criticism 

of the constitution of this committee by EDS (1975 p 89). 

Of the 12 members of the committee, four are 
present or former · members of the staff of the 
Water and Soil Division of the Ministry of Works 
and Development, six are present or former engin
eers or officers of catchment boards, and one is 
a former waterworks engineer. Only one is a 
solicitor. 

There is no member representing the Town and 
Country Planning Appeal Board, the statutory appeal 
authority under the Act: nor are the disciplines of 
the biological sciences,planning or law adequately 
represented. 

If a serious attempt is to be made to review the 
Water and Soil Conservation Act, there is a clear need 
to enlarge the membership of the review committee to 
include a sufficiently wide range of skills and 
experience to permit a fundamental and searching 
reappraisal of the aims and intentions of the Act 
to be made. 



This was countered by the Director who stated: (Soil 

and Water, March 1975 b, p 23) 
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of the 11-man committee two are qualified solicitors, 
and three have established careers in planning or bio
logical science. The suggestion that the three'disci
plines of law, planning, and science are inadequately 
represented, is without foundation. 

In fact, it is yenerally considered that in establishin~ 

this Committee, the Organisation has included many pexsonnel 

outside its normal range of consultation, and that the pre

sence on the committee of present and recently retired 

RWB executives is a najor advance. The present chairman 

N.W. Collins, the Deputy-Director, sees the law review 

committee's function as creation or absorption of ideas, 

which are submitted to the Authority through the Councils, 

and in turn are advised to the Minister. Eventually, 

after consideration by the Minister and his colleagues, 

instructions will he issued to prepare a bill, which then 

fol lrnvs the usual les.iis la ti ve procedure. 

At the time of intervi e•" , he felt that a new la•N was 

still a "lony way a l\'ay", despite earlier .hopes that the 

first reading of the Bill would be nossible by Se-rtenber 

197 5 Soil and Water, Septe1,1ber 1974 c). If change in 

classification procedure is, as the Director stated. to 

a wait the review . ra~id change is unlikely. Collins also 

sees the review as a continuation in the process of consol

i _da tiny the lav-' , and aimed at clarification, simplification, 

and amendment as well as consolidation. 

Reference has been made both to subnis s ions to and 

recommendations of this committee, andit appears that there 

is wide consultation and acceptance of op~nions outside the 

organisation. Several Board officers felt, however, that 

the committee was under pressure to complete the review, 

and that this could result in another unsatisfacto;ry lal'l. 

The Director indicated that the further consolidated law 

would be in force before the local government reorganisation, 

and did not consider that there would be conflicting pro-

visions. Similar views were expressed by several Boards, 

although others felt that there would have to be careful 

consideration of the relation between the two laws, especially 

of financing provisions. 
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There appears to be two levels of approach possible for 

a nationally applied law. The law must either be extremely 

detailed, and thus account for the regional variation or com

plexity, or it must include clear statements of objectives 

and be sufficiently flexibl e to allow variable regional 

application. The present law lies somewhere between these 

two, and this ambivalence must be avoided if the public 

updated law is to be workable. 

The Authority's orientation in the past has been to 

expansion of role, rather than consolidation. It is to 

be hoped that the law review committee, assisted by the 

operational experience of its members will not be pressured 

into broadening the water and soil management functions 

without subs tantially reviewing the present regime. 

Local Govern~e nt Reorganis a tion 

As discussed earlier, reorganisation will vitally affect 

the ope rations and structure of the Regional \•Jater Boards. 

The variety of p robl ems lik ely to arise have been outlined, 

and the more active stance of the Catch~ent Authorities' 

Association has also been noted. The Local Government 

Commission Schemes are now awaited with some trepidation, 

at least in some regions. A Soil and Water editorial (1975 

c) discusses the situation, following a recent Commission 

proposal: 

One of the early scheme proposals issued by the 
Local Government Commission appears to have more than 
justified ~he catchment authorities' and Organisation'~ 
concern. The Local Government Commission has proposed 
a central North Island region that would cut across 
four catchment authority/ regional water board bound
aries. Such a situation would effectively negate 
efforts to have soil conservation and water manage-
ment activities incorporated as an integral part 
of effective regional planning and development. 

The ce~tral region proposal might be acceptable 
to many agencies responsible for a wide range of 
activities; the basis of this acceptance would be 
the principle of 'community of interest'. However, 
it could never be acceptable to local water and 
soil agencies whose regional structure, possibly 
the most logical, most developed, and most success
ful example in NZ is based on the principle of the 
'vvhole catchment'. . ............................. . 



Previous schemes proposed under the 1974 Local 
Government Act have fitted in with the ' whole 
catchment' principle. Is it possible that the 
'community of interest' principle could oversha~ow 
the other? ..... , .................................. . 

The current proposals, though, yo much further, 
and it seems that the commission must resolve two 
points. Firstly, should water and soil matters 
be an important integral part of regional planning 
and develop~ent? Secondly, can the well-tested 
(and proven?) 'whole catchment' principle be so 
thoroughly discarded, as evidenced by the pro
posed central North Island scheme? (p 3 & 4). 
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The provisional scheme recently released for Northland, 

however, accepts the ' whole catchme nt' principle, and places 

water and soil functions firmly in a Regional Council. The 

committee structure is also defined. 

Subject to section 73(2) of the Local Government Act 
1974 the functions of the Northland Catchme nt Commission 
and Regional Water Board shall be transferred to the 
said council which, except as hereinafter provided, shall 
have all the rights, powers, duties, and obli gat ions 
which as at the date of transfer of the said functions 
we re conferred or i mpose d upon the Northland Catchme nt 
Commission and Re g ional Water Board by the Soil Conserv
ation and Rivers Control Act 1941, the Water and Soil 
Conservation Act 1967, or any other enactment. 

The said council shall establish and maintain a 
cora~ittee to b e known as ''the Water and Soil Ccnserva
tion Committee'' (or by such other name as the said 
council may decide) and subject to section 60 of the 
Local Government Act 1974 may delegate to that committee 
such powers and duties as the said council think s fit; 

The committee shall be appointed by the said council 
at its first meeting following the date of assumption 
of the functions of the Northland Catchment Commission 
and Regional Water Board and thereafter at its first 
meeting following each succeeding triennial general 
elelction and shall include the follo~ing members: 

(i) Such number of members of the said council 
as the said council nay decide; 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

If the said c ounc il so decides such other 
ryerson or pers ons who . b ecause of experience 
or by virtue of office, can, in the opinion 
of the said council, facilitate the work 
of the co~mittee; 

One person appointed by the Minister of 
Works and Development; 

One person appointed by the Minister of 
Lands; 

One person appointed by the Minister of 
Forests; 



(vi) One person appointed by the Minister of 
Agriculture and Fisheries; 
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The need £or rural emphasis to continue in membership 
. . 

of this committee is emphasised in the Explanatory Statement 

(Appendix I). In this, the National Au th or i ty' s, and 

Catchment Association's submissions are summarised, and the 

Commission's favourable reactions to these expressed. It 

seems that the Commission acce pts the water and soil 

£unctions as central to the regional concept, and will 

give these £unctions considerable weight in future schemes. 

There does appear to be one ommission, again the 

question of control over the territorial sea. The proposed 

regions boundaries are mean high water mark, and although 

the Boards £unctions are absorbed, it is not clear whether 

the recently confirmed Board jurisdiction over coastal 

waters is included. No doubt this will be clarified or 

rectified in the objection phase, and the final scheme 

proposal. 

Even if regional councils are e stablished, there is 

much s p eculation as to the manne r of inte yration 0£ the 

Boards' functions into the new structure. Problems with 

finance are antici p ated, unless the water and soil £unctions 

are still independently financed. The establishment of 

the water and soil agency as a committee of the council is 

confirmed by the Northland proposal, and many will be 

relieved to note the inclusion of the government de p art

mental nominees. There is a fear that as the Regional 

Council members will not be elected just £or th~ir water 

and soil interests - and in £act, they are unlikely to be 

there on that basis - that there will be a loss 0£ genuine 

interest by the decision makers. In particular, it is 

thought that there will be a preponderance of urban 

politicians on the Councils, simply by proportional 

representation, and this remoteness of contact with the 

rural scene and dominance by townspeople, will interfere 

with water and soil management £unctions. This has been 

forcibly expressed by the National Party spokesman on 

local Government, D.A. Highet. (NZ Parliamentary Debates, 

1975). One Board officer considered this would be an 
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initial weakening, but strength in other areas such as plann-

ing would compensate. Again, this fear must be somewhat 

allayed by the Northland Proposal. 

The future of the Board staff was of obvious interest 

to the officers interviewed, and mixed feelinys were evident. 

Some felt the already established Board structures would 

give Board staff an early adv an taye; others saw substantial 

reorganisation with administrative or manaye rial expertise 

in the top- line positions, and thus a loweriny of their own 

position. Several were philosophical about this, and felt 

it necessary for the 'greater good', and balanced ayainst 

it the prospect of much wider employment opportunities . 

The outdistrict provision was considered likely to 

bring financial and organisational difficulties, and one 

officer also wondered how the MOWD District based operational 

survey policy would operate with strong r egional agencies . 

A change of Government could also substantially alter 

the pattern of regional re oryani sation, just as the p rop

osal to deleyate irriyation promot i on to the r eyions was 

reversed by the previous change of administration. 

If no alteration occurs, and the regional reorganisation 

does prove to be a disguised centralist move as Ba~nall (J975) 

maintains, the prospect 0£ absorption of the r eyional functio n 

.by the national bureaucracy must be considered . Certainly 

the Labour government's irrigation policy is centralist in 

that the financing and implementation is stronyly under 

central control . The Boards are naturally strong opponents 

of this, and feel that departme ntal take-over would destroy 

the close rapport established with the public at t he regional 

level. 

Hellinga {1960) points out that major difficulties 

can arise with management of local issues by central 

government, particularly with the necessarily lengthy 

times for decision making through the hierarchy. The 

Director Qaintained that this was unlikely, nor was the 

for mation of a Super- Ministry, (such as the Department of 

the Environment in Britain) being sought by the Water and 

Soil Division of the MOWD, although other central agencies 



were actively promotiny it. 

Whatever the outcome of reor yanisation, there will 

definitely need to be a review of operational policy· · 

to cater for the chanyed structures, bounda ries, and 

expanded functions. It is to be hoped that the rather 

poor reco rd of the Organisation in supportiny r eui ona l 

operations will be i mproved. 
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In conclusion, it can be seen that water use managen ent 

in New Zealand has developed very rapidly. Althou~h t here 

are many problems , above all a failure to adequately trans

l a te general goals into spec ific objective s and provide 

the machinery to achieve t hese , a threshold of realisation 

of the issues has bee n reached by the a~encies, i f not th€ 

public. If th is r ecognition stimula t es effective actio n , 

it should be possibl e in this s1nal l country fo r the manaye 

men t oryanisations to work towards the genera l ~oal for 

r1;H1age :r.e nt of 1·.•a ter s tc:1 ted in tlle presen t l a1·: That is 

"to e n sure t hat thi s n a ti o nal asset i s availaLl e to 11.ee t as 

many dc ·,.ands as possibl e and i s used to the best advai1ta'::::)e 

of both the country and the regi on in which it exists in 

the course of nature~ 
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APPENDIX A 
Classification Classe s and Standards 

1963 Waters Po llution Re gula tions 

Source: World Health Orga nisation, 1967. 

Cliruoctaist ics 

Water - supply wa
te rs m a w n
trolled catchment 
area 

I. Inland waters 

R equirrments f or p ollution prcl·l'ntion 

Entry of sewage, industrial wastes o r o ther 
poll uting discharges p rohibited 

- ---------- ----------

Water - supply wa
te rs in an un
con trolled catch
ment area· 

Waters to which 
the public have 
ready access a nd 
used regula rly for 
bathi ng 

Inland waters in 
classified a reas 
no t included in 
any of the fore
going classes 

Water temperature must not be raised above 
75° F, or if natural temperature exceeds 70° F, 
must not be raised by more than 5° F; 

acidity or alkalinity must be kept within pH range 
6.0 to 8.5 ; 

water must not be unpalatable, or contain toxic 
substances to an extent render ing it unsafe 
for human o r farm animal wnsumpt ion, nor 
show a ny consp icuous change · in its natura l 
colour; 

oxygen content must not be reduced to less 
than 6 ppm; 

coliform bacteria content must not consistently 
oceed 5000 per JOO ml ; 

all di scharges must be substantially free from 
suspended sol ids, grC'asc and oil 

As for C lass B, except that water must not 
contain substances toxic or harmful to humans, 
nor contain such substances to such an extent 
as to be unsafe fo r consumption by fa rm 
animals, and the figure fo r the coliform bac
teria content is l 000 per JOO ml 

As for C lass B, except that the re ference to toxic 
substances rendering the wa ter unsafe for 
human consumpt ion is deleted, the minimum 
oxygen content is 5 ppm, a nd the reference 
to coliform bacteria is deleted 

2 0 5 



Class 

SA 

SB 

Ch aracter is tics 

) Waters. from which 
edible shellfish are 
regularly taken 
for human con
sumption 

Waters to wh ich 
the public have 
ready access and 
used regularly for 
bathing 

II. Coastal waters 

Requirements f or pollution prcrcn fion 

No destructio n of normal aqua tic life by reason 
of a concentration of toxic su bstances, a 
change in the pH-value, or a rise in tempe
rature; 

no fouling of fi sh ing grounds; 
coli form bacteria con tent must not consi stently 

exceed 50 per ·100 ml; 
natural colour of water must not be conspicuously 

affected, water mus t not give off an offensive 
smell; 

all discharges must be substantially free from 
suspended s~lids, grease and oil 

As for Class SA, with the addition that sub
stances toxic or harmful to humans a re pro
hi bited, and the maximum coliform bacteria 
content is 1000 per I 00 ml 

---- - - --- ----- ----------

SC 

SD 

Coastal waters to 
which the re
quirements 1 isled 
apply 

Coastal waters to 
which the re
quirements li sted 
apply 

As for Class SA, with the addition th at the 
water temperature must not be ra ised above 
80° F and the pH value must be in the range 
6 to 9, whi le the refere nce to coliform bac
teria is deleted 

As for Class SA, but the references t.o coliform 
bacteria a nd to the colour and smell of the 
water are deleted · 
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APPENDIX B 
Classifications and Pe rmits Gronte d under Waters Pollution Regulat ions 

Sou rce : NWASC Authority Reports lo the House of Rep resentatives. 
6p_P-endix to the Journals of the House of Represen tatives 1971, 1972. 

I Whangorei Harbour 
2 Waikafo 
3 Touronga 
4 Bay of Plenty- Rolorua 
5 Torowera 
6 Ohope - Ohiwa Harbour 
7 Napier- Hastings 
8 Kaupokonui 
9 Lower Wangonui 

10 Lowe r Monowolu 

I I Woikonoe 
12 Tilohi Boy 
13 Ruomahongo 
14 Huft 
15 Porirua -Poroporoumu (Preliminary) 

. 16 Wellington 
17 Boy of Islands (Preliminary) 

I Nelson - Woimea Inlet 
2 Opowa 
3 Lower Woimokoriri 
4 Ma!oura 
5 Bluff- Foveaux Sfroit 
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Applications for Permit s to Discharge Wastes 
During Year Ende d 31 March 1971 

Classificat ion Full Perm its Temporary 
Issued Permits Issued 

Whangarci Harbour 2 6 
W a ibto River 15 28 
Tau ranga H arbou r 2 8 
Rotorua 7 30 
T arJ.\\'c ra River I 
Ohopc/Ohi"'a I farbour 7 
Lower ;\lana\\'atu River 5 9 
Lower \\':rnganui River I 3 
K aupukon ui Ri,·cr I 6 
H3wkc's Bay .. 29 
Ru amah:111g3 Ri,·er 3 14 
\Va ika nae Ri\"cr I 
Titahi Ba y 2 
Hutt Ri,·er 4 
W a imca Estu:iry II 
Opawa River II 
Lower \\'aimakar iri River 3 
r-..tataura River- 22 
Bluff H arbou r/Fovcaux Strait 
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Applications for Permits to Di scharge Wastes 
During Year Ended 31 March 1972 

CJ3ss irica tioo 

.North Island 
ay of Islands .. . . 

angarei .. . . 
1a ikato .. . . 
auranga .. . . 
otorua .. . . 
arawera .. . . 
hiwa . . .. . . 
awke's Bay .. . . 
aupokonui .. . . 
anganui .. . . 
anawatu .. . . 
uamahunga .. .. 
utt . . .. . . 
aikanae .. . . 

ita hi Bay .. . . 

Full Permits 
Issued 

2 
94 
2 
2 

.. 

. . 
I 

. . 

. . 

. . 
I 

31 
.. 
.. 

T emporary 
Permits Issued 

Permits 
Cancelled 

Preliminary classifica tion 
2 

I 
.. 

373 33 
8 . . 

15 4 
3 . . 

. . . . 
30 3 
14 33 
2 .. 
7 I 
7 7 

22 11 
. . . . 
I . . 

Permits 
Cancelled 

19 

2 

20 
3 
4 

7 
2 
2 

60 

I Total 

4 
500 

JO 
21 
3 

. . 
34 
47 
2 
8 

15 
64 
.. 
I 

B 
Wh 
\-\ 
T 
R 
T 
0 
H 
K 
w 
M 
R 
H 
w 
T 
w 
p 

ellington .. . . Final classifica tion subject to appeals. 
orirua-Paraparaumu 

South Island 
aimea Estuary 
pawa 

w 
0 
w 
M 
F 

.. 
a imakariri 
ataura 

oveaux Strait 

T orth Island N 
s outh Island 

Total 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 
133 

.. .. 

.. . . 

. . .. 

. . I 

. . 4 

5 

.. 133 

.. 5 

.. 138 

Preliminary classification. 

I 484 92 I 709 

I 13 I 14 
4 2 6 
3 10 13 

29 . . 30 
.. . . 4 

I 49 13 I 67 

I 
484 

I 
92 

I 
709 

49 13 67 

I 
533 

I 
105 I 776 
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APPENDIX C 

Committees of the Organisation and their 

Activities in 1974 

Source: NWASC Authority Annual Report to the 

House of Representatives, for year ended 

31st March 1975. 

Appendix to the Journals of the House of 

Representatives, 1975, DIA 

Water Resources Council Committees 
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Dairy Wastes: This committee continued to report frequent

ly to the Water Resources Council. 

Meat Wastes: This committee was reconstituted in November 

1974 with new terms of reference and membership. The 

committee made a tour of three freezing works in February 

1975. 

Piggery Wastes: This committee continued to meet and 

considered research programmes on the development of 

a bio-gas system and on the disposal of pig-farm 

effluents. 

Synthetic Detergents: This committee did not meet during 

the year but continued in existence to oversee the pro

gress by manufacturers in converting products to comply 

with the bio-degradibility standard sought by the comm

ittee. 

Irrigation and Rural Water Supply: This committee met 

regularly and made recommendations to the Water Resources 

Council on irrigation and rural water-supply proposals. 

The committee also considered policy statements for the 

initiation of irrigation schemes and on-farm development 

procedures. The committee visited Nelson, Marlborough 

and Canterbury and compiled a national priority list for 

irrigation and development. It investigated in detail 

the new policy for rural water supply schemes. 
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Water Quality Research: This committee continued to meet 

in November 1974 reported to the Water Resources Council 

on the research needs and priorities in water quality. 

Special Committee on Meat Wastes Treatment: The Water 

Resources Council established this committee to investi

gate and assess the Ecotech system in connection with 

treatment of meat wastes. 

Lake Rotorua Interdepartmental Committee: This committee 

was £ormed in February 1975 to co-ordinate and supervise 

further research and investigations at Lake Rotorua, with 

initial emphasis in rural areas, and to report to the Bay 

0£ Plenty Regional Water Board and the Water Resources 

Council. 

National Authority Committee 

Legislation Review: This committee held its inaugural 

meeting in April 1974 and relayed its recommendations 

£or revision and consolidation 0£ water and soil 

legislation to the Authority throughout the year. 



APPENDIX D 

WATER' RESOURCES COUNCIL 
CANCELLATION OF CLASSIFICATIONS 

!\OTICE JS HERE BY GlVE~ pur;:uant to Section 
261 A of th e W ater and Soil Conservation Act 1967 
that the \\'atc r Resources Council has cancell ed 

. the following fin al and ;:irelimina ry class ifications 
and reclas;;ifirntions of Kew Zealand's natural 
waters \'.ith tfiect from 14th August, 1975. 
Fll'\AL CLASSIFICATIO:\S: 
Porirua - Paraparaum u - Publicly notifted on 

, 28th October, 1972. 
FINAL RECLA SSJFJCATJO'.\'S: , 
Tauraaga Harbour - Publicly notified on 16th 
March, 1974. 
PRELTJ\110.'ARY CLASS! FJCATJO.'.\'S: 
Aucklan d· - publicly notified on 6th July, 1914. 
Hauraki - publicly notified on 8th June, 1974. · 

· Bay of Plenty ;_ publicly notified on 29th March, 
197~. . 

Wellington - p ublicly notified on 8th December, 
1973. 

North Cant erbury - publicly notified on 13th 
. April, 1974. . 

Otago - publicly notifi ed on· 22nd Febrnary, · 1915. 
A. R. C ROAS DALE, 
Secretary, 
\Vat.e r Resources Council. 
18th August, 1975. 

2244 

Source: ·The Press' Christchurch, 18 August 1975. 
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AGENCY 

Minister of the 
Environment 

National Agencies 

Ministry of Works: 
Water & Soil Divn. 

Civil Engineering 
Division 

APPENDIX E 

Guide to Water and Soil Conservation Administration in New Zealand -

Principal Agencies Concerned with Administration 

Source: NZ Committee for Water Pollution Research 

Newsletter No. 2 - August 1973 

Principal officers concerned 
with NH & SCO Administration 

Director 
Asst. Director (Research) 
Chief Engineer 
Chief Soil Conservator 
Chief Scientific Hydrologist 

Chief Civil Engineer 
Chief Public Health Engineer 

Main functions in respect 
to :t-..TW & SCO 

Over-riding functions for 
co-ordination, where there 
are significant environ
mental effects. 

General responsibility for 
administration of the Water 
and Soil Conservation Act. 

Engineering advisory service on 
waste treatment and plant 
performance. Special 
investigations into treatment 
processes. 

Groups, formal & Informal, 
for co-ordination of activities 
in specific technical fields 

(Note: bodies listed below 
are mainly formal continuing 
bodies; othersexist, and 
there is scope for joint 
action with professional 
bodies as warranted) 

M.O.W. Working Group on 
Water Quality. 

t\) 
1-1 
t\) 



AGE~CY 

Department of Health: 

Public Health Divn. 

D.S. & I.R. : 

Chemistry Divn. 
Ecology Divn. 
Geological Survey 
Inst. of Nuclear 
Sciences 

Oceanographic 
Institute 

Soil Bureau 

Department of 
Agriculture: 

N.Z. Forest Service: 

Catchment Authorities 
Assn. : 

Principal officers concerned 
with NW & SCO Administration 

Asst. Director, Environ.mental 
Health Branch 

Divisional Directors 

Director-General 

Director-General 

President & Secretary 

Main functions in respect 
to NW & sea 

Represented on Water Resources 
Council. Provision of field 
services to Water & Soil Divn. 
for classif~cation of natural 
waters as well as to Regional 
Water Boards as an interim 
service pending the handing of 
this work to such Boards. 

Research and consultation in 
various fields 

Consultation in various fields 

Consultation in various fields 

Representation of Authorities' 
joint views 

Groups, formal & informal, 
for co-ordination of activities 
in specific technical fields 

Officials Committee on 
Eutrophication 

Research Associations : 
Meat Ind. Research InstitutP 
Dairy Research Institute 
Wool Research Institute 

Catchment Authorities f Assn 
Executive 

Engineering and other tech
nical or administrative 
staff groups 

l\) 
...... 
w 



AGENCY 

Municipal Assn : 

Counties Assn : 

Local Agencies : 

Regional Water Boards 
(generally, Catchment 
Authorities) 

Municipalities and 
Counties 

Principal officers concerned 
with NW & SCO Administration 

As above 

As above 

Generally -
Chief Engi'(leer 
Chief Soil Conservator 
Secretary 

Main functions in respect 
to l\1W & SCO 

As above 

As above 

Administration within a district 
of all statutory provisions 

Co-operation with administrative 
activities of ca t chment 
authorities who may delegate 
certain responsibLlities 

Groups, formal & Informal, 
for co-ordination of activities 
in specific technical fields 

As above 

As ·above 

Informal associations of 
chief executives of 
au.thorities 

A.R.A. Research Advisory 
Sub-committee 

(\) 
f--' 
,j::.. 



APPENDIX F 

Laws Controlling Water Pollution 1975 

A£ter: Commission for the Environment, 1975 

Admini- Licens- Offences Appeal 

Legislation stering ing or and or ob-
Depart- Regis tr a- jection 
ment ti on Penalties Provisions 

Continental Foreign ./ Shelf Act -/ 
1964 Affairs 

Counties Act Internal ./ 1956 Affairs 

Fisheries Agricul-
/ Act 1908 ture and 

Fisheries 

Harbours Act Transport / 1950 

Health Act Health / 
1956 

Marine 
/ Pollution Transport / 

Act 1974 

Marine Agricul-
/ Reserves ture and 

Act 1971 Fisheries 

Municipal 
Corpora- Internal / 
tions Act • Affairs 
1954 

Police 
/ Off enc es Act Justice 

1927 

Water & Soil Works & / / Conservation Develop- / 
Act 1967 ment 

Whaling Agricul- / Industry Act ture and 
1935 Fisheries 

Wildlife Act Internal / 
1953 Affairs 
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Summaries of Relevant Acts 

Continental Shel£ Act, 1964 

This Act makes provision £or the control of the 

exploration and exploitation of the mineral, livi.rig and 

non-living resources of the continental shelf (which is 

defined as the seabed and subsoil 0£ areas adjacent to 

the outside the territorial limits and generally (but 
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not always) less than 200 metres below the sea's surface). 

Regulations may control water pollution which is harmful 

to the living resources of the sea and natural resources 

of the continental shelf (which in this case includes areas 

inside the territorial limit). Such control is effected 

by ensuring that steps are taken, prior to or during 

exploitation, to prevent water pollution (eg. establish

ing safety zones around installations, with appropriate 

measures, applying in the zones). A fine of up to $1,000 

may be imposed. 

Counties Act, 1956 

This Act deals broadly with the constitution of 

County Councils and the general administration of County 

Boroughs and County Towns (which will in the future be 

subject to reorganisation under the Local Government Act 

1974). With regard to water pollution. This Act regu

lates the discharge by Councils of silt, refuse and other 

wastes into harbours, and provides penalties for the 

pollution of waterworks and watercourses. Section 311 

lists a number of cases likely to cause a nuisance or 

be dangerous to public health, several of these relating 

to water pollution (with a maximum penalty of $40 and up 

to $10 £or each day the offence continues.) The Counties 

Amendment Act 1961 provides £or councils to make by-laws 

£or the prevention of pollution 0£ water races, as well 

as providing a general prohibition on such pollution. 



Penalty: A fine of up to $200, and up to $20 for each 

day an offence continues. Also, a person may be ordered 

to reimburse the costs 0£ the council in repairing any 

damage done. For a breach 0£ by-laws, a fine of· up to 

$100 and up to $10/day £or a continuing offence. 

Administered by County Town Committees, County 

Borough Councils and County Councils as well as 

Department of Internal Affairs. 

Fisheries Act, 1908 

This Act deals with the licensing and regulation 

of sea and fresh water fishing. A 1970 amendment to the 

Act provides for regulations to be made prohibiting the 

pollution of any rivers, streams or waters, where it may 

be harmful to fish. Penalty: A fine of up to $2,000, 

and up to $20 £or each day the offence continues. 

Harbours Act, 1950 

This Act provides £or the setting up 0£ Harbour 

Boards, which are given wide powers regarding harbour 

administration, including the power to make by-laws 

prohibiting polluting discharges from tanks, vessels, 

etc, into harbours (Section 232(36)). 

Offences provided by the Act include depositing 

rubbish 0£ various sorts into or onto harbours, tidal 

waters, navigable lakes or rivers, sea below low-water 

mark, and tidal land, i£ this affects navigation or 

creates a nuisance on tidal lands (Section 242). It is 

also an offence to pollute any harbour with sawdust, 

sawmill refuse or flasmill refuse. Penalty for a breach 

of a by-law, a fine of up to $100, plus up to $10 for 

each day an offence continues (_and a Board may obtain 

an injunction to restrain further continuance of the 

offence). The general penalty £or an offence is a 

fine of up to $200, and in the cases cited above an 

o££ender may also be required to pay the expense of 

removal 0£ offending substances. 
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Health Act, 1956 

This Act is the main stature concerned with public 

health, and has a number 0£ provisions relating to water 

pollution. Local . authorities are required to provide 

sanitary works, which includes sewerage works and water

works. Section 29 de£ines a number 0£ nuisance offences, 

including permitting or causing pools, watercourses, 

gutters etc., to be offensive or likely to be injurous to 

health, and the placing, constructing or maintaining of 

water supply sources in a condition liable to contamin

ation. 

It is an offence to pollute directly or indirectly 

water supplies or watercourses in such a way as to make 

the water dangerous to health, or offensive, or unfit for 

domestic use. Such watercourses and water supplies are 

the responsibility of the local territorial authorities, 

which may be required by the Medical Officer of Health to 

cease supply if the water is so polluted as to be danger

ous to health. 

Section 64 authorises local authorities to make 

by-laws for the general maintenance of public helath, and 

in relation to water pollution, for 

regulating drainage and the collection and disposal 

of sewage, and describing conditions to be observed 

in the construction of s~ptic tanks, sanitary 

appliances, etc. 

the protection of any water supply 

Section 117 provides for regulations to be made to 

give effect to the provisions of the Act, and in 

particular for 

preventing the pollution of the waters of any harbour 

with offensive matter from any ship 

preventing the pollution, so as to be injurious to 

health, of any river, stream, watercourse or lake, 

whether used as a source of water supply or not. 

Penalties: A fine 0£ up to $200 for offences relat-

ing to the pollution of water supplies. For a breach of 

by-laws, a fine of up to $100, plus up to $10/day for a 

continuing offence. 
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Marine Reserves Act, 1971 

This Act provides for the establishment and manage

ment of marine reserves. It is an offence to discharge 

without authorisation any toxic or polluting substance 

injurious to plant or animal life in a marine reserve. 

Penalty: Imprisonment for a term of up to 3 months and/ 

or a fine of up to $500, plus up to $10 for every day the 

offence continues. In addition, an offencer is liable for 

monetary damages for the value of damage to the reserve 

or its marine life. 

Municipal Corporations Act, 1954 

This Act deals broadly with the constitution of cities, 

boroughs and town districts (now subject to the Local 

Government Act 1974). It is an offence for any Council 

to drain sewage, refuse or wastes into a harbour without 

the prior permission of the relevant Harbour Board. 

Further, it is an offence to connect a private drain to a 

public drain or watercourse without Council authorisation. 

It is an offence to bathe in or discharge any waste or 

polluting substance into Council waterworks. 

Section 293 lists a number of cases likely to cause 

a nuisance or be dangerous to public health, several of 

these relating to water pollution. Penalty: A fine up to 

$200, and up to $20 for each day an offence continues. In 

addition, an offender may also be required to reimburse the 

council for the cost of rectifying any damage done. 

Police Offences Act, 1923 

This deals with a wide range of illegal activities. 

It provides penalties for polluting rivers, streams or 

other water with dead animal carcases or other offensive 

matter. Penalty: A fine 0£ up to $50. Where the water 

involved is used for human consumption, the penalty is a 

fine of up to $500 and/or imprisonment for a term of up to 

3 months. 

Whaling Industry Act, 1935 

This Act was passed to give effect to an International 

Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, and other related 

purposes. It is an offence to allow water pollution aris

ing from discharges of noxious matter from slaughtered 

whales, whale ships or processing factories within 



territorial water. A fine of up to $100 may be imposed. 

Wildlife Act, 1953 

This Act primarily deals with the protection and 

control of wildlife and game. The Act provides for 

regulations to be made imposing conditions by proclam

ation prohibiting water pollution in specified wildlife 

sanctuaries. A 1972 amendment widened that power to 

include the making of regulations to control any water 

pollution injurious to wildlife or wildlife food or 

habitats. Penalty: A fine of up to $2,000, and in the 

case of a continuing offence, up to $20 for each day the 

offence continues. 
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APPENDIX G 

Regional Water Board Questionnaire 

The following was conducted as an open discussion, 

with the points and questions raised as prompts. 

1. Introduction Initial discussion of basis of thesis, 

and definition of topic in relation to Regional 

Water Board functions. 
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2. What has been the major difficulty in operating the 

1967 Act and Amendments? Depending on response moved 

to: 

3. Procedures 

How does RWB Function. Board Committees. 

Who Services the Board. 

Trubunals: Number per year; Composition; 

Who services them 

Appeals: Numbers. 

Rights Notices of Existing Use 

How many received 

How many expired/renewed/covered by granted 

rights. 

What proportion of uses existing at that time. 

How much effort - publicity etc. 

Granted Rights 

Fee. 

Advertising - how often 

Processing procedures/farms etc. 

Numbers Granted (in later interviews rough 

totals only requested) 

Terms and Conditions 

Inspections 

Renewals 

Transfers 

Filing · - Computer/Board System 

Strategies 

Stock Use 

Large stock schemes (Rural water supply) 

High intensity stock schemes. 

Cowshed/Piggery Uses 



Dams 

Herbicides 

4. Water Quality 

State of Classification 

Is quality control a major issue 

What aspects are important 

How do your operate on discharges 

i) Major Indust ry 

ii) Sewage - Oxidation ponds? 

iii) Farm wastes - advice Dairy Division 

of MAF help? 

Do you see setting efflu ent standards as a maj or 

£unction? 

How important will sampling and testing b e. 

Facilities Laboratory - wervices 

Cawthron 

Role of Instrumentation 

Classification Opinion 

Should there be more emphasis on existing quality) 

Do you think the Organisation has been slow with 

advice, guidelines etc . 

5 . Water Quantity 

Investigation Have you a hydrological team MOWD 

assistance, in hydrology? 

Equipment 

Has ther been a change of emphasis? 

e .g. to low flows . 

Water Allocation Planning What stage? 
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0perational Surveys Are you aware 0£ new policy. 

Will it be good or bad. Any £ear 0£ loss of regional 

priorities. 

6. Underground Water 

Level 0£ investigation/knowledge By-laws. 

7. Irrigation and Rural Water Supply 

Involvement/Success 0£ Present Policy. 

8. Recreation, Fisheries etc. 

9. Administration 

Structure Organisation/Board/Commissions 



Staffing Difficulties 

Numbers/Jobs/Designations 

Qualifications 

Finance 

Time spent 

Staff organisation 

Where from? 

How much? 

Administrative Grant? 

WAP grants how much, for what? 

Enough? 

Relationships 

WASCO Good or Bad 

Is help forthcoming 

Finance 

Are regional problems appreciated. 

Organisation v. Water and Soil Division 

MOWD Districts Hydrological Survey 

DWASO 

Other Local Bodies 

Pressure Groups 

Acclimatisation Societies 

Catchment Authorities Association 

Internal Future - proportion of work 

10. Land Use Involved in decisions? 

11. Regional Reorganisation 

What's likely in region 

How will Board operate 

Does the Catchment district (Water region) have to 

remain intact? Why? 

What will rappen to staff? 

Would you rather operate as a technical directorate? 

12. Future Prospects 

What of new financing proposals. 

Law review committee. 
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APPENDIX H 

Objections to Auckland Preliminary Water 

Classi£ication - ARA 

Source: Auckland Regional Authority, August 1974 

Part I : Basic Objections 

The Authority objects to: 
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1. The lack of any explanatory material or stated policy 

regarding: 

(i) the reasoning on which the classification is 

founded and the information which it is based. In the 

absence of any statement of the in£ormation or reasoning 

on which the ·Classification is based, toore ·, is no way of 

discovering the manner or extent to which the classifi

cation represents ~he public interest. Nor is it poss

ible to assess the weight that should be attributed to 

the, .olassification in various circumstances. For example 

when pressures arise for changes to accommodate changing 

community needs, it will not be possible to ascertain 

whether these new demands should be accommodated, or 

whether the classi£ication protects some other unstated 

interest that should prevail. 

(ii) the role of the classification in the process 

of water resource planning and management. The role of 

the classification in water quality management is not 

clear. There is a great danger that classification will 

become the sole test of acceptability of any proposal 

affecting water resources - but a proposal whilst not 

in£ringing the classification, may still conflict with 

community needs and values in other respects e~pecially 

whilst the classification is a statement of minimum 

quality. For example a water resource may be of relativ

ely low water quality but still greatly valued as a wildlife 

habitat or a feature of scientific interest. A proposal 

affecting it may not infringe the classification but may 

be unacceptable because it would be to the detriment of 

those other qualities which are valued by the community. 

If to protect such situations the Regional, Water Board is 

forced as a general rule to adopt standards higher than 

the classification then the value of the classification is 



I ' 

reduced and its provisions will be subject to abuse. 

(iii) the relationship of the classification to 

community needs and values. The categories used to 

classify the region's water resources bear no clear 

relationship to the ways in which the regional community 

values that resource. The classification categories are 

limited in number, and arbitrary in the parameters of 

water quality that they establish. 
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Different parts of the waters of the region may be 

used and valued in a wide variety of ways - as water for 

human consumption or for industrial use; as a recreat

ional feature, to look at from a distance or appreciate the 

clarity of at close quarters; as a recreation feature to 

swim in, sail over, dive under; as a habitat of fish, 

fowl and plant; as a resource constantly renewed by tides 

and ocean currents which can dilute and carry away liquid 

wastes. 

The need to plan and manage the water resources of 

the region stem from wide ranging needs and values such 

as these, and if the waters are to be classified it 

should be interms that bear a perceivable relationship 

to these needs and values. 

2. The preliminary classification as a statement of 

minimum water quality which represents neither existing 

water quality, desired future condition nor (in some 

cases) an achievable future condition. 

As a statement of minimum quality the classification 

appears to be neither a statement of existing water 

quality, nor is it a statement of goals toward the 

achievement of which water resource management should be 

directed. It is possible that existing water resources 

within - the region could be substantially degraded whilst 

meeting the classification. 

There is a substantial amount of knowledge and 

information within the region and within the Authority 

·· il'r' pa'rt±cular,~ i.nto· -which the Water Resou:irces .council . 

is welcome to enquire, which could be applied to refine

ment and improvement of water resource planning in the 

Auckland region. The Authority would be happy to co-



operate with, and assist the Council in applying this 

knowlege and in the preparation 0£ a revised classifi

cation. 

As Regards the Remedy Sought by the Authority: 
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At the hearing 0£ submissions the bases 0£ the Authority's 

objections will be explained more fully and an outline 

given regarding alternative ways in which classification 

could be carried out. The Authority's presentation in 

support 0£ its request that the preliminary classification 

be deferred will also develop the following arguments:-

!. That water resource planning and management 

should be a problem solving and goal oriented task. The 

basic approach should be one 0£ seeking to maintain or 

improve water quality except where a case £or degrading 

existing quality can be demonstrated to be in the public 

interest. 

2. That £or a classification to be e££ectively and 

e££iciently administered, it must be supported by:-

(i) An explanation 0£ the philosophy underlying 

the planning and management 0£ water resources. 

(ii) A release 0£ the information on which the 

classification is based and an explanation 0£ the 

reasons £or the way in which each locality is class

ified. 

(iii) A statement 0£ the way in which the class

ification will be applied, including advice as to 

the circumstances in which local variations to the 

classification will be initiated and the term that 

may elapse before the classification is reviewed. 

3. That the classification should be a dual one -

firstly describing existing water quality, and secondly 

indicating the desired. :water quality towards the mainten

ance or achievement 0£ which management will be directed. 

4. That in designing the classification there should 

be adequate opportunities £or the public at large, inter~ 

ested gJ•roups~ and public bodies to con.tribute information 

and to state their views as to what represents the public 

interest regarding future quality and use 0£ water resour

ces. · 



5. That the mode of classification should be 

flexible and that this might be achieved by providing 
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£or varying combinations of water quality parameters to be 

applied in different localities depending on the nature 

of water quality problems and the range of present and 

potential uses . 



APPENDIX I 

Northland Region - Provisional Scheme 

Source: Local Government Commission, 1975 

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

6.3 Water and Soil Conservation 

In considering the relationship of water and soil 

management to regional government, the Commission has 

studied certain statements by the two national author-

ities most closely concerned the National Water and 

Soil Conservation Authority and the New Zealand Catch

ment Authorities' Association. 
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The National Water and Soil Conservation Organisation 

"firmly supports moves towards the efficient consolidated 

local government for which the Local Government Act 1974 

makes provision". The Organisation has stated further 

that fully effective regional government - which must 

avoid all fragmented or conflicting development and ensure 

efficient use of resources - must have water and soil 

management as an integral part of its £unctions. 

The New Zealand Catchment Authorities' Association-

(a) Agrees in principle with the broad concept of 

regional government because of the improvements it 

should achieve both in the co-ordination and in the 

efficiency of regional functions; 

(b) Favours the establishment of regional councils because 

they would provide for representation on an elective 

basis, and for independent regional bodies. Further 

to that point, the Association has expressed the 

belief that the maintenance of an independent stance 

in regional matters, free from direct influences either 

from territorial authorities or from central government, 

is essentia~ for the effective functioning of regional 

government in general and of catchment work in partic

ular. 

In expressing the above views, the Catchment Authorit-



ies' Association has made it clear that they are subject 

to -

(i) The preservation of the "whole catchment" principle 

for the management and control of water and soil 

resources - this leading to the view that administ

rative regions should be chosen so as to take full 

advantage of the regional organisations already 

provided by catchment authorities; 

(ii) The preservation within the regional coun cil of a 

forum for the exchange of iaeas between central and 

local government. In this regard the Association 
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has observed that present Government appointees to 

catchment authorities make available a breadth of 

knowledge and administrative ability, give invalu

able service to those aul horities, and at the same 

time form an essential link between central and local 

government. This consideration has led the Associa

tion to state its belief that in any regional council 

there should be a special-function committee for water 

and soil conservation, and that this committee s hould 

include representatives of the central government 

agencies most concerned with the operation of water 

and soil legislation. The Association has further 

stated that this special-function committee must 

have direct access to the National Water and Soil 

Conservation Authority and its Council. 

The Commission notes the constructive views expressed 

by the National Water and Soil Conservation Organisation 

and by the Catchment Authorities' Association, which endorse 

the Commission's opinion that water and soil management 

should be a function of regional government. 

The Commission is satisfied also that the function of 

water and soil management should be exercised by a regional 

council, and that regional boundaries should be determined 

with due regard to the location of watersheds. ·The 

Commission notes, however, that in parts of New Zealand 

the location of regional boundaries in conformity with 

catchment authority boundaries may be deemed inappropriate. 
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In this event "out-districts" £or water and soil management 

can readily b~· established pursuant to the provisions of 

section 100 of the Act .............................•....... 

The Catchment Commission has expressed a strong 

preference £or the establishment 0£ an elected regional 

council in Northland. As such a council is now proposed, 

and as the Catchment Commission is already functioning e 

efficiently as a regional body, it is logical to expect 

it to £unction no less efficiently as an arm 0£ regional 

government - and indeed to be strengthened and complemented 

in that action by its intimate association with the regional 

planning operations of the regional council. 

The Commission has provided £or a specially structured 

committee to be established, including appointees of the 

Ministry of Works and De velopment, N.Z. Forest Service, 

Lands and Survey Department and the Agriculture and R~sher

ies Department. This would continue the representation 

those State Departments at present have on the Northland 

Catchment Commission. It has been the Commission's exper-

ience from meeting with catchment authorities that they 

accept and indeed value such representation, both £or the 

expertise the individual members are able to contribute 

and £or the means of liaison thus provided with related 

State agencies. At the same time, the scheme allows the 

regional council wide discretion in the appointment of 

other persons - either members or non-members of the 

council itself - to the committee. It would be reasonable 

to expect that, in order to preserve adequate rural 

participation in the control and management of matters 

concerning soil conservation, river control, flood 

prevention and drainage work, the select.ion of members 

would take due regard of the rural sector. 
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